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Reconfigurable Multi-Carrier Transmitters and their 

Application in Next Generation Optical Networks 

By: Prajwal Doddaballapura Lakshmijayasimha 

Abstract 

With the advent of new series of Internet services and applications, future networks will 

have to go beyond basic Internet connectivity and encompass diverse services including 

connected sensors, smart devices, vehicles, and homes. Today’s telecommunication 

systems are static, with pre-provisioned links requiring an expensive and time-consuming 

reconfiguration process. Hence, future networks need to be flexible and programmable, 

allowing for resources to be directed, where the demand exists, thus improving network 

efficiency. A cost-effective solution is to utilise the legacy fibre infrastructure more 

efficiently, by reducing the size of the guard bands and allowing closer optical carrier 

spacing, thereby increasing the overall spectral efficiency. However, such a scheme 

imposes stringent transmitter requirements such as frequency stability, which would not 

be met with the incumbent laser-array based transmitters. An attractive alternative would 

be to employ an optical frequency comb (OFC), which generates multiple phase correlated 

carriers with precise frequency separation. The reconfigurability of such a multi-carrier 

transmitter would enable tuning of channel spacing, number of carriers and emission 

wavelengths, according to the dynamic network demands.  

This research thesis presents the work carried out, in the physical layer, towards realising 

reconfigurability of an optical multi-carrier transmitter system. The work focuses on an 

externally injected gain-switched laser-based OFC (EI-GSL), which is a particular type 

of multi-carrier source. Apart from the detailed characterisation of GSL OFCs, advances 

to the state of the art are achieved via comb expansion, investigating new demultiplexing 

methods and system implementations. Firstly, two novel broadband GS-OFC generation 

techniques are proposed and experimentally demonstrated. Subsequently, two flexible 

and compact demultiplexing solutions, based on micro-ring resonators and laser based 

active demultiplexers are investigated. Finally, the application of a reconfigurable multi-

carrier transmitter, employed in access and data centre networks, as well as analog-radio 

over fibre (A-RoF) distribution systems, is experimentally demonstrated.  
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1. Introduction 

The advent of internet communication revolutionised the world and has become 

embedded in every aspect of our day-to-day activities, by redefining how we interact with 

others, work, or do business. The internet and its services are facilitated by optical fibre 

communications, which represents the true backbone of modern high-capacity 

communication systems. It is supported by a web of interconnected optical network 

segments, connecting the entire world, i.e.: the long haul/core network, carrying large, 

aggregated data over thousands of kilometres through terrestrial or submarine fibres; 

metro network, providing optical interconnection between core and access (with the span 

of around 200 km); and finally, the ‘last mile’ access networks that connect the end-user 

(several kilometres). 

Over the last decade, the global demand for data traffic has increased in an unprecedented 

manner and is expected to reach 4.8 Zettabytes per year by 2022, as predicted in Figure 

1.1(a) [1]. This continuing growth is mainly fuelled by bandwidth-hungry applications 

like high-definition TV, internet protocol television (IPTV), online gaming, , cloud 

computing, social media applications, etc. In addition, due to the impact of the Covid-19 

outbreak, the optical network experienced an unanticipated global traffic spike of at least 

30% (Figure 1.1 (b)) [2], [3]. This surge in the need for bandwidth was driven by remote 

working, digitalisation of economic infrastructures, video conferences, online lecturing, 

etc. All these traffic requirements have put a huge strain on the existing optical networks, 

further exacerbating the “capacity crunch”, a situation where the optical networks 

carryings the world’s data traffic, are running out of capacity. To cope with the increasing 

bandwidth demand, the number of channels in wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) 

networks has been increased by reducing the channel spacing to achieve dense WDM 
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(DWDM), along with an increasing baud rate per channel. However, the conventional 

capacity scaling approaches are reaching their limit and may struggle to support 

innovative next-generation applications. Therefore, next-generation optical networks are 

required to employ novel capacity scaling solutions that can provide an increased 

capacity, performance, and able to respond to dynamic traffic conditions and 

requirements. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 1.1 (a) Global data traffic volume during 2017-2022 as predicted in 2019, (b) 

percentage of global traffic increased between February and April 2020 due to the Covid-19 

pandemic lockdown. [1], [3]. 

One such effective capacity scaling approach is to reduce the size of the guard band and 

allow closer channel spacing to utilise the available spectrum more effectively, thus 

increasing the data throughput. To achieve this, the existing optical networks should 

evolve towards responsive reconfigurable optical systems that operate on flex-grid or 

gridless architecture. Such networks should also support network-level programmability 

to swiftly tune (typically <few ms) [4] the physical layer parameters, such as the number 
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of carriers, carrier spacing, emission wavelength, baud rate, system reach, etc., according 

to the dynamic network demand. Thus, to truly realise such a reconfigurable optical 

network, an optical transmitter with a high degree of flexibility is crucial. While the flex-

grid architecture has the potential to deliver improved spectral utilisation, it also 

introduces several stringent optical carrier requirements such as the frequency stability of 

the carriers, which could not be met by the currently employed array of lasers. An 

attractive solution is to employ a multi-carrier transmitter based on an optical frequency 

comb (OFC), which generates a series of precisely spaced and phase correlated optical 

carriers. This outstanding frequency stability between channels, allows closer channel 

spacing by alleviating the need for guard band, thus achieving the promised superior 

spectral efficiency. Hence, to realise the next-generation reconfigurable optical network, 

an OFC-based transmitter that can tune its physical transmission parameters is essential. 

This work focuses on the technological advancement of physical layer reconfigurability 

such as the development of a reconfigurable OFC-based transmitter and compatible sub-

systems such as tunable demultiplexers. Amongst the various OFC generation schemes 

reported in the literature, this thesis focuses on an externally injected gain-switched laser 

(EI-GSL) technique due to its simplicity, flexibility, and cost-effectiveness. Several key 

advances to the state-of-the-art technology were accomplished, with the primary focus of 

enhancing the feasibility of the proposed reconfigurable GSL OFC-based transmitter for 

application in next-generation access, data centre networks, and analog-radio over fibre 

(A-RoF) distribution systems.  

The structure of this thesis is as follows: 

Chapter 1 describes the evolution of optical fibre communications networks as well as 

the current state-of-the-art. The challenges that next-generation optical networks may face 

to improve their capacity are outlined and several effective capacity scaling approaches 

are introduced. Particular attention is given to reconfigurable optical networks enabled by 

an OFC as a multicarrier source, which is the focus of this work. In addition, some of the 

main physical layer considerations and implementational challenges of the reconfigurable 
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optical network are discussed. The chapter concludes by highlighting the motivation and 

main contributions of this thesis work. 

Chapter 2 introduces various semiconductor-based OFC generation approaches, 

including mode-locked lasers, Kerr effect in microring resonators, electro-optic 

modulation, and gain-switched lasers. A brief review of their suitability as a multi-carrier 

source in next-generation reconfigurable optical networks is discussed. Amongst others, 

the gain-switched laser is chosen as the OFC generation technique of study in this thesis 

due to its attractive features, which includes dynamic and continuous tuning of channel 

spacing and central emission wavelength, with desirable noise (intensity and phase) 

properties. 

Chapter 3 focuses on the realisation of reconfigurable multicarrier sources by addressing 

the limited GSL spectral bandwidth issue, which hampers its commercial employability. 

Thus, two novel GSL laser-based generation and expansion architectures are proposed 

and experimentally demonstrated in this chapter. The generated expanded OFC is then 

fully characterised in terms of its spectral bandwidth, noise properties (intensity and 

phase), and tunability (channel spacing and emission wavelengths). 

Chapter 4 examines two reconfigurable demultiplexer solutions that are necessary to filter 

out closely spaced individual comb lines before encoding the data. The first approach is 

based on a microring resonator, which can be dynamically tuned using a field-

programmable gate array (FPGA) in conjunction with a digital to analog converter (DAC). 

Using this method, a real-time reconfigurable GSL based transmitter system is 

demonstrated. The second approach uses an active demultiplexer based on optical 

injection locking (OIL), which offers functionalities of tunable demultiplexing,  ultra-low 

noise amplification and modulation, all with a single device. 

Chapter 5 presents the experimental implementation of the GSL transmitter system 

employing an active demultiplexer as a direct modulator. The system performance is 

firstly evaluated for on-off-keying (OOK) and subsequently extended to 4-QAM and 16-

QAM discrete multitone modulation. The impact of adjacent unsuppressed tones and 

cross channel interference on the system performance, are also analysed. 
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Chapter 6 proposes the usage of the active demultiplexers in series and cascade 

configuration, to filter out two comb lines that are then used to generate tunable mmW 

frequencies for A-RoF distribution. Detailed characterisation of the mmW signals in terms 

of stability, amplitude fluctuations, single-sideband phase noise, etc. are performed, 

highlighting the superior mmW signal generation. Furthermore, the optical linewidth 

independence of the cascaded demultiplexer (dual-stage active demultiplexer) is 

investigated by generating mmW signal by considering two linewidth OFC sources and 

experimentally realised a tunable mmW signal A-RoF distribution system and compared 

their performance as a function of optical linewidths. 

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and summarises the main contributions of this study. 

Finally, some potential future research directions and system implementations are 

discussed. 
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1.1 Evolution of Optical Fibre Communication Systems 

Optical fibre communication systems, a pioneering innovation that facilitated today’s 

internet and the plethora of services, have their origin dating to the first fibre transmission 

demonstration in 1977 [5]. Early use of the technology for data communication yielded 

data rates of 45 Mb/s transmitted over tens of kilometres [6]. This has since increased by 

more than five orders of magnitude to recent record demonstrations of 319 Tb/s 

transmissions over 3001 km [7]. In this section, a brief evolution of the optical fibre 

communication systems is outlined, which can be classified into distinct generations, 

dictated by the technological advancements to increase in the bit rate (B) and transmission 

distance (L) product (B×L), as depicted in Figure 1.2. 

 

Figure 1.2 Evolution of optical communication system (B×L) throughout 1975 to 

2000 [6]. MM: multimode; SM: single-mode; DSF: dispersion-shifted fibre; WDM: 

wavelength division multiplexing. 

During the late 1970s, the development of GaAs semiconductor lasers, operating near 

0.8 µm wavelength range (the 1st communication window), led to the first-generation 

optical systems. Such systems offered data rates of 45 Mb/s, with a repeater spacing of up 

to 10 km over multimode fibre (MMF) [6]. The advent of InGaAsP lasers and detectors, 

operating near the 1.3 µm region (the 2nd communication window), allowed system 

designers to take advantage of the reduced fibre loss at this wavelength (<1 dB/km). The 

maximum transmission speed demonstrated was 44.7 Mb/s up to 23 km and  274 Mb/s 
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over 7.5 km without repeaters [8]. However, the system reach was improved but limited 

due to dispersion in MMF. This led to an increased interest in employing a single-mode 

fibre (SMF) that exhibits minimal chromatic dispersion around the 1.3 µm window. By 

1987, the optical systems carrying data rates up to 1.7 Gb/s, with repeater spaced by 

50 km, were commercially available [6]. In the third generation, the operating wavelength 

again moved to a 1.5 µm window to benefit from low silica losses, typically 0.2 dB/km. 

However, the implementation slowed down, as observed in Figure 1.2 (orange triangles) 

due to larger chromatic dispersion at 1.5 µm [9]. This led to the development of 

dispersion-compensation fibre (DCF), with the dispersion coefficient having an opposite 

sign to that of a standard single-mode fibre (SSMF). The B×L was then enhanced by 

employing a single longitudinal laser along with DCF, transmission rates of 2.5 Gb/s over 

100 km were achieved [10], [11]. Furthermore, the quest for high capacity and longer 

reach systems received a boost with the advent of the Erbium-doped fiber amplifier 

(EDFA) and wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) [12], [13]. These innovations led 

to the fourth generation and transformed optical communications, doubling the B×L every 

year (Figure 1.2, green triangles) leading to the first long-haul data transmission, in 1991, 

achieving 2.5 Gb/s over 21,000 km [14].  

1.1.1 Wavelength division multiplexing  

Wavelength division multiplexing is a well-known capacity scaling approach that allows 

multiple data streams to be multiplexed and transmitted together over a single optical 

fibre. The generic WDM architecture, as illustrated in Figure 1.3, comprises an array of 

discrete lasers emitting at distinct wavelengths. Each wavelength represents an individual 

optical channel that can be modulated with different data signals either directly or 

externally (only external modulation is shown in Figure 1.3). The modulated data 

channels are then multiplexed and transmitted over a single SSMF. The frequency 

separation between two wavelengths in WDM is known as channel spacing. It accounts 

for the data bandwidth and the guard band to prevent cross-channel interference (due to 

frequency drift of laser or non-ideal response of the demultiplexer). Current DWDM 

systems, as standardised by International Telecommunication Union (ITU-T), operate on 
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a 50 GHz channel spacing in the conventional (C) band [15]. The inset in Figure 1.3 

illustrates multiple data channels fitting on the 50 GHz grid DWDM architecture.   

 

Figure 1.3 Basic WDM transmitter and receiver architecture. Inset depicts the data 

channels on ITU-T 50 GHz DWDM grid. 

The spectral utilisation of the WDM transmission system is indicated by a metric known 

as spectral efficiency (SE). It is defined as the ratio of the aggregate system capacity 𝐶𝑠𝑦𝑠 

to the system bandwidth 𝐵𝑠𝑦𝑠 , which is equivalent to the ratio of bit rate per channel 𝑅𝑐ℎ 

to the frequency spacing 𝐹𝑐ℎ between the WDM channels [16], 

 
𝑆𝐸 =

𝐶𝑠𝑦𝑠

𝐵𝑠𝑦𝑠
=

𝑅𝑐ℎ

𝐹𝑐ℎ
 

(1.1) 

It is measured in b/s/Hz and shows how well the available fibre bandwidth is being 

utilised. The first commercial WDM system implemented in 1995, consisted of 8 WDM 

channels on a 200 GHz Coarse WDM grid, carrying data at a bit rate of 2.5 Gb/s with a 

SE of 0.0125 b/s/Hz and with regenerators after every 360 km of fibre [17]. In the 

following decade, with the technological advancements (lasers and modulator 

characteristics, filter bandwidths, etc.), the channel count and the bit rate per channel 
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increased to 80 channels on a 50 GHz grid with 10 Gb/s, 40 Gb/s, and 100 Gb/s per 

wavelength [18] achieving a SE of 0.2 b/s/Hz. Achieving long transmission distances at 

data rates exceeding 10 Gb/s using basic on-off keying (0s and 1s), is prohibitive due to 

the chromatic dispersion impairments inherent in the fibre medium [19]. In order to satisfy 

the growing need for higher capacity, the network operators turned towards complex 

modulation formats in conjunction with coherent detection [20], which enabled encoding 

data on intensity and phase. In addition, multiplexing using the two polarisation states of 

the carrier enabled a further increase in the data rate per channel. Currently, commercial 

40 Gb/s and 100 Gb/s (per wavelength) systems using dual polarisation quadrature-phase 

modulation (DP-QPSK) on a 50 GHz grid with a SE of 2 b/s/Hz (for 100 Gb/s) are 

commercially available [21], [22].  

1.1.2 State of the art: towards 400 Gbps and beyond  

In the last few years, the global internet traffic has been increasing exponentially with no 

sign of abating, putting enormous pressure on the existing optical network. While the 

state-of-the-art 100 Gb/s coherent systems are commercially deployed in long-haul links, 

the anticipated 40% annual growth in data demand over the next few years, will cause the 

existing optical networks to struggle. To provision for future demands, optical networks 

should advance towards supporting per-channel data rates of 400 Gb/s, 1 Tb/s, and 

beyond. However, scaling current networks to cater for higher data rates poses a few 

different challenges. Current 100 Gb/s/λ/pol. DWDM systems on a 50 GHz ITU-T grid, 

could accommodate a maximum capacity of around 8 Tb/s with an SE of 2 b/s/Hz. 

However, a 400 Gb/s per wavelength would require an SE of at least 8 b/s/Hz on the fixed 

grid, which needs a high optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR). However, such OSNR 

requirements with current systems would result in a shorter reach. To further increase the 

OSNR, a high optical power source is required, which increases the cost and complexity 

and the maximum launch power is limited by the fibre nonlinearities.  
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Figure 1.4 Evolution and state-of-the-art of optical fibre communication system capacity 

(aggregate rates) during 2000-2020. Here, WDM: wavelength division multiplexing, SDM: 

space-division multiplexing, λ: wavelength [24]. 

Therefore, moving forward industries and research communities have actively 

considering various alternative solutions, which will be discussed in section 1.2. Figure 

1.4 shows the recent evolution of bit rates of state-of-the-art and future research aspects 

of optical communication systems. Amongst many, two prominent research aspects that 

are considered to effectively scale optical systems are superchannel transmission on 

existing legacy single-mode fibre and space division multiplexing employing novel multi-

core or few-mode fibres. Some of the recent notable achievements include Huawei’s 

demonstration of 800 Gb/s per wavelength superchannel transmission over 1100 km of 

SSMF [25]; OFC based 12 Tb/s superchannel realisation with SE > 10 b/s/Hz and 

transmission over 1000 km of SSMF [25]; OFC based 10 Pb/s SDM system over 13 km 

of 38-core 3-mode fibre [26], and many more. 
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1.2 Capacity Scaling Approaches  

 

 

Figure 1.5 (a) Various capacity scaling approaches, capacity scaling on a fixed grid using 

(b) advance modulation format, (c) two polarisation states, (d) spectral savings by 

employing flex grid architecture, (e) realisation of space division multiplexing employing 

multi-mode and few-mode fibres. Insets (i)-(iii) illustrate the constellation diagram of PAM 

4, QPSK, and 16- QAM respectively. (Only depiction, not drawn to scale) 

To meet the incessant demand for traffic and facilitate next-generation applications, the 

optical network has to scale its capacity. This can be achieved by (1) effective use of 

available spectrum and resource and (2) transition towards SDM or exploring new 

transmission windows as shown in Figure 1.5 (a). The latter would require infrastructural 

changes of the entire network. This thesis focuses on investigating a reconfigurable optical 

network, which falls into the first category. Firstly, achieving the finer granular grid (flex 

grid) UDWDM avoids wastage of spectrum (compared to the fixed grid). Secondly, 
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adjusting the modulation format and bandwidth allocation based on the demands of the 

individual channels, such networks not only effective use the available spectrum and 

satisfy the growing demand using legacy fibre but will also be compatible with potential 

new infrastructure. In this section, a brief overview of some of the capacity scaling 

approaches is presented. 

1.2.1 Advanced modulation formats 

The basic capacity scaling approach is to encode more bits per symbol to reduce the 

bandwidth occupied by data. This can be achieved by employing advanced modulation 

formats, which encode information in amplitude, phase of the light. The simplest way is 

to encode multiple bits using several amplitude levels. Such a modulation scheme is 

known as pulse amplitude modulation or PAM-N, where N is the number of amplitude 

levels. For instance, PAM 4 uses 4 distinct level amplitudes, which encodes 2 bits/symbol, 

thus doubling the capacity compared to a traditional OOK system. The spectral efficiency 

can be further improved by employing quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), where 

data can be encoded on both multi-level amplitude and phase together. Usually, it is 

denoted as m-QAM, where m is the overall number of symbols. The constellation diagram 

of 16-QAM, where each symbol carries 4 bits of information, is shown in inset iii, Figure 

1.5. Similarly, 32 QAM or 64 QAM can be achieved by encoding 5 bits and 6 bits per 

symbol, respectively.  

1.2.2 Polarisation division multiplexing 

The SE can be further improved by exploiting two orthogonal states of polarisation to 

encode data individually and such a technique is called polarisation division multiplexing 

(PDM). Usually, PDM is employed with higher-order PSK or QAM to increase the 

transmission capacity by a factor of 2 [27] and is the technique that enabled the industrial 

deployment of 100 Gb/s system using 25 Gbaud PM-QPSK systems on the current 

DWDM ITU-T grid. However, it requires polarisation diverse coherent reception and 

digital signal processing to account for the time-varying nature of the polarisation states 

[28]. The scaling capability of advanced modulation formats is limited by the increased 

noise sensitivity (reduction in the distance between the constellation points). As a result, 
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such systems require a higher OSNR and low phase noise/narrow optical linewidth optical 

source [29]. For example, the transition from QPSK to 16 QAM doubles the spectral 

efficiency but requires 3.7 dB higher OSNR [30], while moving from 16 QAM to 256 

QAM means that the OSNR requirement goes up by 8.8 dB [29]. Such a high OSNR 

requirement is prohibitive as increasing the optical power launched into fibre is limited 

(due to the adverse nonlinear effects), requires complex DSP and upsurges the power 

consumption [31], [32].   

1.2.3 Reconfigurable / elastic optical networks  

Another capacity scaling approach is to employ a new spectrally efficient network 

paradigm called reconfigurable/elastic optical networks [33], [34]. It utilises the available 

spectrum effectively, firstly by reducing the size of the guard band to allow closer spacing 

and accommodating a larger number of WDM channels. Secondly, such networks are 

capable of dynamically adjusting their transmission parameters, such as the number of 

carriers, channel separation, modulation formats, according to the incoming traffic 

requirements. Consequently, the resources are effectively utilised by dynamically 

allocating the spectrum on-demand. Thus, the realisation of such a fast reconfigurable 

optical network is very attractive and is the focus of this thesis. The concept of 

reconfigurable optical networks is discussed in detail in the next section. 

1.2.4 Spectral efficient transmission techniques 

The capacity of the optical network can also be effectively scaled by realising spectrally 

efficient “superchannels”. It refers to the closely spaced multiple optical carriers or sub-

channels that are (i) encoded with higher-order modulation formats (thus, improved SE) 

and multiplexed together, (ii) transmitted and routed together towards a common receiver 

site through the same optical link [35]–[37]. As previously discussed, the advent of a 

higher modulation format, where data is encoded utilising the combination of intensity, 

phase, of the optical carrier, increased the network capacity significantly. However, the 

legacy WDM fixed grid architecture with a slot of 50 GHz, is not spectrally efficient as 

these high order modulation formats will result in smaller channel occupancy than the 

allotted spectrum. Figure 1.6 (a) illustrates a 1Tb/s WDM system with 10 carriers, each 
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carrying 100 Gb/s employing PM-16 QAM on the fixed 50 GHz grid. As such signals 

would occupy a carrier width of ~37 GHz, 25% of the available spectrum is wasted as 

guard band [38]. A superchannel alleviates the spectral wastage by densely packing the 

channels employing spectral efficient transmission schemes such as Nyquist WDM, Co-

OFDM. An example illustration of such 1 Tb/s superchannel comprising the same 10 

carriers PM-16 QAM superchannel, is depicted in Figure 1.6 (b). The subchannels are 

spectrally shaped employing Nyquist filtering to reduce the spectral bandwidth of each 

channel to ~12.5 GHz and packed tightly with a guard band of 500 MHz, thus increasing 

the overall spectral efficiency by ~74% (Nyquist filtering and reduced guard band) [38]. 

 

Figure 1.6 1Tb/s system employing (a) existing fixed 50 GHz grid, (b) Nyquist WDM, 

with sub-channel spacing ~12.5 GHz. (only depiction, not drawn to scale) 

Superchannel transmission relies on improving the SE of the WDM system by packing 

the data channels as close as possible [34], [35]. However, minimising the channel spacing 

could lead to inter-channel interference (ICI). Pre-filtering can be used at the transmitter, 

to avoid ICI in the frequency domain, however, this may lead to inter-symbol interference 

(ISI) in the time domain. Hence, to minimise the ICI and ISI and improve the SE, 

transmission techniques such as Nyquist-WDM (N-WDM) and coherent optical 

orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (CO-OFDM) are used. 

The concept behind Nyquist-WDM [40], [41], can be simply explained by considering the 

shaping of each sub-carrier to be rectangular. Hence, the channels can be densely packed 

to occupy a minimum bandwidth confining to Nyquist ISI criteria that ensures ISI-free 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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transmission. Typically, a root-raised cosine (RRC) filter is applied to realise a rectangular 

shape (at the transmitter) [42]. For Nyquist pulse shaping, the sharpness of the spectral 

filtering is dictated by the roll-off factor, β, where 0 < β ≤ 1, as illustrated in Figure 1.7 

(a) and (b). Then, a certain number of such narrow sub-carriers are then tightly packed, 

with a reduced guard band, to realise a superchannel. Hence, N-WDM improves the 

overall SE by minimising the sub-carrier spectral occupancy and the size of the guard 

bands between them. However, this poses stringent requirements in terms of frequency 

stability of the transmitter to avoid frequency drift and ICI. 

 

Figure 1.7 Illustration of (a) raised-cosine pulse in the time domain (b) frequency response 

of raised-cosine pulse [42] (c) non-overlapped subcarriers, (d) CO-OFDM subcarriers. 

While N-WDM prevents ICI by ensuring spectral separation between channels, CO-

OFDM [40] increases the SE by allowing the neighbouring channels to overlap. The ICI 

interference is minimised by ensuring mutual orthogonality between subcarriers, as 

depicted in Figure 1.7 (d). From the time domain perspective, CO-OFDM transmits ideal 

rectangular pulses with a duration equal to a symbol period. Nevertheless, it requires 

optical sub-carriers that are frequency locked with constant channel separation (equals to 

symbol rate) and time-aligned symbols on all subcarriers. Furthermore, a strong phase 
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correlation between the sub-carriers can reduce the OFDM crosstalk at the receiver by the 

cancellation of the correlated phase noise and reduce the DSP complexity [43].  

1.2.5 Space division multiplexing 

The commercially used transmission medium in optical communications, thus far, has 

been limited to a single waveguide (core and cladding) per fibre (SSMF). Hence, in the 

recent past, there has been interest in exploring the process of multiplexing in the spatial 

dimension, which is called space-division multiplexing (SDM) [25], [34]–[37]. The 

concept of SDM refers to incorporating multiple independent physical transmission 

channels through the use of novel fibres structures. These include multi-core (MCF) and 

few-mode fibres (FMF) or at times a combination of both, as shown in Figure 1.5 (e). The 

most attractive SDM realisation is the few-mode multi-core fibre (FM-MCF), which 

combines the benefits of both MCF and FMF and increases the system capacity (B × L). 

Several Pb/s SDM system demonstrations have been reported, which includes a recent 

OFC-based 10.66 Pb/s transmission over 13 km of a 38-core 3-mode fibre with an SE of 

1158.7 b/s/Hz [44]. However, the practical realisation of SDM systems is mainly 

hampered by the impact of inter-core, crosstalk and requires DSP algorithms to 

compensate for such transmission impairments. Furthermore, such technology may be 

most suitable for greenfield deployments as the cost of replacing the existing fibre 

infrastructure to accommodate the SDM system can be prohibitive. Overall, the 

realisation of SDM could be considered as an effective capacity scaling approach but 

necessitates significant technological advancement in the future.  

1.2.6 Other wavelength bands (C + L and 2 µm windows) 

 The usable communication spectrum and transmission capacity are mainly limited by the 

bandwidth of optical amplifiers such as EDFAs (typically covers the conventional (C) 

band ~1530-1565 nm). However, a lot of recent research focusing on extending the 

bandwidths of optical amplifiers to the C (1530-1565 nm) + L band (1565-1625 nm) has 

opened the potential of employing a wider C + L transmission window [46]. The potential 

of using a new operating wavelength around the 2 µm wavelength region is also being 

given attention by the research community [47]. Nevertheless, the commercial 
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deployment of such technologies still needs significant advancement in order to realise 

components and devices operating at such wavelengths and do so cost-efficiently. 

1.3 Reconfigurable Optical Networks  

 

Figure 1.8 Spectral utilisation in a network employing (a) existing fixed 50 GHz grid, (b) 

flex grid with a granularity of 12.5 GHz and (c) gridless architecture. (Only depiction, not 

drawn to scale) 

With the existing fixed ITU grid architecture, the entire available spectrum (C-band) is 

divided into 50 GHz frequency slots. Each channel is assigned to a particular spectral slot 

independent of the data rate. The current state-of-the-art 100 Gb/s systems are compatible 

with the existing static 50 GHz ITU grid but going towards 400 Gb/s would be too broad 

to fit within the frequency slot. It would require the use of a higher-order modulation 

format (limits the system reach) or the concatenation of two 50 GHz slots (results in large 

spectral wastage). The latter approach could be limited by the design specifications of 

other elements such as optical switches, which are intended for fixed grid requirements. 

The major drawback of the fixed ITU grid is the spectral inefficiency, as frequency slots 

are assigned regardless of the transmitted data rate, as shown in Figure 1.8 (a).  Let us 

assume, three individual channels carrying 10 Gb/s OOK (channel occupancy of 20 GHz 

+ guard band of 10 GHz), 40 Gb/s DP-QPSK (channel occupancy of 25 GHz + guard 

band of 10 GHz), and 100 Gb/s (channel occupancy of 37.5 GHz + guard band of 10 

(c) 

(a) 

(b) 
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GHz). Including the guard bands, the spectral occupancy of these three channels sums up 

to 112.5 GHz while the allocation would be 3 spectral slots taking up the bandwidth of 

150 GHz (3 × 50) thereby resulting in a spectral wastage of 40% (due to fixed channel 

spacing regardless of data rate). 

The spectral efficiency can be improved by adopting a finer (more granular) flex grid 

architecture, where frequency slot size is reduced to 12.5 or 6.25 GHz, as per the ITU-T 

recommendation G 694.1 [47], G 872 [15], respectively. A frequency slot is usually 

defined in reference to the nominal central frequency 𝑓𝑛 = 193.1 𝑇𝐻𝑧 + 𝑛 ×  6.25 GHz, 

where 193.1 THz is the ITU-T “anchor frequency” and n is the integer number of slots. 

This means the centre frequency can be moved in steps of 6.25 GHz. The amount of 

optical spectrum is defined by the slot-width, which is a multiple of 12.5 GHz. The finer 

frequency slot of 12.5 GHz would support 400 Gb/s, 1 Tb/s data rate, and beyond by 

aggregating multiple 12.5 GHz channel slots, as illustrated in Figure 1.8 (b) and (c). For 

optimum utilisation of spectral resources and to adapt to even higher data rates, flex grid 

architectures could eventually transition towards gridless architecture.   

However, transitioning to a finer grid to achieve better SE would not be sufficient on its 

own, as the internet data traffic not only increases in volume but also becomes more 

dynamic. The dynamic variations in the traffic manifests itself as changes in volume (e.g., 

between night and day), and in location (business vs. residential areas). Figure 

1.9 (a) illustrates a static 200 Gb/s system usage over 24 hours of the day for a particular 

connection [33]. As seen in the graph, there are both idle periods, where the connection is 

under-utilised. Similarly, Figure 1.9 (b) depicts the data traffic pattern in a business 

district (blue plot), which shows peak demand during the day/working hours, and a 

residential area (dotted red), which experiences higher volumes of traffic during the 

evening hours. However, assigning a fixed capacity to these two areas does not account 

for this variation, which results in suboptimal utilisation of the resources. With the static 

legacy network, the network operators cannot re-allocate non-utilised resources to other 

connections during idle periods or allocate additional resources during high-activity 

periods. 
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Figure 1.9 (a) Static 200 Gb/s data usage of an optical connection during the time of day 

[32], (b) data traffic pattern in different areas: business and residential area [44]. 

To reap the full benefits of the flex grid approach, the optical network should evolve 

towards a new flexible data rate and resource-efficient network. Such a network paradigm 

is referred to as a reconfigurable/elastic optical network, which can dynamically adjust its 

resources, according to the live traffic requirements. For instance, if the traffic demands 

100 Gb/s over 400 km, then reconfigurable transceiver may dynamically choose closer 

channel spacing and employ an advanced modulation format such as DP-16 QAM, which 

will occupy only 25 GHz of the spectrum. On the other hand, if the same traffic needs to 

reach over 1500 km, a DP-QPSK modulation would be chosen, sacrificing the spectral 

efficiency for lower OSNR requirements (extended reach) [33].  

1.3.1 Reconfigurable optical networks requirements 

To fully envision a reconfigurable optical network, several technological considerations 

and optimisations need to be considered across physical, control, and network layers. A 

truly reconfigurable and responsive network would require a dynamic, software-

controllable architecture that is not only confined to control and data plane but also to 

physical layer components, to use the available resources and infrastructure most 

effectively.  

1.3.1.1 Physical layer considerations 

Flexibility in the physical layer is the key building block of reconfigurable optical 

networks for next-generation spectral efficient systems. Some of the vital technological 

aspects are (1) reconfigurable transceivers and (2) reconfigurable optical switches. The 

(b) (a) 
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characteristics and the degree of flexibility of these elements determine the overall 

performance of the optical connections.  

 

Figure 1.10 Degrees of freedom of a reconfigurable transceiver [46]. Here, C: capacity, 

SE: spectral efficiency, D: optical reach distance. 

Reconfigurable transceivers: To evaluate the physical level connection, several 

performance metrics such as effective capacity, transparent reach, spectral efficiency, and 

tunability are considered [33], [49], [50]. A reconfigurable transceiver is able to 

effectively tune and optimise the above-mentioned metrics to meet dynamic traffic 

conditions. Figure 1.10 exemplifies the flexibility of a transceiver, where various 

transmission parameters can be simultaneously adjusted, to achieve the desired 

performance. 

• The effective capacity of the system can be increased either by increasing the baud 

rate/symbol rate or by using a higher-order modulation format. It can be doubled by 

employing polarisation multiplexing, which enables the transmission of individual 

data signals in both X and Y polarisation states of light. While these approaches 

increase the SE and capacity of the network, they limit the system reach, by requiring 

a higher OSNR. The reach could be extended by increasing the code rate (error 

correction code bits), at the expense of a reduced information rate and the complexity 

of the receiver [49]. 
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• The spectral efficiency and capacity can be further improved by employing 

multicarrier transmission techniques such as N-WDM, CO-OFDM, etc. As 

previously discussed, Tb/s data rates can be accomplished by creating a superchannel, 

comprising several lower-speed subcarriers. Increasing the number of subcarriers 

would lead to a linear increase in the system capacity, but also reduce the reach due 

to cross channel interference. An ideal reconfigurable transmitter would exhibit most, 

if not all of the above-mentioned degrees of flexibility, coupled with a short 

reconfigurability time and standardised control interface to interact with the higher 

networking layers.  

Reconfigurable optical switches: To obtain the benefit of reconfigurable transceivers, 

firstly, it is necessary to migrate from the existing fixed to flex grid architecture. As 

discussed in the previous section, the finer granularity improves the SE and supports 

different frequency slots to be packed tightly or combined to achieve the desired data rate. 

However, the adaption of the finer grid could be hindered by the other network elements 

such as optical switches. Thus, an upgrade of optical switches to the variable channel 

spacing, with a minimal penalty (due to filter shape imperfections) is crucial. The trade-

off between the filter passband characteristics (flat top), the number of filtering stages and 

SE also needs to be considered  [48]–[52]. 

This thesis work focuses on the reconfigurability of the physical layer for next-generation 

optical networks. The advanced higher network and control plane configuration and 

optimisations are beyond the scope of this thesis.  

1.3.2 Optical multicarrier transmitter 

An optical multicarrier transmitter is a key enabler of the reconfigurable optical network. 

The degree of flexibility of a multi-carrier source dictates the overall reconfigurability of 

the network connection. Hence, in order for a multicarrier source to be considered as a 

transmitter, it needs to portray certain characteristics such as high spectral purity (low 

noise characteristics), frequency stability, and the ability to rapidly tune the number of 

carriers, emission wavelength and carrier spacing. In this section, some of the multicarrier 
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source solutions are outlined and evaluated for their suitability in future reconfigurable 

optical networks. 

1.3.2.1 Bank of lasers 

 

(a)                                                             (b) 

Figure 1.11  Laser array-based multi-carrier transmitter architecture, (b) optical frequency 

comb-based multi-carrier transmitter architecture. 

Standard telecommunication lasers in the form of an integrated laser array are widely used 

as optical sources in existing WDM systems. The laser-based WDM multicarrier 

transmitter system is as depicted in Figure 1.11 (a). Each laser within the bank is tuned to 

emit at a discrete wavelength in order to set them apart by the desired frequency spacing. 

It is important to note that, in this thesis, wavelength is used to represent absolute values 

and frequency to represent the differences (which are usually small). However, the major 

drawback is that these lasers struggle to provide fixed channel separation, as each laser 

suffers from an arbitrary drift in their emission wavelength over time, causing undesirable 

cross channel interference. To avoid such interference, a large guard band must be 

introduced between adjacent channels. Although, some commercial transponders may 

employ wavelength lockers to reduce the frequency drift whilst incurring additional cost 

and complexity. However, the wavelength lockers may still fail to operate at a finer 
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granularity (<12.5 GHz), which would counter any SE gains from moving to flex grid. In 

addition, tuning of the frequency spacing involves changing the wavelength of all lasers, 

which increases the complexity of the operation. Hence, the frequency drift may hinder 

their application in high-capacity superchannel transmission techniques like N-WDM, 

CO-OFDM.  

1.3.2.2 Optical frequency comb 

One attractive solution is to employ an optical frequency comb (OFC) as an optical multi-

carrier source. It can provide multiple carriers originating from a single device that can 

replace an array of lasers, as depicted in Figure 1.11 (b). An OFC source generates a series 

of equidistant tones that exhibit excellent frequency stability and a high degree of phase 

correlation between them. This precise frequency separation between adjacent 

tones/channels, enables a reduction in the size of the guard band, allowing closer channel 

spacing and improving spectral efficiency. Other features of an OFC that would make it 

an ideal candidate to be employed as a reconfigurable transceiver include:  

• Reconfigurability: many OFC generation techniques offer a tunability of the number 

of comb lines, channel spacing, emission wavelength, etc. This allows 

reconfigurability of transmission parameters according to the dynamic traffic 

requirements 

• Fast reconfiguration: an OFC (based on the generation technique used) could provide 

a fast tuning of the number of subcarriers and channel spacing. As a result, these 

transmission parameters are expected to be reconfigured rapidly [33].  

• Reduced inventory, cost, and power consumption: A single OFC can replace an array 

of discrete lasers, requiring a single thermal and wavelength stabilisation subsystem. 

Thus, the employment of an OFC reduces the size, cost and power consumption.  

1.3.3 OFC implementation challenges 

While an OFC offers several advantages over the laser array solution, several challenges 

need to be met prior to their adoption in commercial systems. These include: 
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• Development of a simple and flexible OFC source: Several semiconductor baser OFC 

generation schemes are being actively investigated in the research world [53]–[59]. 

However, not every OFC generation technique is simple and offers the desired level of 

flexibility. Each scheme has its pros and cons, which will be discussed in detail in 

chapter 2. Therefore, the development of a simple, flexible OFC, which can generate 

high purity optical carriers with excellent tunability is considered crucial. Further 

simplification could be achieved if the OFC were to be fully integrated with other 

functional components, into a single chip. Such integration would render added 

benefits of small size, low cost and energy efficiency  

• Tunable demultiplexing stage (at transmitter): An OFC-based transmitter system 

requires a demultiplexer to separate individual comb lines prior to data encoding. The 

demultiplexing becomes a major challenge when the channel spacing is to be 

reconfigured from a large granularity (100/50 GHz) to a finer granularity (12.5/6.25 

GHz). The existing commercially available solutions fail to meet these disparate 

bandwidths needs due to their limited bandwidth resolution. Therefore, designing a 

tunable OFC demultiplexer with high bandwidth resolution, low loss and cost, can be 

considered to be a major challenge. 

• Asymmetric channel spacing: Another challenge that needs to be addressed is how to 

achieve asymmetric channel spacing when an OFC generates a series of equidistant 

carriers. This would be a critical feature when realising highly spectral efficient grid-

less architecture in the near-future. 

• Amplification stages: In an OFC, the average output power of a single laser is 

distributed among multiple lines resulting in each of the tones exhibiting a low output 

power. This is exacerbated by the use of demultiplexers that further add to the losses 

with average insertion losses of 5-6 dBs. Hence, optical amplifiers are required, which 

results in reduced OSNR, higher cost and increased complexity of the system. 

• Spectral purity, robustness, and long-term stability: OFC lines are expected to portray 

spectral purity (intensity and phase) and offer long-term stability and robustness in 

terms parameters such as comb line power, channel separation, and comb line 

suppression ratio. 
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• Development of tunable filter (at the receiver site): To reap the full benefit (i.e., SE) 

of OFC, it is essential to develop a bandwidth tunable filter that can separate reduced 

guard band signal at the receiver site without introducing filtering impairments. 

1.3.4 Thesis Main Contributions  

 

Figure 1.12 Schematic of proposed reconfigurable GSL comb-based transmitter system 

This thesis investigates potential solutions to the OFC implementation challenges 

mentioned in section 1.3.3 and aims to contribute to enhancing the suitability of OFC-

based reconfigurable transmitters for application in next-generation high-capacity 

networks. The reconfigurable OFC-based transmitter architecture envisioned in this work 

is illustrated in Figure 1.12. It comprises a reconfigurable gain-switched laser (the OFC 

generation technique chosen in this work) based OFC, which generates the desired 

number of optical carriers and possesses the ability to swiftly tune its channel spacing and 

emission wavelength. The OFC is followed by a tunable active demultiplexer that 

supports asymmetric channel spacing and offers multiple functionalities including a 

tunable demultiplexer (channel spacing and wavelength), low noise amplifier, power 

equaliser and a direct modulator. Depending upon the incoming traffic requirements (such 
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as data rate, connection reach), the number of OFC carriers, channel spacing, modulation 

(direct or external) can be efficiently reconfigured. Furthermore, the architecture lends 

itself to photonic integration thus reducing the size, cost, and energy consumption. 

The main contributions of this thesis are: 

❖ Development of a reconfigurable OFC-based multi-carrier transmitter: Two novel 

reconfigurable GS-OFC expansion schemes are experimentally demonstrated, 

providing an increase of the OFC spectral bandwidth by a factor of 3. The first 

approach is based on a mutually injection-locked GSL to generate an expanded OFC 

that offers an expansion in the number of carriers and channel spacing without the 

need to re-optimise the gain switching settings. The second architecture entails 

multiple GS-OFCs that are combined, and phase correlated with the aid of four-wave 

mixing in a semiconductor optical amplifier. The wavelength tunability feature of the 

proposed expanded OFC is validated by tuning over 30 nm across the C-band. A 

comprehensive characterisation of the expanded OFCs is performed, including phase 

noise/linewidth, relative intensity noise, and phase correlation. The results achieved 

show that both architectures lend themselves to photonic integration and are well 

suited for employment as transmitters in reconfigurable optical networks. 

❖ Investigation of tunable demultiplexers: Two potential tunable demultiplexers (a) 

microring resonator (b) active demultiplexer based on optical injection locking are 

investigated. The first solution where the MRR is used as a tunable demultiplexer to 

demonstrate the first, real-time FPGA-controlled reconfigurable OFC-based 

transmitter (OFC + demultiplexer). This serves as a proof-of-principle experiment and 

validates the potential realisation of a software-defined reconfigurable optical network 

employing a GSL source. The second approach employs a semiconductor laser as a 

multi-functional active demultiplexer to select and amplify the desired comb line with 

a suppression ratio > 30 dB and output power of 8 dBm (delivering between 30 and 

40 dB of gain). This multi-functionality is highlighted by demonstrating tunable 

demultiplexing of individual lines across the comb and for channel spacing varying 

from MHz to GHz. Furthermore, the power equalisation features are also illustrated 
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by using comb lines that sit 10 dB below the spectral peak of the OFC. This OFC 

expansion scheme increases the number of comb lines that can be used for data 

transmission by a factor of 1.7. Finally, a thorough characterisation of injection 

locking parameters such as comb line power, detuning frequency, and their impact on 

the demultiplexed phase noise of the signal and the achieved suppression of unwanted 

comb tones is investigated.  

❖ Demonstration of OFC-based transmission systems: First demonstrations of an 

OFC-based transmission system employing a single device (active demultiplexer) to 

perform OFC demultiplexing, amplification, and direct modulation is carried out. 

Performance evaluation of such a system, utilising various modulation formats, is also 

undertaken. Firstly, a two-channel 10.7 Gb/s OOK system for short-reach applications 

is realised, and error-free data transmission over 3 km is achieved. Then, a 4-channel 

transmitter, employing 4-, 16-QAM discrete multitone (DMT) signals is used to 

achieve aggregate data rates of 100 Gb/s (8 × 12.5 Gb/s) and 200 Gb/s (8 × 25 Gb/s), 

respectively. A bit error ratio (BER) below the 7% hard-decision forward error 

correction (HD-FEC) limit is achieved for all channels (within 20 dB from the spectral 

peak) for transmission over 40 and 25 km of SSMF. Furthermore, the impact of 

suppression ratio/adjacent channel crosstalk on the system performance is 

experimentally investigated and the impact of low injection power on the chirp 

induced on the laser (due to direct modulation) is studied by building a simulation 

model using the virtual photonics incorporated transmission maker (VPI-TM) tool.  

❖ Active demultiplexer enabled linewidth tolerant tunable mmW signal generation: 

Two novel mmW signal generation and A-RoF distribution enabled by active 

demultiplexer in parallel and cascade are demonstrated. The proposed solutions 

inherit all the benefits of the active demultiplexer (filter-amplify-modulate) and the 

latter configuration possesses a unique property that renders the quality of the 

generated signal to be tolerant to the optical linewidth of the comb. This is verified by 

employing two different OFC linewidths (3.1 MHz and 30 kHz) and obtaining a low 

single-sideband phase noise value (−99 𝑑𝐵𝑐/𝐻𝑧, at 10kHz offset), regardless of the 
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OFC used. In addition, a complete A-RoF system is realised by transmitting a directly 

modulated 64-QAM universal filtered orthogonal frequency division multiplexed 

(UF-OFDM) and DMT data signals at 29.5, 38 GHz, 61 GHz over 25 km of SSMF. 

In all the cases, optimum performance is achieved with BER and error vector 

magnitude (EVM) recorded below the HD-FEC limit. Furthermore, the system 

performance was evaluated as a function of OFC linewidth for dual-stage active 

demultiplexer (active demultiplexer in cascaded form). The two orders of magnitude 

increase in OFC linewidths induces only a 0.1 dB penalty (at HD-FEC), demonstrating 

the linewidth tolerance feature. Finally, a case study of an A-RoF distribution system 

is presented, to illustrate the benefits of the proposed scheme, in terms of power 

budget and the number of RRU’s that can be served using a single OFC. 
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2. Optical Frequency Comb as a 

Multicarrier Transmitter 

The advent of optical frequency combs (OFCs) is considered one of the most important 

breakthroughs in the field of photonics [1]–[7]. In the past decade, OFCs have been 

extensively studied and become an attractive solution in diverse applications such as 

spectroscopy [8, 9], ranging [10], atomic clock [11], steganography [12], spectrally 

efficient optical communication networks [13]–[16], millimetre and terahertz generation 

[17], [18], and many more. As discussed in the previous chapter, OFCs gained a lot of 

attention in the field of optical fibre communications due to its outstanding stability of its 

free spectral range. Hence, the OFC can serve as an alternative solution to the existing 

laser array, for deployment in next-generation optical networks employing spectrally 

efficient modulation formats [7], [16], [19]. 

In this chapter, a brief overview of the OFC and the desired characteristics it needs to 

portray for it to be considered employable as a flexible transmitter, are presented. Then, 

some of the prominent semiconductor-based OFC generation schemes are discussed and 

their suitability in reconfigurable optical networks are studied. 

2.1 Optical Frequency Comb Source 

An optical frequency comb source generates a series of phase correlated optical carriers 

with fixed frequency separation. An illustration of an OFC source and its` spectral output 
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is shown in Figure 2.1. OFCs are usually described by carrier spacing (fr), which is known 

as the free spectral range (FSR), and their emission frequency (f0). The multiple comb 

lines in the optical frequency domain correspond to the train of ultra-short optical pulses 

in the time domain, with a repetition rate τr = 1/ fr. The temporal pulse width signifies the 

spectral bandwidth of the OFC i.e., the narrower the pulse, the broader the OFC spectral 

width. An OFC can be represented in the (a) optical frequency domain, (b) time domain, 

and (c) RF domain (showing the beat tones generated by optoelectronic conversion of an 

OFC), as shown in Figure 2.2.  

 

Figure 2.1 Illustration of the OFC source emitting a series of optical carriers. 

 

Figure 2.2 OFC representation in (a) optical frequency, (b) time, and (c) radio frequency 

(RF) domains. Here, FSR: free spectral range, OCNR: optical carrier to noise ratio. 

For applications in high-capacity reconfigurable optical networks, an OFC is expected to 

portray certain spectral characteristics and flexibility features. The most important of them 

are outlined below: 

(c) (b) (a) 
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• Large spectral bandwidth: an OFC with a large number of comb lines, with specified 

frequency spacing, is desirable as it provides a large number of optical carriers thus 

replacing multiple individual lasers.  

• Tunable channel spacing: The optical carrier spacing should be tunable. As the 

occupied data bandwidth is proportional to the baud rate, the OFC channel spacing 

must be rapidly tuned according to the required modulation format and baud rate.  

• Tunable emission wavelength: It implies the tuning of the central emission 

wavelength of the comb. This enables a dynamic spectrum allocation to take 

advantage of the unused bandwidth slots. 

• Spectral flatness: It refers to the optical power level variation between the comb lines, 

which in turn determines the number of comb tones that can be used for the 

transmission. Generally, a 3 dB excursion from the spectral peak is considered to be 

acceptable for near-uniform performance, avoiding the need for power equalisation 

before modulation. 

• Optical power per comb line: High power levels of individual comb lines is highly 

attractive. This reduces the need for multiple optical amplification stages, thus 

reducing complexity, cost, and power consumption. 

• Noise properties: A low relative intensity noise (RIN) and phase noise are highly 

desirable [20], [21]. RIN is the random intensity fluctuation of the optical carriers and 

is usually measured as dB/Hz. The current IEEE standard for Ethernet 802.3 specifies 

the RIN better than −132 and −136 dB/Hz for 200 and 400 Gb/s systems. Phase 

noise is a random frequency fluctuation leading to the broadening of the spectral tone 

[21]. This can also be referred to as optical linewidth. It affects the systems employing 

phase and hybrid amplitude-phase modulation schemes (M-PSK, M-QAM) and can 

limit the maximum achievable baud rate. For example, the linewidth requirement for 

10 Gbaud QPSK is 4.1 MHz, whereas for 16-QAM is 1.4 MHz [22]. 

• Optical carrier to noise ratio (OCNR): A large OCNR is desirable. This criterion 

serves as a signal-to-noise ratio when considering each optical tone as a carrier. 
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• Phase correlation: A high degree of phase correlation between the comb lines is 

attractive. It can reduce the DSP complexity at the receiver [22] and allow for the use 

of an OFC as a multi-wavelength local oscillator in a coherent system [24]. 

In addition to the above-mentioned characteristics, an OFC to be employed as a multi-

carrier transmitter is also expected to deliver long-term stable operation in terms of 

frequency, and power. The OFC generation architecture should be feasible for photonic 

integration thereby reducing the size, cost and energy consumption of the entire 

transmitter. 

2.2 Semiconductor Based OFC Generation Techniques 

In this section, some of the most prominent semiconductor-based OFC generation 

schemes are outlined and their suitability as a multi-carrier transmitter in future 

reconfigurable networks discussed. 

2.2.1 Mode-locked lasers 

A mode-locked laser (MLL) is the most popular ultra-short pulse generation technique, 

which was initially demonstrated in 1964 [25]. The term “mode-locking” refers to the 

process of introducing phase synchronisation or locking between the longitudinal modes 

in a semiconductor laser cavity [26], [27]. When the longitudinal modes are phase-locked, 

they will constructively and periodically interfere, resulting in a generation of periodic 

short optical pulses with a repetition rate (τr) equal to the round-trip time of the cavity. 

Correspondingly, a series of optical frequency comb lines are generated in the frequency 

domain, with a fixed frequency spacing of fr = 1/τr, as depicted in Figure 2.3 (b). A 

theoretical understanding of the MLL can be understood from [28], while the recent 

advances and versatile applications can be found in [6], [29], [30]. 
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Figure 2.3 (a) Schematic of a passively mode-locked laser, (b) illustration of pulse and 

OFC generation, (c) optical spectrum of Q-dash mode-locked laser output with FSR of 

~ 42 GHz. Illustrative diagrams are redrawn from [28]. 

Mode-locking can be achieved using various laser structures and methods. They can be 

classified into passive, active and hybrid [32], [33]. Passively mode-locked lasers depend 

on a non-linear phenomenon to induce mode-locking. It may comprise of an inter-cavity, 

intensity-dependent loss element, called a saturable absorber, as shown in Figure 2.3 (a) 

or a specific quantum structure (well, dash, dot) designed to enhance third-order optical 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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nonlinear interactions (such as FWM) inside the cavity [34], [35]. The process of mode-

locking can be explained as follows. With an increase in the intensity of the incident light, 

the absorption profile of the saturable absorber decreases until it saturates and then 

becomes transparent for a small period. During this period, the gain overcomes the losses 

(Figure 2.3 (b)) and emits a pulse [31]. As the longitudinal modes within the gain region 

start to lase at the same time, they begin with the phases that are correlated i.e., mode-

locked. This repetitive process of selective amplification of high-intensity peaks and 

absorption of low-intensity light leads to the emission of a train of short pulses. In active 

mode-locking, an active component such as a modulator is used instead of a passive 

component. The modulator is driven by an external signal, whose frequency is equal to 

the longitudinal mode spacing (cavity length). This modulates the cavity losses 

periodically, stimulating laser turn on and off sequence, resulting in the emission of ultra-

short pulses [26]. Hybrid mode-locking refers to a case where both passive (through 

saturable absorber) and active (modulating cavity losses) mode-locking are present at the 

same time in the same laser [36]. 

2.2.1.1 Mode-locked laser as a reconfigurable OFC source 

A MLL generates a broadband comb and is well-known for its compactness and energy 

efficiency (passive MLLs). The optical spectrum of the Q-dash MLL with an FSR of 

~ 42 GHz, spanning over 15 nm is shown in Figure 2.3 (c). The detailed characterisation 

of this device can be found in [37]. Several experimental demonstrations of a photonic 

integrated MLL [36] and its use in data transmission systems are reported in [38]–[41].  

However, several features of MLLs hinder their employability in next-generation 

reconfigurable networks. First and foremost, the frequency spacing between the comb line 

is dictated by the cavity length of the MLL i.e., frequency spacing is fixed. Thus, the FSR 

cannot be tuned to adjust to the dynamic network demands and requirements. Some of the 

other shortcomings are (i) sophisticated and complex cavity design, (ii) relatively large 

optical linewidths (in MHz range) [32] unless external injection (at the cost of reduced 

comb bandwidth) or a feed-forward heterodyne scheme is used [40], (iii) mode-partition 

noise resulting in large RIN (typically below −120 dB/Hz) [41], and (iv) long term 
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stability issues [33]. These shortcomings make them not suitable for future flexible optical 

networks. 

2.2.2 Kerr optical frequency comb  

A Kerr comb, based on the non-linear interaction (i.e.: cascaded four-wave mixing 

(FWM) in high Q microring resonators [44], [45]) is another popular type of frequency 

comb generation technique. In principle, it consists of a single tunable continuous wave 

(CW) laser and a microring resonator, as depicted in Figure 2.4 (a). Kerr OFCs typically 

span a few THz with line spacing in order of tens to hundreds of GHz, as in Figure 2.4 (c) 

[46]. 

 The formation of the wideband comb can be briefly explained as follows [45]: a strong 

pump is injected into the ring resonator, which evokes an optical Kerr effect that changes 

the resonator’s refractive index proportionally to the pump intensity. As a result, the pump 

signal generates new frequency components through degenerate FWM [45], where two 

photons from the pump signal are annihilated to produce two new photons one up-shifted 

and one down-shifted from the pump frequency by the same amount. If the frequencies 

of the pump and the newly generated FWM components (signal and idler) coincide with 

micro-resonator cavity modes (grey lines, Figure 2.4 (b)), the nonlinear process is 

enhanced, leading to an efficient cascaded FWM. As a result, a frequency comb with an 

FSR of Δ and phase correlated with the pump signal is generated. Such a comb is referred 

to as the “primary comb”. However, the number of comb tones is limited and their power 

drops exponentially with the distance from the pump (inset (ii), Figure 2.4 (b)). Next, the 

“sub-comb” evolves around primary comb lines via degenerative or non-degenerative 

processes with line a spacing of ‘δ’, matching the resonator mode spacing, as seen in (inset 

(iii), Figure 2.4 (b)). Eventually, sub-combs merge with the primary comb to form a wide 

comb, where 𝛿 is a sub-harmonic of Δ within some margin or frequency mismatch ∆ − 𝛿 

(usually in the MHz range [44]), as depicted in (inset (iv), Figure 2.4 (b)). This mismatch 

has to be compensated by active comb synchronisation (∆ − 𝛿 reduced to 0) [47] to obtain 

a soliton comb state [48]. The recent advances in the Kerr comb are reported in [4], [49], 

[50]. 
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Figure 2.4. (a) Schematic of Kerr comb generation scheme, (b) formation of Kerr comb 

depicting primary and sub-combs, (c) optical spectrum of Kerr comb spanning over C + L 

band with FSR ~100 GHz. Adapted from [46]. Here, EDFA: Erbium-doped fibre amplifier, 

PC: polarisation controller. FSR: free spectral range. 

2.2.2.1 Kerr comb as a reconfigurable OFC source 

The Kerr OFC can be a compact and photonically integrable solution. Depending on the 

dispersion profile of the resonator and the pumping scheme, the method is capable of 

generating a broadband comb with a good OCNR, and mutually coherent low phase noise 

lines. The ultra-broad bandwidth of the Kerr OFC attracted a lot of attention, resulting in 

several high-capacity (tens of Tb/s) WDM systems demonstrations in the last few years 

[51], [52]. Nevertheless, the method requires sophisticated comb synchronisation, tuning, 

and feedback control loop mechanism for stable long-term operation [50], [51]. 

(c) 

(b) 

(a) 

(i) (ii) 

(iii) (iv) 
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Furthermore, Kerr based combs require very high pump power (in the order of 30 dBm 

[51]), which can be difficult to realise as a photonic integrated circuit. Several pump 

power reduction techniques have been investigated [52], [53] recently, but they further 

complicate the overall structure of the device. More importantly, the comb line spacing is 

fixed and is dictated by the size of the resonator cavity. This is a critical shortcoming of 

the Kerr frequency comb that hinders its employability as a reconfigurable multi-carrier 

source in future flexible optical networks.  

2.2.3 Electro-optic modulator 

An electro-optic modulator (EOM) based OFC is generated by modulating (phase, 

amplitude, or a combination) a continuous wave (CW) laser with the aid of single or 

multiple modulators. The modulators are driven by large sinusoidal signals to generate 

multiple sidebands around the CW laser frequency, thus resulting in the generation of an 

OFC. EOM combs are reconfigurable in terms of their FSR, which can be tuned by 

changing the frequency of the modulating signal. The maximum FSR and the number of 

comb lines generated (spectral bandwidth) are determined by the bandwidth of the 

modulator and the modulation index. Furthermore, the noise properties of the comb lines 

are predominantly dictated by the CW laser, with an additional contribution from the RF 

source, and amplifiers used. The details of EOM comb generation methods and recent 

advances are reported in [3], [5], [58]. 

EOM-based combs can be realised in various configurations as reported [56], [59]–[62]. 

These include a single-phase modulator (PM) or cascaded PM, hybrid MZM and PM, 

dual-drive MZM and PM, and so on. The basic form of the EOM comb is a single-phase 

modulator driven with a signal with amplitude equal to multiples of 𝑉𝜋, where 𝑉𝜋 is the 

half-wave voltage to attain a π phase shift. The output signal can be written as [62], 

 𝐸0(𝑡) = 𝐴(𝑡)𝑒𝑗(𝜔𝑜𝑡+𝜙(𝑡)+𝛽 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛺 𝑡) (2.1) 

where the input CW laser electric field is 𝐴(𝑡). 𝑒𝑗(𝜔𝑜𝑡+𝜙(𝑡)). A is the amplitude, 𝜔𝑜 , 𝜙 are 

the emission frequency and phase of the signal, respectively. 𝛽 and Ω  are the amplitude 

and modulation frequency of the RF signal. The modulation amplitude 𝛽 = 𝜋
𝑉

𝑉𝜋
,  defines 
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the modulation index. Usually, an EOM generates a limited number of comb lines and 

exhibits amplitude variations. The EOM comb can be expanded by the Jacobi-Anger 

expansion to express the multi-carriers as [61], 

 
𝐸0(𝑡) =  ∑ 𝐴(𝑡)𝐽𝑛(𝛽)𝑒𝑗(𝜔𝑜𝑡+𝜙(𝑡)+𝑛𝛺 𝑡)

∞

𝑛 = −∞

 (2.2) 

Here, 𝐽𝑛 is the 𝑛𝑡ℎ order Bessel function and 𝛽 determines the overall comb bandwidth.   

 

Figure 2.5  Schematics of the EOM comb generation employing (a) single phase modulator 

(PM) [55], (b) intensity modulation (IM) and PM [56] , (c) cascaded IM and PM [57].  

Furthermore, better spectral flatness can be achieved by driving a phase modulator with 

the combination of two sinusoidal signals or employing a dual-drive MZM in tandem with 

a phase modulator, or by creating a fibre ring cavity with a modulator loop [61] [56]. 

Amongst several configurations, the combination of intensity modulators and phase 

(c) 

(b) 

(a) 
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modulators is considered the most balanced configuration in terms of tuning, complexity, 

and comb spectral bandwidth [3], [62]. 

2.2.3.1 EOM frequency comb as a reconfigurable OFC source 

Although EOM combs are limited in spectral bandwidth compared to the previously 

discussed OFC techniques, they offer a large degree of freedom in terms of FSR and 

emission wavelength tunability. They also generate highly coherent tones with phase 

noise determined by the characteristics of the CW source used. Finally, an EOM 

(depending on the material used) architecture lends itself to photonic integration. Several 

demonstrations of high-capacity WDM networks employing EOM combs have been 

reported [58], [61]. Generally, to achieve spectrally broad and flat comb, a series of 

cascaded modulators are employed. This translates into large insertion losses (typical 

insertion losses of a LiNbO3 IM modulator ~ 5-6 dB per device) and needs amplification 

stages, which in turn degrades the achievable OCNR of the comb lines and more 

importantly increases the cost and footprint. In addition, as LiNbO3 modulators suffer 

from inherent bias drifts, operating a set of cascade modulators [64] leads to stability-

related issues. Recently, EOM OFC with Silicon-Organic Hybrid (SOH) based modulator, 

generating 7 comb lines with 40 GHz FSR was demonstrated [65]. However, the insertion 

loss of the device was ~21 dB, and thus comb lines exhibited low OCNR and low power 

per line (−27 to −17 dBm) [65]. Furthermore, InP-based push-pull modulators integrated 

with tunable laser is demonstrated to generate 29 comb lines (FSR of 10 GHz) [66]. 

Though the EOM combs offer reconfigurability, their implementation in future optical 

networks could be hampered by the above-mentioned drawbacks and complexity. 

2.2.4 Gain-switched laser OFC 

Gain-switched laser (GSL) [67]–[73], a popular short pulse generation scheme, entails the 

use of DC-biased semiconductor laser that is directly modulated with a large RF signal. 

The frequency of the modulating signal determines the FSR of the OFC. The GSL based 

OFC has attracted a lot of attention mainly due to its simplicity and cost-effectiveness. It 

generates correlated comb lines with a high OCNR, as well as offers FSR and emission 

wavelength tunability. Hence, in this thesis, the gain-switched laser is chosen as the OFC 
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generation technique. The following section provides a detailed description of the GSL 

OFC and a variant called the externally injected GSL OFC. Subsequently, its operation, 

characteristics, and suitability for employment in a reconfigurable optical network are 

discussed.  

2.3 Gain-Switched Lasers 

The gain-switching process involves the direct modulation of a semiconductor laser and 

can be theoretically understood by using a set of nonlinear rate equations, which defines 

the relationship between the carrier (𝑁) and photon densities (𝑆), and phase (𝜙) within 

the laser cavity. The rate equations for single-mode semiconductor laser (without 

considering the gain compression effect) can be written as, [68], [74]  

 ( )
( ) ( ) ( )tr N

dN I t
R N g N N S F t

dt eV
= − − − +  (2.4) 

 2( )S ( )tr S

p

dS S
g N N BN F t

dt



=  − − + +  (2.5) 

 1 1
( ) ( )

2
H tr

p

d
g N N F t

dt






=  − − +  (2.6) 

Where, 𝐼(𝑡) = 𝐼𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 + 𝐼𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑛( 2𝜋𝑓𝑟𝑡) is a time-varying bias current applied (gain-

switching signal), e is the electronic charge, V is the volume of an active region, g is the 

gain constant, 𝑁𝑡𝑟 is carrier density at transparency, S is the photon density, 𝛤 denotes 

confinement factor, 𝜏𝑝 is the photon lifetime, 𝛽 denotes spontaneous emission factor 

coupling into the lasing mode, B is the bimolecular recombination coefficient, and 𝛼𝐻, 

denotes linewidth enhancement factor. The stochastic terms 𝐹𝑁,𝐹𝑆, 𝐹𝜃 represent Langevin 

noise sources due to random carrier recombination induced amplified spontaneous noise 

into the lasing mode. R(N) is the rate of recombination consisting of non-radiative, 

bimolecular, and Auger recombination and is given by 𝑅(𝑁) = 𝐴𝑁 + 𝐵𝑁2 + 𝐶𝑁3 [74]. 

The intuitive meaning of the above rate equations can be explained as follows.  

Equation (2.4) Carrier density evolution with time. The first term defines the 

contribution of the bias current applied to the laser, whereas the 
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second term gives the rate of carrier recombination due to 

spontaneous emission. The third term represents the decay of the 

carriers by recombination due to stimulated emission.  

Equation (2.5) Photon density evolution with time. The first term describes the 

number of photons created due to stimulated emission. It depends 

on the carrier density and losses in the cavity. The second term 

denotes the optical losses in the laser cavity, characterised by 

photon lifetime. The third term represents the part of spontaneously 

emitted photons that are coupled into the laser output. 

Equation (2.6) Phase evolution with time. The first term indicates the laser phase 

evolution due to stimulated emission, while the second term 

represents the influence of spontaneous emission. 

 

 

Figure 2.6. Illustration of (a) gain-switched semiconductor laser, (b) laser dynamics when 

a step bias current is applied, (c) power vs bias current when a laser is gain-switched, (d) 

laser dynamics when gain-switched. 

(b) (c) (d) 

(a) 
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An illustration of the gain-switching of a semiconductor laser is shown in Figure 2.6. The 

notion of gain-switching is to directly modulate a laser with a large RF signal that excites 

only the first relaxation oscillation spike at the onset of the laser operation and truncates 

the subsequent peaks. Periodic repetition of this process results in the generation of optical 

pulses. To understand the process of gain-switching, two laser turn-on dynamics are 

considered, when I(t) = 𝐼𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 and 𝐼𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 + 𝐼𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜋𝑓𝑟𝑡), where 𝐼𝑟 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓𝑟 are the amplitude 

and frequency of the gain-switching signal. Figure 2.6 (b) illustrates the semiconductor 

laser dynamics when I(t) = 𝐼𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠, whereas Figure 2.6 (c) shows typical power vs bias 

current plot under gain-switching conditions. The laser dynamics when gain-switched are 

illustrated in Figure 2.6 (d). 

 Laser operation mode Description 

Laser turn ON state 

 𝐼(𝑡) = 𝐼𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 

 

The step input bias current 𝐼𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 well above the threshold 

current is applied to the laser. As a result, the carrier and 

photon density start to build up and portray a transient 

damped oscillation response before reaching a steady state. 

Gain-switched laser  

𝐼(𝑡) = 𝐼𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 + 𝐼𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑛( 2𝜋𝑓𝑟𝑡) 

A large-amplitude, usually sinusoidal, signal in conjunction 

with the 𝐼𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠, is applied to the laser. This time-varying bias 

current creates dynamic carrier density fluctuations inside 

the laser cavity. While bias current increases (from trough to 

crest), it builds up the carrier density. The photon density 

starts to grow once the carrier density reaches its threshold 

and lasing starts. Then, the photon population increases 

rapidly and depletes the carrier density. This in turn leads to 

a reduction in the photon density, creating an optical pulse. 

As the bias current decreases (crest to trough), it prevents 

any further build-up of the carrier density, thereby 

preventing subsequent relaxation oscillation spikes. This 

process repeats periodically leading to the generation of a 
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train of optical pulses and correspondingly an optical 

frequency comb. 

The first notable GSL OFC experimental demonstration was reported in 2009 and was 

followed by extensive studies [68]–[70], [75]–[77]. The typical experimental setup of 

gain-switched OFC generation is shown in Figure 2.7 (a). A single-mode laser is driven 

with a 10 GHz sinusoidal amplified (+18 dBm) signal in conjunction with a DC bias 

(65 mA, ~5 × 𝐼𝑡ℎ (𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑)). The output OFC with an FSR of 10 GHz, 

consisting of 4 lines within 3 dB from the spectral peak, portraying an OCNR of 40 dB 

(within 20 MHz resolution) is as shown in Figure 2.7 (b). 

 

Figure 2.7. (a) Experimental setup of a gain-switched laser, (b) optical spectrum of 

resultant GS OFC with an FSR of 10 GHz. The optical spectrum is recorded at 20 MHz 

OSA resolution. 

The gain-switched laser is the simplest comb generation technique and offers significant 

advantages in terms of compactness, precise FSR tunability and cost-efficiency. The 

average power per comb line is better than the EOM comb (no lossy components) and 

emission wavelength can be tuned via temperature and bias current within the standard 

laser tuning range (~2 nm). The main drawback of the technique is the limited modulation 

bandwidth/frequency response of most commercially available semiconductor lasers, 

which dictates the maximum achievable FSR and number of comb lines. Some of the 

other GSL shortcomings include a large frequency chirp due to the time-varying carrier 

density [69]. In addition, as the laser is continuously driven below the threshold level on 

each gain-switching cycle, spontaneous emission contribution tends to result in large 

(a) (b) 
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values of phase noise and temporal jitter [69]. These limitations may limit the 

employability of the GSL OFC as a transmitter in systems that employ advanced 

modulation formats. To overcome these drawbacks, external optical injection from a 

spectrally pure master laser (low optical linewidth) can be employed. Such a configuration 

is referred to as an externally injected gain-switched OFC.  

2.3.1 Externally injected gain-switched OFC 

An externally injected gain-switched laser (EI-GSL), employs a master-slave 

configuration, comprising a slave laser that is gain-switched and a spectrally pure master 

laser that is used for the injection. The use of the optical injection locking (OIL) provides 

several advantages such as increased modulation response and bandwidth enhancement 

[74], improved noise property through the transfer of spectral properties from the master 

to the slave laser [79], [80], single-mode operation (in case of multi-mode slave laser), 

and frequency chirp reduction [78], [81].  

Optical injection refers to the process of injecting coherent photons from the master laser 

into the cavity of the slave, where two optical fields may couple, undergo several 

nonlinear interactions (such as beating, FWM) or become locked to the master, such state 

is referred as injection-locked. The latter implies the phenomenon under which the slave 

is frequency and phase-locked to the master laser, inheriting its phase and frequency 

characteristics. The nonlinear phenomena are dictated by the detuning frequency (𝛥𝑓), 

defined as the frequency difference between master (𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑗) and the slave (𝑓𝑆) and by the 

injection power ratio 𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑗 = (
𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑗

𝑃𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑣𝑒
), where 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑗 and 𝑃𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑣𝑒 are the injected optical power 

from the master, and total emission power of the slave laser (in its free-running state), 

respectively. To attain stable OIL, the 𝛥𝑓 must be within locking range 𝛥𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 given 

by [81] : 

 
𝛥𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝛥𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝛥𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 (2.7) 

 

−𝑘𝐶√1 + 𝛼𝐻√
𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑗

𝑃𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑣𝑒
= 𝛥𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛  <  ∆𝑓 < ∆𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥   =  𝑘𝐶√

𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑗

𝑃𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑣𝑒
 (2.8) 
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where 𝑘𝐶 is the coupling co-efficient describing the rate at which photons are coupled or 

injected into the slave cavity and 𝛼𝐻 is the linewidth enhancement factor.  

An EI-GSL OFC can be mathematically described by modifying the rate equations in eq. 

2.4 and 2.5, to account for optical injection. A detailed analysis of injection locking 

(theoretical and experimentally) can be found in [68], [69], [78]–[83]. The modified rate 

equations can be written as [68],  

 𝑑𝑁

𝑑𝑡
=

𝐼(𝑡)

𝑒𝑉
− 𝑅(𝑁) − 𝑔(𝑁 − 𝑁𝑡𝑟)𝑆 + 𝐹𝑁(𝑡) (2.9) 

 𝑑𝑆

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑔𝛤(𝑁 − 𝑁𝑡𝑟)𝑆 −

𝑆

𝜏𝑝
+ 𝛽𝐵𝑁2 + 2𝑘𝑐√𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑗𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜙 − 𝜙𝑖𝑛𝑗) + 𝐹𝑆(𝑡) (2.10) 

 
𝑑𝜙

𝑑𝑡
=

1

2
𝛤𝛼𝐻𝑔(𝑁 − 𝑁𝑟) − 𝑘𝑐√

𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑗

𝑆
𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜙 − 𝜙𝑖𝑛𝑗) − 𝛥𝑓 + 𝐹𝜃(𝑡) (2.11) 

where 𝑘𝑐 is the injection coupling coefficient, 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑗 is the injected photon density, 𝛥𝑓 is 

the detuning frequency, 𝜙 and 𝜙𝑖𝑛𝑗  represent the phase of the slave and master lasers, 

respectively.  

2.3.2 EI-GSL comb generation 

To generate an EI-GSL OFC, the experimental setup from Figure 2.7 is modified to 

include a narrow linewidth semiconductor-based tunable laser as a master. The new set-

up diagram is shown in Figure 2.8 (a). The resultant OFC with an FSR of 10 GHz, 

consisting of 8 comb lines (within a 3 dB window from the spectral peak) with OCNR > 

50 dB, is as shown in Figure 2.8 (b). The increase in the number of comb lines visible by 

comparing Figure 2.7 (b) and Figure 2.8 (b), can be attributed to the modulation 

bandwidth enhancement due to external optical injection. One of the salient features of 

the EI-GSL OFC generation is that any commercially available semiconductor-based 

single-mode or multimode laser can be used for comb generation. 
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Figure 2.8. (a) Experimental schematic of externally injected gain-switched laser (GS 

frequency of 10 GHz), (b) resultant optical spectrum of EI-GS DM laser OFC with an FSR 

of 10 GHz. 

Figure 2.9 (a)-(c) illustrates the optical spectra of a standard DFB laser in free-running 

(CW), GSL and EI-GSL configurations. The free-running laser, biased at ~53 mA 

(~5. 𝐼𝑡ℎ), is gain switched with an amplified 6.25 GHz sinusoidal signal (~25 dBm). The 

gain-switched spectrum in Figure 2.9 (b) does not show any discernible comb lines due 

to a large timing jitter introduced by the gain-switching [69] However, with the 

introduction of optical injection, a continuous flow of photons from the master laser locks 

the phase of the successive pulses and introduces a pulse-to-pulse coherence. This results 

in the generation of distinguishable comb lines as shown in Figure 2.9 (c). The optical 

injection parameters such as frequency detuning (𝛥𝑓) and injection power (𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑗) play a 

crucial role in terms of spectral and noise properties of the EI-GSL. Using a negative 

detuning (𝛥𝑓 <  0), where the injection frequency is lower than that of the slave laser (in 

its free running state), favours the enhanced resonance peak and generation of a “flat-top 

comb”, at the expense of less effective transfer of the phase characteristics, as investigated 

in [14].  On the other hand, when the detuning is positive (𝛥𝑓 >  0), the modulation 

bandwidth enhancement is improved but less pronounced resonance peak, resulting in a 

narrower comb, but with spectral properties closely reflecting those of the master laser. 

Therefore, the optimisation of optical injection parameters, based on the application, is 

essential. 

(b) (a) 
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Figure 2.9. Optical spectrum of EI-GSL OFC  generation process (a)-(c) single mode DFB 

laser (DFB), (d)-(e) multi-mode FP laser. 

Correspondingly, a multimode laser such as a Fabry-Pérot (FP) can also be used for EI-

GSL OFC generation. Figure 2.9 (d)-(e) shows the spectra of a multi-mode FP laser in 

free running (CW), under OIL, and in an EI-GSL configuration. The spectrum of the FP 

laser with a mode spacing of ~1.2 nm is shown in Figure 2.9 (d). The single-mode 

operation of the FP is achieved by injection locking the desired longitudinal mode, which 

suppresses the gain in other modes (as seen in Figure 2.9 (e)). Such an externally injection 

locked FP can then be gain-switched, resulting in the OFC, as depicted in Figure 2.9 (f). 

Each longitudinal mode can be selected via injection locking and an EI-GSL OFC can be 

generated around each longitudinal mode to achieve wavelength tunability across the C 

band. 

2.3.2.1 Externally injected gain-switched laser as a reconfigurable OFC source 

In the last two decades, the EI-GSL OFC has been extensively studied for various 

applications and some of the notable demonstrations include: (i) the realisation of a 

superchannel transmitter employing spectrally efficient schemes such as CO-OFDM [15], 

(c) 

(f) (e) (d) 

(b) (a) 
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coherent Nyquist WDM [84]; (ii) directly modulated DMT or pulse amplitude modulation 

(PAM)-4 for data centre interconnects [85], [86] (iii) dual-comb gas sensing spectroscopy 

[9]; (iv) soliton generation [54]; (v) absolute distance measurement [84], (vi) analog radio-

over-fiber distribution [18], [88]  (vii) steganography [12] and many more.  Some of the 

salient characteristics of the EI-GSL OFC that make them an ideal candidate for versatile 

applications in next-generation reconfigurable optical networks are briefly discussed here. 

i. Simple and cost-effective: An EI-GSL OFC is based on direct modulation and 

requires a low component count and no sophisticated or bespoke fabrication. They 

employ mature, well-established commercially available single-mode (DM, 

DFB [70], VCSELs [89]) or multimode (FP [76]) lasers.  

 

 

Figure 2.10. Optical spectra highlighting EI-GSL OFC tunability features (a)-(d) FSR 

tunability from 1.25 to 12.5 GHz, (d)-(e) discrete wavelength tunability from 1530-

1560 nm. 

ii. Tunability: EI-GSL OFCs offer a high level of tunability in terms of comb lines 

spacing and emission wavelength. The FSR of the comb can be easily tuned by 

changing the frequency of the gain-switching signal (RF source). As an example, 

Figure 2.10 (a)-(d), shows an EI-GSL OFC with an FSR varying from 1.25 to 12.5 

GHz. FSRs exceeding 30 GHz have also been demonstrated [90]. Furthermore, sub-

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

(e) (f) (g) 
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GHz comb spacing can be achieved by gain-switching using an electrical pulse rather 

than a sinewave [91]  or employing a comb densification approach [92]. The latter 

will be discussed in chapter 3. Continuous emission wavelength tuning can be 

accomplished by adjusting the temperature and bias conditions of the slave laser, 

while the discrete wavelength tuning can be achieved using multimode lasers (e.g., 

FP), as shown in Figure 2.10 (e) - (h). 

 

Figure 2.11 Noise characteristics of master laser and EI-GSL OFC lines (a) FM-phase 

noise spectrum, (b) relative intensity noise. 

iii. Noise characteristics: EI-GSL OFC lines portray the noise characteristics of the 

master laser used. This applies to both the phase and relative intensity noise (RIN) of 

a specific line as shown in Figure 2.11. An example of the FM noise spectrum of the 

master laser and EI-GSL comb lines is shown in Figure 2.11 (a). The measured 

linewidths are less than < 30 kHz, clearly demonstrating the comb line inherits the 

(a) 

(b) 
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phase noise of the master laser. Furthermore, the comb line exhibits extremely low 

RIN better than −140 dB/Hz, as depicted in  Figure 2.11 (b). Such a low RIN can be 

attributed to external optical injection reducing the carrier and photon fluctuations 

inside the slave cavity. The noise characteristics of the comb lines are investigated in 

detail and discussed in chapter 3. The resultant narrow linewidth and RIN are 

extremely attractive in a high-capacity system, where advanced modulation formats 

are used. 

 

Figure 2.12. SSB phase noise measurement of the EI-GSL OFC lines demonstrating 

a high degree of phase correlation between them. 

iv. Phase correlation: The EI-GSL comb lines portray a high degree of phase correlation 

between them, which can be verified by examining the single-sideband phase noise 

(SSB-PN) of their beat tone. Figure 2.12 shows the results of an SSB-PN 

measurement on a 6.25 GHz signal obtained by mixing two EI-GSL OFC tones on a 

photodiode. From the plot, it can be seen that an SSB-PN better than −114 dBc/Hz 

is obtained at a 10 kHz offset frequency. Thus, EI-GSL OFC lines are ideal for the 

realisation of low phase noise mmW/THz signal. 

v. Photonic integration. The master and slave laser configuration required for the EI-

GSL OFC generation lends itself to photonic integration, which allows for a further 
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reduction in size and cost. In recent years, several two-section Figure 2.13 (a)) [93] 

and four-section (Figure 2.13 (b)) EI-GSL OFCs [94] have been successfully 

demonstrated highlighting the potential of an EI-GSL OFC to be adopted 

commercially due to their cost-effectiveness. 

 

Figure 2.13. Photonic integrated EI-GSL OFC (a) two-section, (b) four-section 

devices [88], [84]. 

The above-mentioned merits (flexibility, excellent noise properties) render the EI-GSL 

OFC to be a highly attractive multi-carrier transmitter that could be employed in next-

generation optical networks. However, as mentioned earlier, the commercial adoption of 

this technology (EI-GSL) could be hindered by the limited number of comb lines 

generated. Hence, this thesis looks to address this issue, by exploring techniques that 

could be used to expand the OFCs. Two such schemes, with expansion factors >3, that 

are also reconfigurable are presented in chapter 3. 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 
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3. Expansion of Gain-Switched 

Optical Frequency Comb  

The previous chapters presented an overview of various semiconductor-based optical 

frequency comb (OFC) generation techniques. Amongst them, the externally injected 

gain-switched laser (EI-GSL) based OFC has been chosen as the technique to be focussed 

on in this thesis, as it is simple, cost-effective, and open to photonic integration. More 

importantly, it offers flexibility and tunability in terms of the channel spacing and 

emission wavelength, which in turn facilitates the dynamic reconfiguration of 

transmission parameters, according to the network requirements. Hence, the EI-GSL 

based multi-carrier transmitter is an attractive candidate for deployment in next-

generation reconfigurable optical networks. 

While the EI-GSL delivers many advantages, its commercial application requires 

overcoming some shortcomings. One such deficiency is the limited number of OFC lines 

generated. This is due to the restricted modulation bandwidth of commercially available 

semiconductor lasers. To overcome this drawback, this chapter presents and 

experimentally demonstrates two novel OFC expansion techniques that are capable of 

increasing the GSL bandwidth/span at least by a factor of 3. In addition, a detailed 

characterisation (RIN, phase noise, phase correlation) of the expanded OFC is reported. 

Both expansion architectures can be photonically integrated, offer fast tuning, and 
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reconfigurability in terms of channel spacing, the number of comb lines and the emission 

wavelengths. 

3.1 Introduction 

As previously discussed, the use of OFC has been widely explored in numerous multi-

disciplinary applications such as spectrally efficient communications systems, mmW/THz 

generation and radio-over-fibre systems, spectroscopy and much more. Amongst others, 

an EI-GSL OFC is proven to be well-served as a multi-carrier source in these applications 

[1]–[3]. Nevertheless, some of the shortcomings of the EI-GSL OFC still need to be 

addressed such as (i) a limited number of comb lines, arising from the restricted intrinsic 

modulation bandwidth of the laser, (ii) low comb line power and (iii) difficulty in 

generating low FSR (<1 GHz). The latter requires modulating the laser with short 

electrical pulses [4], thus increasing the complexity. In addition, in order to avoid 

secondary relaxation oscillations, the DC biasing of the laser must be set at or below the 

threshold, which leads to a severe reduction of power of the comb.  

The limited number of comb lines makes the EI-GSL OFC source less attractive for 

various communications applications. To increase the number of generated comb lines, 

numerous approaches have been investigated. Zhou et al [5], employed an electro-optic 

phase modulator (PM) driven by an amplified sinewave (~4𝑉𝜋) at the gain-switching 

frequency to expand the EI-GSL OFC by a factor of two. Another expansion technique 

[12], [25] includes the use of dispersion compensation fiber (DCF) followed by highly 

non-linear fiber (HNLF) that expands the OFC by a factor of 3. However, this approach 

is complex (requires very high pump power to invoke nonlinearity in the fibre), suffers 

from stability issues and is not suited for photonic integration. Other expansion schemes 

reported include the use of the dual-mode injection-locked FP laser [21], cascaded EI-GS 

FP lasers [9], dual-drive MZM modulators [10], and using multi-transverse modes (X and 

Y polarisation) in VCSEL to generate OFC [11]. However, these approaches resulted in 

a limited expansion and yielded comb lines with a poor OCNR. A summary of various 

GSL expansion approaches that have been recently reported is presented in Table 3-1.  
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Table 3-1 A brief survey of various broadband GSL OFC generation schemes 

No. Ref. Key expansion 

component 

FSR Expansion 

factor 

Demonstration/ comments 

1 [5] FP + Phase modulator 10 ~ 2 40 nm wavelength 

tunability; limited expansion 

2 [7] HNLF + DCF 10.7 >3 
Wide comb generation; 

complexity and stability 

issues 

3 [9] Cascaded GS FP lasers 10 ~2 
20 nm wavelength 

tunability; Limited 

expansion; low OCNR 

4 [12] 
Dual-mode injection 

locked FP  
6.25 >2 

Simple; 30 nm wavelength 

tunability; poor flatness; low 

OCNR 

5 [13] 
VCSEL HNLF + DCF 

+ Modulator 
5.2 ~ 3 

Wide comb generation; 

complexity; stability issues; 

low OCNR 

6 [10] Dual- drive MZM 9.5 >1.5 Simple; low drive voltage; 

limited expansion 

7 [11] 
VCSEL + dual mode 

injection locking 
2.5 ~2 Simple; limited expansion 

8 
This 

work 

Mutual injection 

locking + phase 

modulator 

6.25 ~3 
Wide comb generation; 

simple; FSR tunability from 

390 MHz to 6.25 GHz 

9 
This 

work 

Parallel cascaded FP + 

SOA 
6.25 >3 

Wide comb generation; 

amplified output power; 30 

nm wavelength tunability 

To overcome these drawbacks, two novel architectures to improve the expansion factor, 

is proposed. The first approach is based on the mutual injection locking of two GS slave 

lasers with a common master to generate a wider bandwidth OFC. In addition, by 

incorporating a PM, the same scheme facilitates further expansion and FSR tunability 

(GHz to MHz) via comb densification. A detailed characterisation of the expanded comb 

is performed, which highlights the high spectral purity attained. The second expansion 
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scheme is based on inducing phase correlation between two independent EI-GS Fabry 

Pérot (FP) using four-wave mixing (FWM) phenomena in a semiconductor optical 

amplifier (SOA). The broadband comb portrays an excellent phase correlation between 

all lines. Additionally, the experimental demonstration of 30 nm wavelength tunability of 

the OFC across the C band (1529 nm-1562 nm) is shown. Finally, both proposed 

architectures lend themselves to photonic integration, further reducing the cost, size and 

potentially consume less energy, making the proposed OFC generation/expansion 

architecture highly suitable for deployment as reconfigurable multi-carrier transmitters in 

next-generation optical networks. 

3.2 Mutually Injection-Locked GSL-based OFCs Expansion and 

Densification 

 

Figure 3.1 (a) Diagram of MIL-GSL OFC generation, expansion and comb 

densification/frequency division, and (b)-(e) the line graph showing the operational 

principle. Dotted lines represent newly generated tones after PM. 

The first GSL expansion architecture is based on mutually injection-locked GSL (MIL-

GSL) OFCs. The operational principle of the proposed scheme is as shown in Figure 3.1. 

It comprises two stages: (i) generation of two MIL-GSL OFCs, (ii) expansion and comb 

densification using a PM. Initially, two semiconductor-based single-mode lasers are 

(a) 

(b) (c) 

(d) (e) 
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chosen as slave lasers and gain-switched (GS) using a large sinusoidal signal. The GSLs 

are then injection-locked by a semiconductor-based low linewidth wavelength-tunable 

laser, acting as a common master, as illustrated in Figure 3.1 (b). The master laser 

provides the frequency and phase locking to both slave lasers, resulting in two OFCs 

emitting comb lines with a high degree of phase correlation between them. The two OFCs 

are then combined, to generate a single broad OFC (Figure 3.1 (c)) and passed through a 

PM for further expansion. 

Here, the PM can be operated in two modes: (a) expansion and (b) comb 

densification/frequency division. Three scenarios are investigated: (1) the MIL-GSL OFC 

is expanded by driving the PM with a large voltage (multiples of 𝑉𝜋) RF signal at the gain-

switching (fundamental) frequency (𝑓𝑠), as depicted in Figure 3.1 (d); (2) the PM is driven 

with multiples of the fundamental FSR (𝑛𝑓𝑠); (3) the PM is driven with a sinusoidal signal 

that is at a sub-harmonic of the fundamental frequency (
𝑓𝑠

𝑚⁄ ) (Figure 3.1 (e)). The latter 

corresponds to the comb densification mode and results in the generation of a comb with 

an FSR that is m-times smaller than the fundamental one. In other words, the FSR of the 

MIL-GSL OFC can be tuned from GHz to MHz, without the need to re-optimise the GSL. 

Additionally, the average OFC power remains unchanged across the tuning range, thus 

overcoming the reduction of comb output power for low FSRs. 

3.2.1 Experimental setup: MIL-GSL OFC  

The experimental setup of the proposed MIL-GSL OFC generation, expansion and comb 

densification is shown in Figure 3.2. Here, the components with polarisation maintaining 

fiber (PMF) and standard single mode fiber (SSMF) are indicated by brown and grey 

lines, respectively. Two commercially available discrete mode (DM) lasers, from Eblana 

Photonics [14], [15]  are chosen as the slave lasers. These are 250-µm long FP laser diodes 

with a slotted ridge waveguide structure that constrains the lasing in a longitudinal mode, 

achieving a side mode suppression ratio (SMSR) larger than 60 dB, as shown in Figure 

3.3 (a). The DM lasers are encased in temperature-controlled (with the aid of  

thermoelectric coolers (TECs)) 7 pin butterfly packages with a k-type RF connector, to 
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enable high-speed modulation. The packaging does not include an optical isolator to allow 

external light injection. The lasers exhibit threshold currents (𝐼𝑡ℎ) of ~10 mA and a 

modulation bandwidth of ~ 12 GHz, when biased at ~ 53 mA. At the same bias, slave 

lasers 1 and 2 emit an average power of 6 dBm and 7 dBm, respectively.  

 

Figure 3.2  Experimental setup of the proposed MIL-GSL OFC generation. Here, RF amp: 

radio frequency amplifier, CIR: circulator, PS: phase shifter, ODL: optical delay line, PM: 

phase modulator, 𝒇𝒔: free spectral range, OSA: optical spectrum analyser. 

Gain switching is achieved by applying an amplified 6.25 GHz sinusoidal signal (~24 

dBm) in conjunction with a 53 mA DC bias to both lasers. Subsequently, the temperature 

of the lasers is tuned to achieve a partial overlap of their spectra (as shown in Figure 3 

(b)). Then, a narrow linewidth wavelength-tunable laser (Pure photonics PCL550), acting 

as a common master laser, is tuned to the overlapping wavelength region (𝜆𝑖𝑛𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 

1549.8 nm, 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = −3 dBm), split using a 50: 50 splitter and injected, via 3 port 

circulators (CIR 1 and 2), into the two GS lasers. It is important to mention that the 

components used in the MIL-GSL OFC generation are pigtailed with polarisation 

maintaining fibre, which is aligned to the slow polarisation axis. 

The two-phase correlated OFCs generated this way are then combined using a 50:50 

coupler and passed through a 20 GHz PM. The modulator exhibits a 𝑉𝜋 of ~4V (at 

6.25 GHz) and is driven at ~13.5 Vpp (corresponding to 3.3𝑉𝜋 ) by a second RF source 

(both RF sources are synchronised using the 100 MHz reference ports). It is important to 

note that the same RF source could be used for the OFC generation and the phase 
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modulation. The expansion and spectral flattening (shaping) of the output comb, when 

passing through the PM, are achieved using an electrical phase shifter (PS) and an optical 

delay line (ODL). The  PM is driven at a frequency 𝑓 = 𝑛𝑓𝑠 , where  𝑛 = 1, 2 or 3 in the 

expansion mode (i.e., 𝑓 = 6.35, 12.5, 18.75 GHz) and 𝑛 = 0.5, 0.25, 0.125 or 0.0625, in 

the comb densification mode (𝑓 =3.125, 1.5625 GHz, 781.25 MHz, and 390.625 MHz). 

The resultant optical spectra are recorded using a high resolution (20 MHz) optical 

spectrum analyser (OSA). 

3.2.2  Experimental results 

3.2.2.1 MIL-GSL OFC generation 

The continuous wave (CW) optical spectra of the two slave lasers, with SMSR > 60 dB, 

are shown in Figure 3.3 (a). Figure 3.3 (b) shows the overlapped spectra of the gain-

switched slave 1 (blue) and 2 (red) with the FSR of 6.25 GHz and the common master 

laser at 1549.6 nm (black). The GS spectra in Figure 3.3 (b) illustrate the absence of 

discernible comb lines, indicating that there is no pulse-to-pulse phase coherence in the 

temporal domain [16], [17]. However, when the external injection from the master laser 

locks the phases of the pulses, the comb lines become clearly visible in the spectrum, as 

depicted in Figure 3.3 (c). The generated MIL-GSL OFC 1 and 2 feature 12 and 15 comb 

lines respectively (within 5 dB from spectral peak) and exhibit an OCNR >50 dB (within 

20 MHz OSA resolution). 

The slightly higher number of comb tones in OFC 2 is due to an enhanced modulation 

response of GS laser 2, which is a contribution of the injection wavelength being set to 

the lower wavelength end of its GS spectrum [18]–[20]. As mentioned above, injection 

locking with a common master laser ensures that both GSL OFCs are phase and frequency 

synchronised. Thus, by combining them, a single MIL-GSL OFC with 27 lines and a 

bandwidth of ~168.75 GHz (both within 5 dB) is generated, as illustrated in Figure 3.3 (d).  
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Figure 3.3 Optical spectra of (a) CW slave lasers, (b) GS slave 1, 2 and the master lasers, 

(c) MIL-GSL OFC 1 and 2, (d) expanded OFC (combined MIL- GSL OFC 1 and 2). 

3.2.2.2 MIL-GS OFC expansion and densification  

Figure 3.4 (a)-(c) illustrate the PM-induced comb expansion of the MIL-GSL OFC when 

the PM is driven at the fundamental and multiples of the FSR (6.25, 12.5, and 18.75 GHz). 

When driven at the fundamental frequency, 35 comb lines (comb 5dB bandwidth of 

218.75 GHz) are generated, with an OCNR larger than 45 dB. The expansion factor is 

~ 2.3 compared to the single EI-GSL OFC (red spectrum, Figure 3.3 (c)). In this case, the 

comb expansion is limited by the maximum allowable drive amplitude of the PM used. 

Therefore, to further increase the expansion, the PM is driven at multiples of 𝑓𝑠 with the 

same drive voltage. The number of comb lines increases to 39 (comb 5 dB bandwidth of 

~243.75 GHz) when the PM is driven at 2𝑓𝑠 = 12.5 GHz and 45 (~281.25 GHz bandwidth) 

when driven at 3𝑓𝑠=18.75 GHz. This could be attributed to Bessel function expansion, 

where every harmonic is modulated and resulting in the generation sidebands that are 

2𝑓𝑠 𝑜𝑟 3𝑓𝑠 further apart. It is worth noting that only the PM drive frequency is varied, 

while all other conditions, such as slave laser bias, gain-switching parameters, and PM 

(c) (d) 

(b) (a) 
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drive amplitude remain unchanged. Table 3-2 summarises the OFC expansion achieved. 

Overall, with the proposed MIL-GSL OFC technique, the number of comb lines is 

increased by a factor of 3 (from 15 lines, for individual EI-GSL OFC, to 45 lines for the 

proposed expanded OFC).  

 

Figure 3.4 Optical spectra of expanded MIL-GSL OFC, PM driven at (a) 6.25, (b) 12.5, 

and (c) 18.75 GHz. The arrows (L: left, M: middle, R: right) and numbered tones are 

filtered for phase noise analysis. 

Table 3-2 Summary of the OFC expansion 

OFC No. of lines  (5 

dB from peak) 

Comb bandwidth 

(5 dB) 

Expansion 

factor 

Individual GSL OFC 15 ~93.7 GHz -- 

Combined MIL-GSL 

OFC 
27 ~168.75 GHz 1.8 

MIL OFC + PM (at 

6.25 GHz) 
35 ~218.75 GHz 2.3 

MIL OFC + PM (at 

12.5 GHz) 
39 ~243.75 GHz 2.6 

MIL OFC + PM (at 

18.75 GHz) 
45 ~281.25 GHz 3 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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Figure 3.5 Optical spectra of the MIL-GSL OFC with an FSR of (a) 3.125 GHz, (b) 1.5625 

GHz, (c) 781.25 MHz, and (d) 390.625 MHz. The insets depict a zoom-in of the dotted 

region. 

In the comb densification mode, the PM is driven at a sub-harmonic frequency of the  

fundamental frequency  
𝑓𝑠

𝑚⁄ , where m = 2, 4, 8, and 16. The resultant combs, with an 

FSR of 3.125 GHz, 1.5625 GHz, 781.25 MHz, and 390.625 MHz, are shown in Figure 3.5 

(a) - (d) respectively. The insets within each of these figures show a magnified dotted 

region. Figure 3.5 shows resolved comb tones with an OCNR ranging from ~ 30-45 dB 

(within 20 MHz OSA resolution) and a comb bandwidth of ~ 180 GHz over the entire 

tuning range. The average comb output power remains constant at ~ 9 dBm. The summary 

of the comb densification is presented in Table 3-3. This demonstration highlights the 

potential of a wide FSR tunability range, spanning from MHz to GHz, with a simplified 

approach and fast tuning speed. Furthermore, the fundamental FSR can also be tuned by 

varying the GS frequency of the slave lasers. It is important to mention that the lower FSR 

MIL-GS OFC could be employed in applications such as spectroscopy, gas sensing, 

distance measurement [2],[3], etc., where the comb flatness is not critical. 

 

(d) 

(b) (a) 

(c) 
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Table 3-3 Summary of the MIL-GS OFC comb densification 

MIL-GS OFC FSR 
OCNR (tone at 

~1550 nm) 

Number of lines (5 dB 

from peak) 

6.25 GHz 50 27 

3.125 GHz 45 58 

1.5625 GHz ~42 ~113 

781.25 MHz ~38 ~214 

390.625 MHz ~33 ~453 (within 10 dB) 

3.2.2.3 MIL-GSL OFC characterisation 

After the experimental demonstration of the MIL-GSL based OFC expansion or 

densification, the next step is to carry out a comprehensive characterisation of the 

expanded OFC. This includes important comb parameters such as the relative intensity 

noise (RIN), phase noise, and phase correlation.  

(a) Relative Intensity Noise 

RIN describes the random intensity fluctuations of the optical carrier (comb line) that 

stems from intrinsic optical phase and frequency fluctuations caused by spontaneous 

emission [22], [24]. It is an important transmitter parameter, particularly when employing 

intensity-based modulation formats and even more important when using multi-level 

intensity modulation formats such as pulse amplitude modulation (PAM)- 4/8. The current 

IEEE standard for Ethernet 802.3 specifies the stringent RIN requirement below −132 

and −136 dB/Hz, for commercial deployment of 200 Gb/s (200GBASE-DR4), and 400 

Gb/s (400GBASE-DR4) systems [23].  

RIN can be defined as the ratio of the mean squared optical power fluctuations ΔP(t) to 

the squared average optical power Po [24], 

 2

2

(t)

o

P
RIN

P


=  

(3.1) 
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The optical power fluctuations are translated into electrical power fluctuations, when 

detected with a photodetector and can be measured on an electrical spectrum analyser 

(ESA). Therefore, the corresponding RIN can be expressed as, 

 
E

EO

P
RIN

P


=  

(3.2) 

where PEO is the average electrical power, ΔPE represents overall noise comprising of 

laser noise (NL), shot noise (Nq), and thermal noise (Nth). 

 

Figure 3.6 RIN measurement setup. Here, Demux: demultiplexer, ISO: isolator, PD: 

photodetector, ESA: electrical spectrum analyser.  

The experimental setup to measure the RIN is shown in Figure 3.6. The individual OFC 

lines, that are marked in Figure 3.4 (c) and Figure 3.5 (a) are filtered by a filter (an active 

demultiplexer1 (refer Chapter 4, Section 4.3)), passed through an isolator (to avoid any 

feedback reflections) and detected with a high-speed photodetector (PD) [25]. The output 

of the PD is passed through a bias tee to separate the DC and the AC components of the 

photocurrent. The AC component is amplified using an RF amplifier and captured using 

an ESA while the shot noise Nq, and the average electrical power Pel are extracted from 

the DC component with an aid of a multimetre. The average electrical power is given by,  

 2

dc
el L

out

U
P R V

R

  
 =   
   

 

(3.3) 

Here, V is the gain of the RF amplifier used, 𝑈𝑑𝑐  is the measured DC voltage, 

𝑅𝐿 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 are the load and output resistance, respectively. Then, shot noise Nq is 

determined by the photocurrent, given by 

 

1 Active demultiplexer filter is used in the RIN characterisation is to have a like-to-like 

comparison with 3.125 and 6.25 GHz comb.  
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(3.4) 

To calculate the RIN, the following procedure is followed: first, the intensity noise 

spectrum of the detected optical signal (filtered comb line) is measured, to determine the 

overall noise ΔPE. Next, the optical signal is removed, and the intensity spectrum is 

captured again to quantify the thermal noise Nth. Then, the OFC line intensity noise is 

retrieved using the formula NL = ΔPE − Nq−Nth. 

 

Figure 3.7 RIN measurements for MIL-GSL OFC at FSR (a) 6.25 GHz, and (b) 3.125 

GHz.  

The measured RIN can be expressed as a relative power spectral density, with units of 

dB/Hz. The resultant RIN spectra, for 6.25 GHz and 3.125 GHz FSR demultiplexed comb 

lines, are shown in Figure 3.7 (a) and (b), respectively. From the figures, it can be seen 

that all the demultiplexed comb lines exhibit a similar RIN profile, which is comparable 

with that of the master laser. The averaged RIN (from DC to 6 GHz) measured for 6.25 

GHz and 3.125 GHz FSRs demultiplexed OFC lines are better than −152 dB/ Hz for all 

cases. The low RIN values can be attributed to the external injection locking from the 

purer master, reducing the spontaneous emission of the slave lasers, thus the associated 

intensity fluctuations.   

(b) Phase Noise 

The phase noise of the optical transmitter plays a crucial role in coherent communication 

systems, where modulation formats utilise both intensity and phase of the optical signal 

(a) (b) 
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to convey the information [26]–[29]. The phase noise of the optical carrier primarily 

dictates the allowable modulation type, order and baud rate that can be employed [30]. 

Thus, for a reconfigurable multi-carrier transmitter to be employed in a system employing 

higher-order modulation formats, a low phase noise is highly desirable.  

The phase noise characterisation of the MIL-GSL OFC lines is performed by measuring 

the frequency-modulation (FM) noise spectrum using the modified delayed self-

heterodyne method [31]. The FM noise spectrum 𝑆𝑓(𝑓), describes the power spectral 

density of the instantaneous frequency fluctuation originating from the phase noise. The 

experimental setup of FM noise measurement is as shown in Figure 3.8. The individual 

comb lines are filtered using a filter, passed through an isolator to avoid any reflections 

and sent to an FM noise measurement setup. Here, the optical signal is split into two arms 

using a 50:50 coupler. The upper arm is sent through 25 km of SSMF fiber (equivalent 

delay ~123 µs) to induce phase de-correlation between two arms. The lower arm is passed 

through a PM driven by an amplified 2 GHz signal, to generate second-order harmonics. 

Then, the two arms are recombined with a 50:50 coupler and detected on a PD. The 

electrical output is captured using a real-time sampling oscilloscope (RTS) operating at 

1
𝜏𝑠⁄  = 20 GSa/s, with a total memory points of 𝑛 = 200,000  and the measurement time 

set to (𝜏𝑠. 𝑛) [26]. The recorded data is then processed offline to obtain an FM noise 

spectrum. 

 

Figure 3.8 Modified delayed self-heterodyne setup for FM noise measurement [31]. Here, 

Demux: demultiplexer, ISO: isolator, PC: polarisation controller, PM: phase modulator, 

PD: photodetector, RTS: real-time oscilloscope.  Demultiplexers used: optical bandpass 

filter [32], active demultiplexer [25] for filter 6.25 GHz and 3.125 GHz FSR OFC lines, 

respectively. 
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The FM noise spectrum (𝑆𝑓(𝑓)), consisting of white FM- noise, flicker (1/f) noise, and 

random-walk noise, can be written as [33], 

 2

1 2(f) ( )f STH o

f f
S S f S

f f

  
= + +  

     

(3.5) 

where 𝑓1 = 𝐾1/𝑆𝑜, 𝑓2 = √𝐾2/𝑆𝑜 , f1 and  f2  are the break frequencies of the flicker noise 

(1 𝑓⁄ ) and random FM noise (1 𝑓2⁄ ), respectively. Here, the first term represents the 

complete Schawlow–Townes Henry (STH) FM noise, whereas the second term is the 

excess FM noise. 𝑆𝑆𝑇𝐻(𝑓) is the FM spectrum of the STH FM noise including the 

relaxation oscillation. The spectral shape of 𝑆𝑆𝑇𝐻(𝑓) is determined by the carrier density 

relaxation oscillation in the aftermath of random spontaneous recombination and 

represents the linewidth broadening (α) of the lasers due to spontaneous emission, as given 

by [33],  
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Where  and 𝑓𝑅, represents the damping rate and resonance frequency. More information 

on the origin and impact of various types of noise on the laser phase noise can be found 

in [33], [34].  

For the phase noise analysis, three different comb lines (right (R), middle (M), and left 

(L)),  marked by arrows in Figure 3.4 (c) and Figure 3.5 (a), are filtered and compared with 

the master. The resultant FM noise spectra are as shown in Figure 3.9, it can be seen that 

the 1 𝑓⁄  noise dominates at frequencies < 5 MHz. Then from 5 to 30 MHz, the FM 

spectrum is dominated by the white noise. Beyond that, the FM noise increases until the 

relaxation frequency of the laser and then becomes negligible reducing to white 

background noise due to spontaneous emission. Hence, the digital filter applied during 

the offline processing, that has a cut-off frequency of 1 GHz. Therefore, the spectrum in 

Figure 3.9 shows a sharp drop beyond that frequency. The Lorentzian shaped optical 

https://www.rp-photonics.com/schawlow_townes_linewidth.html
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linewidth (δf) of the laser can be retrieved from the flat (white) FM-noise component 𝑆𝑜 , 

using the relationship given by [31], 

  
2of S  =   (3.7) 

Here, the factor 2 is due to the self-heterodyne nature of the measurement.  

 

Figure 3.9 FM noise spectrum for MIL-GSL OFC lines at FSR of (a) 6.25 GHz, (b) 3.125 

GHz, (c) plot of measured optical linewidths of different comb tones (FSR = 6.25 GHz). 

The resultant FM noise spectrum of a 6.25 GHz comb line and the master laser is 

illustrated in Figure 3.9 (a). The optical linewidth of the master laser, and the middle (M), 

right (R), and left (L) comb lines (as in Figure 3.4(c)) are measured as ~30, ~40, ~47, and 

~45 kHz, respectively. Furthermore, the optical linewidth of other comb lines is measured 

and found to be between 40 to 47 kHz across the entire comb, as shown in Figure 3.9 (c). 

Finally, the linewidth of the OFC lines with an FSR of 3.125 GHz is measured to be 

(c) 

(b) (a) 
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~42 kHz (middle), ~49 kHz (right), and ~47 kHz (left), as shown in Figure 3.9 (b). This 

narrow optical linewidth in all the cases indicate the efficient transfer of phase noise from 

the master laser to the expanded OFC. It is important to mention that the measured 

linewidth fluctuates by about 10 kHz (40 to 50 kHz). This is due to the gain-switched 

slave lasers experiencing different injection locking conditions i.e., injection with 

different wavelength detuning [20]. The phase and intensity noise properties of the 

expanded and densified OFC lines are summarised in Table 3-4.  

Table 3-4 Summary of the MIL-GSL OFC Phase noise and RIN characterization  

Comb line 
Phase noise Avg. RIN (dB/Hz) 

6.25 GHz 3.125 GHz 6.25 GHz 3.125 GHz 

Master laser ~30 kHz ~30 kHz −157.2 −157.2 

Comb line (middle) ~40 kHz ~42 kHz −152.1 −152.8 

Comb line (right) ~47 kHz ~49 kHz −152.7 −152.5 

Comb line (left) ~45 kHz ~47 kHz −152.6 −152.5 

 

(c) Phase correlation 

 

Figure 3.10 Phase correlation measurement setup. Here, ISO: isolator, OBPF: optical 

bandpass filter, PD: photodetector, ESA: electrical spectrum analyser.  

The phase correlation between two comb lines is assessed by characterising by measuring 

the linewidth of their heterodyned (RF beat) tone. The measurement setup is shown in 

Figure 3.10. A pair of comb lines is filtered using an optical bandpass filter (OBPF), 

amplified by an EDFA operating in a constant gain mode (15 dB) and detected by a 

50 GHz PD. The linewidth of the resultant RF beat tone is measured with a 40 GHz 

electrical spectrum analyser (ESA). The beat tone linewidth is determined by the phase 
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noise of the selected comb lines and the degree of the correlation between them. If the 

phase noise of the lines is not correlated, the optical linewidths of both lines add up, 

resulting in a broad RF beat tone. If correlated, the optical phase noise is cancelled at the 

PD, resulting in the generation of a spectrally pure RF signal (reflecting the purity of RF 

source used for the OFC generation) [34], [36].  

Two neighbouring 3.125 GHz FSR comb lines are filtered and heterodyned on a 50 GHz 

PD to generate an RF tone, as shown in Figure 3.11 (a). As can be seen from the plot, the 

generated beat tone has a 3 dB line width of 33 Hz (ESA setting: VBW = 30 Hz; RBW = 

30 Hz). A beat tone with a linewidth of the order of tens of Hz reflects a high degree of 

phase correlation between the OFC lines and the purity of the RF sources used for the 

OFC generation. Subsequently, the measurement is repeated for pairs of comb lines 

separated by multiples of FSR (up to 40 GHz due to the limited bandwidth of the ESA). 

Consistently, a beat linewidth of 33 Hz is measured, as shown in Figure 3.11 (b) for MIL-

GSL OFC with FSR of 3.125 GHz and 6.25 GHz. The results prove a high degree of phase 

correlation is maintained across the entire comb, including tones that originated from two 

different GS lasers (OFCs 1 and 2). 

 

Figure 3.11  (a) An electrical spectrum of the resultant beat tone at 3.125 GHz, (b) RF beat 

tone linewidth for OFC with an FSR of 6.25 GHz and 3.125 GHz (ESA resolution: 30 Hz). 

As the results presented in this section show, the proposed MIL-GSL scheme overcomes 

the bandwidth limitation of the EI-GSL OFC by expanding it by a factor of 3. It offers 

rapid FSR tunability from a GHz to an MHz range via the comb densification approach. 

The latter is attained without any optimisation of the GSL source which simplifies the 

(a) (b) 
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FSR tuning and more importantly offers a simple GSL OFC generation at low FSR (in 

MHz). 

Although the MIL-GSL scheme addresses the major shortcomings of the EI-GSL, it still 

suffers from a low comb line power and lack of wavelength tunability. The latter is 

determined by the wavelength tunability of the slave lasers used in the gain-switching 

process. Another aspect that could be investigated for further improvement is the upper 

limit on the drive voltage of the PM. Driving with a larger voltage would lead to a broader 

comb. These minor disadvantages led to the investigation of another expansion scheme. 

The novel technique that employs multi-mode FP lasers, is proposed and experimentally 

investigated in section 3.3. 

3.3 Expansion and Phase Correlation via FWM in an SOA 

The second reconfigurable GSL-OFC expansion approach is based on a two-step 

procedure: initial expansion and then the phase correlation of several independent EI-GSL 

OFCs. The working principle is schematically depicted in Figure 3.12 (a). It comprises 

three stages: i) comb generation, ii) expansion and iii) phase correlation. The illustrative 

spectra of the comb at each stage are shown as insets (i)-(iii) in Figure 3.12 (b).  

 

Figure 3.12 (a) Illustration of the proposed comb expansion and phase correlation 

technique, (b) line graphs of the spectral output at each stage: (i) individual OFCs, (ii) PM 

output, and (iii) SOA output. 

(a) (b) 
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First, the OFCs are generated using the EI-GSL technique, with each of the stages (1 to 

n) being operated in a master-slave (MS) configuration. Next, the OFCs outputs are 

passively combined and passed to the second stage, where they are expanded using a 

phase modulator. As each expanded comb portrays the phase noise properties of its master 

laser [5], combs from each of the different stages are not correlated in phase. To remedy 

this, all combs are sent to the third stage of the set-up: phase-correlation. Here, an SOA is 

used while operating in deep saturation in order to exploit its FWM-induced carrier 

density modulation property. The FWM between the individual OFCs introduces a phase 

correlation between all the comb lines, as illustrated in Figure 3.13. 

             

Figure 3.13 Principle of phase transfer through FWM in an SOA. Here, φ1, φ2, φ3 are the 

phases of three comb lines, respectively and fs denotes the FSR of the comb. The dotted 

lines represent newly FWM generated spectral components 

When the comb lines are injected into an SOA, the beating between the different modes 

creates a gain and index modulation resulting in FWM through nonlinear effects such as 

carrier density modulation (CDM), carrier heating, spectral hole burning, two-photon 

absorption, and the Kerr effect [37]–[39]. However, CDM is the most significant FWM 

effect for FSRs below 100 GHz. Hence, this work focuses on the CDM effect. 

The electric field propagating through an SOA can be written as: 

 ( ( ))
( , ) i i it k z t

i iE z t Ae u
 − −

=
   (3.8) 

where 𝐴𝑖 is the magnitude, ω𝑖 is the angular frequency, 𝑘𝑖 is the wave vector along a 

given direction 𝑢𝑧⃗⃗⃗⃗  , 𝜑𝑖 is the phase noise of the ith comb line and �⃗�  is the orientation of 

the electric field. The contribution of the CDM to the ith comb line is given by [38]: 
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where 𝛼 is the linewidth enhancement factor, 𝐺𝑖 is the linear gain, 𝛥𝑁𝑚 is the mth order 

carrier modulation and 𝐸𝑖 represents the electric field of ith comb line. Due to the CDM, 

the SOA carrier population N fluctuates around the average carrier density 𝑁
−

. 𝛥𝑁𝑚 is 

given by [40]: 
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(3.10) 

where 𝑁0 is the average carrier number, 𝑃𝑠 is the saturation power, 𝑃𝑡 is the total power 

confined in the SOA waveguide, and 𝜏𝑒 is the carrier spontaneous lifetime. For example, 

the CDM contributing to comb lines 1 and 3 are given below (for clarity, the analysis is 

limited to 3 comb lines). 
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On solving the first electric field term of 𝛿1
cdm eq. 3.11,           

 1 1 1
2 2

2 1 2 1

jw k z
E E A Ae

− +
=

    
(3.13) 

where|𝐸2|
2  =  𝐴2

2 in equation. 3.13 represents the energy transfer from comb line 2 to 

comb line 1 and with a phase of the comb line 1 (𝜑1), as represented in the blue arrow in 

Figure 3.13. Then, the second term of 𝛿1
cdm in equation 3.11, 

 2 2 3 3
2 (2 2 )* 2

3 2 3 2

j w t w t
E E A A e

 + − −
=     (3.14) 

Equation 3.14 denotes the new FWM components at ω1 = 2ω2 − ω3 (due to the 

interaction of ω2 and ω3) but with the phase equal to 2𝜑2(𝑡) − 𝜑3(𝑡), as corresponding 
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to the red arrow in Figure 3.13. This represents the transferring of the phase 𝜑2 and 𝜑3 to 

ω1. Hence, the CDM contributes to the transfer of phase from comb line 2 and 3 to comb 

line 1. The phase noise of comb line 1 is affected by these phase transfers, a process that 

is similar to mode-locking [39]. Similarly, the first term of 𝛿3
cdm appears at ω3, with the 

phase of comb line 3 (𝜑3). The second term of 𝛿3
cdm appears at ω3 = 2ω2 − ω1, with the 

phase equal to 2𝜑2(𝑡) − 𝜑1(𝑡). Thus, transfer of phase 𝜑2 and 𝜑1 to ω3. Likewise, 𝜑3 is 

also affected by the phase transfer of 𝜑2 and 𝜑1. As a result of the phase transfer, the 

CDM induces a correlation between the phase of all the comb lines that are injected into 

an SOA. Thus, the last stage of the proposed set-up produces a single broadband and 

highly coherent OFC.  

3.3.1 Experimental setup: expansion and phase correlation via FWM 

The experimental setup of the wavelength-tunable EI-GSL OFC expansion and phase 

correlation technique is depicted in Figure 3.14. Two 200 µm long Fabry Pérot (FP1 and 

FP2) laser diodes encased in a high-speed butterfly package, are used as the slave lasers 

(SLs). The FPs have threshold currents (𝐼𝑡ℎ) of 8 and 8.5 mA, are biased at 5× 𝐼𝑡ℎ and 

emit an output power of 7.7 dBm and 8.5 dBm, respectively. Two independent 

semiconductor-based tunable (master) lasers (TL1 and TL2) are used to inject light into 

the slave lasers via circulators (CIR 1 and CIR 2). The power of TL1 is set to 0.5 dBm 

and TL2 to 1.5 dBm. The external injection enables the selection of one longitudinal mode 

of each of the FPs, thereby achieving single-mode operation at the chosen wavelengths. 

Polarisation controllers (PC 1 and 2) are used to align the polarisation state of the injected 

light with the optical waveguides of the slave lasers. Subsequently, the FPs are gain-

switched, by applying a 6.25 GHz electrical sinusoidal signal at a power of 24 dBm. The 

wavelengths of the TLs, used for the external injection, are tuned to lie on a 6.25 GHz 

frequency grid (19 × 6.25 GHz apart). This ensures that all lines of the two generated 

OFCs also appear on the same grid. The resulting OFCs are combined using a 50:50 

optical coupler and temperature tuned to ensure a partial overlap between them. It is 

observed that the overlap of 3-4 comb lines is necessary for a strong phase transfer and 

an optimum spectral flatness of the expanded OFC. 
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Figure 3.14 Experimental setup of the wavelength-tunable gain-switched comb expansion 

and phase correlation technique. Here, the dotted lines and solid lines represent the RF and 

optical paths, respectively. TL: tunable laser PC: polarisation controller, CIR: circulator,  

FP: Fabry Pérot, SOA: semiconductor optical amplifier, ODL: optical delay line, PS: phase 

shifter, OSA: optical spectrum analyser. 

The combined OFCs are passed through a PM to increase the number of comb lines. The 

insertion loss of the modulator is around 2 dB and the 𝑉𝜋 is ~4 V at 6.25 GHz. The PM is 

driven by the same sinusoidal signal (1 of the 3 splits) used for gain-switching. The 

amplitude of the sinewave is 12.5 V, which corresponds to 3.125 ×𝑉𝜋. The OFC expansion 

and flatness are optimised by aligning the gain-switched optical signal (employing an 

ODL) with the RF drive modulation signal (using a phase shifter). It is important to note 

that better expansion can be achieved by driving the PM at multiples of the gain-switching 

frequency, as discussed in Section 3.2. The output signal of the PM, with an average 

optical power of 4.5 dBm, is injected into an SOA. The SOA when DC biased at 200 mA 

portrays a gain of 14 dB. As the maximum output power of the SOA is 14.5 dBm, the 

amplifier operates in deep saturation. The injected comb lines undergo FWM resulting in 

the generation of new spectral components at frequencies corresponding to multiples of 

the FSR. The interaction of the comb lines through CDM introduces a phase correlation 

between all the comb tones. To enhance the FWM efficiency, the state of polarisation at 

the input of the SOA is optimised using a polarisation controller (PC4). The SOA output 

is tapped using a 90:10 coupler, with 90% of the optical signal sent to an RF beat tone 
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linewidth measurement setup (to verify the phase correlation between comb lines) and 

10% recorded by a high resolution (20 MHz) OSA. 

3.3.2 Experimental results and discussion 

In this section, the experimental demonstration of OFC expansion, using the PM and the 

SOA, is presented. Firstly, two independent EI-GSL OFCs are generated, combined and 

the initial expansion performed using a PM. Next, the OFCs are injected into the SOA to 

further increase their bandwidth as well as to phase correlate all the lines. The degree of 

coherence between the OFC lines at each stage is examined with aid of an RF beat tone 

measurement. Finally, the wavelength tunability of the architecture is demonstrated by 

injection locking different longitudinal modes of the gain-switched FP lasers.  

3.3.2.1 EI-GSL OFC generation and expansion 

The optical spectra of the free running and injection-locked FP1 and FP2 are shown in are 

Figure 3.15 (a) and (b), respectively. The spacing of the longitudinal modes of FP1 and 2 

are 1.4 nm and 1.7 nm, respectively. It can be seen that the external injection enables 

single-mode operation of the FPs, with a side-mode-suppression ratio (SMSR) > 60 dB. 

The spectra of the two OFCs generated by gain switching the externally injected FPs are 

shown in Figure 3.15 (c). The OFCs consist of 13 and 14 highly coherent lines (within a 

3 dB window relative to the spectral peak) and exhibit an OCNR > 50 dB. The spectra of 

the combined OFCs, before and after the expansion using the PM, are shown in Figure 

3.15 (d) and (e), respectively. The use of the PM increases the number of generated lines 

from 25 to 42, while maintaining the high OCNR (>50 dB). Inducing phase correlation 

between the comb lines is achieved by passing the combined and expanded OFCs through 

the SOA. The resultant spectrum, shown in Figure 3.15 (f), clearly shows the effect of 

FWM, resulting in further comb expansion over 262.5 GHz. The reduction of spectral 

flatness visible in the spectrum could be attributed to the SOA gain response and FWM 

efficiency. It is worth noting that the spectral flatness could be enhanced by optimising 

the entire chain (PM and SOA) rather than focusing on the output of the PM, as was done 

in this experiment. Improved OFC spectral flatness could also be achieved by changing 

the order of the devices (SOA followed by the PM). 
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Figure 3.15 Optical spectra of (a) free running FP1 (blue) and FP2 (red), (b) externally 

injected FP lasers depicting single mode operation (c) individual EI-GSL OFCs showing 

the overlap between the combs, (d) combined EI-GSL OFCs, (e) PM output, (f) SOA 

output. Pairs of comb lines used for the RF beat tone measurements are marked by the 

green and blue arrows. OSA resolution: 20 MHz. 

3.3.2.2 Phase correlation 

The phase correlation between the comb lines is characterised using a heterodyne setup, 

as shown in Figure 3.10. At first, the comb lines from individual OFCs/EI-GSL stages are 

heterodyned on the PD and their beat tone linewidths are measured as 14 Hz (the ESA 

resolution set to 10 Hz), as plotted in Figure 3.16 (a). This value of a beat linewidth 

(b) (a) 

(e) (f) 

(c) (d) 
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indicates that there is an excellent phase correlation between the comb lines. Next, two 

lines from the expanded OFC (output of the PM), each originating from a different input 

comb, are chosen (marked by green lines in Figure 3.15 (c)). In this case, the 3 dB 

linewidth of the RF beat tone is measured to be ~1.1 MHz, as shown in Figure 3.16 (b). 

This result is a clear indication that the phase noise of the two OFCs is uncorrelated. 

Subsequently, by adjusting the bandwidth of the OBPF, a pair of comb lines with a 

frequency separation between 6.25 GHz and 37.5 GHz (the upper limit set by the ESA 

bandwidth) are filtered and their 3 dB beat tone linewidths are measured. The results are 

shown in Figure 3.16 (c) (black squares, kHz scale).  

 

Figure 3.16 Electrical spectra of RF beat tone of (a) EI-GSL OFC 1 and OFC 2, (b) 

PM expanded OFC (uncorrelated), and (c) 3 dB linewidths of RF beat tones for 

different frequency separation: EI- GSL OFC 1 (blue), EI-GSL OFC 2 (red), in Hz 

scale and PM output (black square) in kHz scale. 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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Finally, to validate the phase correlation induced by the FWM, the RF beat tone linewidth 

measurement is repeated on the output signal of the SOA. For this test, comb lines from 

the wings of the spectrum (denoted by the dotted rectangle in Figure 3.15 (f)) that were 

generated by the SOA, are selected. This is to ensure that the measurement is carried out 

on lines originating from different combs. These spectral components arise from the 

FWM of the two independent OFCs in the SOA. Verification of the latter was achieved 

by passing one OFC at a time through the SOA. The resultant spectra (blue and red combs) 

are recorded and shown in Figure 3.17 (a) and (b). From the figures, it can be seen that 

the aforementioned wings are only present if both OFCs are passing through the SOA.  

 

Figure 3.17 Optical spectra of the SOA output of the individual expanded OFCs: (a) OFC1 

(blue) and (b) OFC2 (red). The combined expanded SOA output (grey, Figure 3.15 (f)) is 

superimposed for comparison. 

The 3 dB RF beat tone linewidth of the FWM generated lines is measured to be ~24 Hz, 

as seen in Figure 3.18 (a) and (b) (neon trace). Comparing the spectra measured before 

(black) and after the SOA (green) in Figure 3.18 (a), reveals a significant reduction in the 

beat tone linewidth from 1.1 MHz to 24 Hz, due to the phase correlation induced by SOA. 

This value is comparable with the RF linewidth of an individual EI-GSL stage (OFC) beat 

tone, as illustrated in Figure 3.18 (b). The small difference in the values (24 Hz vs. 14 Hz) 

can be attributed to the FWM efficiency. Furthermore, the beat tones linewidths of comb 

lines, separated by frequencies between 6.25 GHz and 37.5 GHz, are measured and the 

results are plotted in Figure 3.18 (c) (green circles). The results prove that the FWM 

induces a phase correlation between all the comb lines.  

(a) (b) 
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Figure 3.18 (a) Electrical spectra for RF beat tone of two comb lines: uncorrelated (SOA 

input, black trace), correlated (SOA output, green trace), (b) overlap of the RF beat tone of 

the individual input OFCs and the expanded + phase correlated OFC at the SOA output. (c) 

3 dB linewidths of RF beat tones for different frequency separation: OFC 1 (blue), OFC 2 

(red), SOA output (neon green) in Hz scale and PM output (black) in kHz scale.  

3.3.2.3 Central emission wavelength tunability 

The proposed comb expansion and correlation technique also offers wavelength 

tunability, which can be achieved by injecting light from the master laser into different 

longitudinal modes of each of the gain-switched slave (FP) lasers, to generate combs at 

different wavelengths. To demonstrate this, two additional operating points were tested. 

Figure 3.19 (a) shows the comb spectra, at different stages of the set-up, when the 

expanded comb is centred at 1560 nm, while plots Figure 3.19 (b) illustrate the spectra of 

the comb centred around 1530 nm. The smaller number of lines in OFC 1 and 2 at 1530, 

could be attributed to the gain profiles of the slave FP lasers at particular bias and 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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temperature conditions used. The increase in the total number of lines, due to the use of 

the PM, is evident: from 29 to 43 lines at 1560 nm and from 19 to 30 lines at 1531 nm.  

Passing these combs through the SOA results in further spectral growth but degrades the 

overall spectral flatness. A summary of the comb expansion across the C-band is reported 

in Table 3-5. Finally, the proposed scheme can be easily scaled by adding more input EI-

GSL OFCs/stages in parallel. It is worth mentioning that the FSR of the proposed scheme 

can be tuned either by frequency division/comb densification via PM or by changing the 

gain-switching frequency. 

 

Figure 3.19 Optical spectra demonstrating wavelength tunability of the proposed 

configuration: (a) at 1560 nm, (b) 1530 nm. 

Hence, the proposed comb expansion and phase correlation scheme can generate a 

broadband OFC spanning over 260 GHz bandwidth (within 10 dB from spectral peak) 

and offers a high degree of FSR and emission wavelength tunability (C-band). The 

expansion architecture can be easily scaled by stacking more OFCs in parallel according 

to the requirement. Furthermore, the primary aim of using the SOA is to induce the phase 

correlation between the OFCs, however it also results in the amplification of the OFC 

output power (to ~14.5 dBm), thus, addressing the issue of low OFC comb line power. 

However, the broadband OFC is not flat and requires optimisation. As previously 

mentioned, the spectral flatness could be improved by changing the order of the 

(a) 

(b) 
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components (SOA followed by PM). In addition, higher input power to the SOA could 

enhance the FWM process (higher saturation of the SOA), at the expense however of the 

total output power of  the OFC. 

Table 3-5 A summary of comb expansion across C-band 

Comb line 1530 nm 1547 nm 1560 nm 

No. of 

lines 

Exp. 

factor 

No. of 

lines 

Exp. 

factor 

No. of 

lines 

Exp. 

factor 

Individual EI-GSL OFC 

(within 3 dB) 
10 -- 14 -- 14 -- 

After PM (within 3 dB) 30 ~3 42 ~3 43 ~3 

After SOA (within 10 dB) 38 ~3.8 46 ~3.3 53 ~3.7 

3.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter, two novel reconfigurable EI-GSL OFC expansion schemes have been 

proposed and experimentally investigated. The first architecture generates highly flexible 

broadband OFC via mutual injection-locked  GSLs. Experimental results demonstrate that 

by incorporating a phase modulator with a MIL-GS OFC, the comb lines can be further 

expanded, by more than 3 times, while achieving an OCNR > 40 dB. In addition, via comb 

densification, the FSR can be rapidly tuned from 6.25 GHz to 390.625 MHz. The detailed 

comb line characterisation reported highlights the excellent spectral purity (narrow 

linewidth, low RIN, and a high degree of phase correlation) of the OFC lines. The 

proposed scheme addresses one of the main shortcomings of the EI-GSL technique, which 

is the limited number of comb lines (comb span) and provides a simple and effective 

technique to generate an OFC with a tunable (from MHz to GHz) channel spacing. 

However, this expansion architecture is limited in terms of scalability and emission 

wavelength tunability (can be achieved if FP is used as slave laser).  

Hence, a second approach, entailing a wavelength-tunable comb expansion and phase 

correlation via FWM, is investigated. The performed experiments demonstrate the 

generation of broadband OFC consisting of 42 phase correlated lines with an FSR of 6.25 

GHz and with an OCNR larger than 50 dB. More importantly, the output of the expanded 
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OFC is amplified with the usage of an SOA. The concept of inducing phase correlation 

between all the comb lines through FWM has been proven by measuring the RF beat tone 

linewidth. The results show a two-order of magnitude reduction in the beat tone linewidth 

(1.1 MHz to 24 Hz) and confirm the high degree of phase correlation achieved. 

Furthermore, this correlation is maintained for all measured beat tone frequencies (from 

6.25 GHz to 37.5 GHz). The wavelength tunability of the scheme has also been 

demonstrated, by generating the extended OFC at wavelengths between 1529 – 1562 nm. 

Finally, both proposed architectures can be photonically integrated, which would enable 

the realisation of a broadband OFC at reduced cost, and form factor. Such broadband and 

integrated EI-GSL OFC, enabling a simple and cost-efficient generation of tones with 

precisely controlled channel spacing, narrow linewidth and a high degree of phase 

correlation, would be an asset in the realisation of the next generation terabit networks 

employing high spectral density modulation formats. 
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4. Reconfigurable OFC 

Demultiplexers  

The previous chapters exemplify the need for reconfigurable OFC-based multi-carrier 

transmitters and evaluated EI-GSL OFCs suitability for the next-generation optical 

networks. However, the demultiplexing of closely spaced OFC carriers (<12.5 GHz), 

prior to  modulation,  poses  to  be  a  major  impediment in the commercial adoption of 

OFCs. Thus, this chapter investigates and evaluates two potential tunable demultiplexer 

solutions, that can be used in next-generation OFC-based communication systems. Initial 

investigations focus on the use of a micro-ring resonator (MRR) after which an active 

demultiplexer, based on optical injection locking (OIL) is examined. Both techniques 

offer a high degree of flexibility (wavelength and FSR), and can be photonically 

integrated with the OFC sources, which makes them attractive to be employed in 

commercial systems. 

4.1 Introduction 

Despite the many advantages that OFCs provide, their employability as transmitters is 

hindered by the complexity and technical challenges associated with the demultiplexing 

individual, closely spaced OFC lines (<12.5 GHz) prior to data modulation. An OFC-

based WDM system architecture based on conventional demultiplexers is depicted in 

Figure 4.1 (a). It comprises an OFC followed by demultiplexers (Demux) based on an 
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arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) [1], or wavelength selective switch (WSS) [2]. 

However, these devices do not possess sufficient spectral bandwidth (BW) resolution to 

separate comb lines with FSRs <12.5 GHz. To demonstrate this limitation, two comb 

tones (from an OFC with 12.5 GHz FSR) are demultiplexed using a commercially 

available WSS (1 x 2, from Finisar; BW > 10 GHz) [2] and an AWG (from Kylia; BW > 

12.5 GHz)[1]. Figure 4.2 (a) and (b) show the optical spectra of the output of the WSS 

and AWG (combined two channels), respectively.  From the figure, it is evident that the 

WSS is only able to suppress adjacent tones by 10 dB, while the AWG provides a 25 dB 

attenuation of the undesired frequency components. Both of these values are insufficient 

and would result in a severe cross-channel interference between the adjacent channels. In 

addition, these filtering techniques introduce a high insertion loss (>5 dB) [3] that needs 

to be compensated using optical amplifiers. The latter, however degrades the optical 

signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) and increases the cost and complexity of the system.   

 

Figure 4.1 OFC-based transmitter architecture employing (a) conventional demultiplexer 

solutions, proposed transmitter with demultiplexer solutions: (b) MRR, (c) active 

demultiplexer. Here, EDFA: Erbium dope fibre amplifier, Demux: demultiplexer, MRR: 

microring resonators. 

Furthermore, none of these techniques fulfil the necessary demultiplexing requirements 

for an OFC, which include small size, fine granularity, low cost, BW resolution and 

flexibility. Although AWG can be integrated, it operates at a fixed channel spacing and 

achieving channel spacing granularity below 25 GHz for such devices could be very 

challenging [4]. While WSSs can be expensive, bulky, and cannot be integrated along 

(a) (b) (c) 

) 
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with the transmitter. Therefore, the realisation of OFC based system operating at 

small/dense channel spacing of 6.25 or 12.5 GHz requires novel demultiplexing solutions. 

 

Figure 4.2 Comparison of commercially available demultiplexing solutions: optical 

spectra of demultiplexer output of 12.5 GHz OFC (a) WSS, (b) AWG. OSA resolution: 20 

MHz. 

This chapter aims to address the above-mentioned issue by investigating the two potential 

demultiplexing solutions such as the MRR and the active demultiplexer, as depicted in 

Figure 4.1 (b) and (c), respectively. A summary of recent research in the area of optical 

demultiplexing is given in Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1 A brief survey of various OFC demultiplexer solutions. Here, IL: insertion loss, 

amp: optical amplifier required, OBPF: optical bandpass filter. 

Ref. Demultiplexer Channel spacing 

resolution 

IL/ Amp  Demonstration/ comments 

[1] AWG >12.5 GHz 
~8 dB / 

yes 

8 channel, 12.5 GHz FSR from 

Kylia 

[2] WSS 15 GHz 
~10 dB / 

yes 
WSS demultiplexer from Finisar 

[5]–[10] MRR 40 GHz -- 

Theoretical understanding;       

Box-like filter profile;      

Automated hitless tuning. 

[11] MRR >20 dB 
0.8 dB / 

No 

8 channel MRR as add drop 

multiplexer & chip characterisation 

This work MRR 
>20 GHz 

 

0.8 dB / 

No 

8 channel MRR, FPGA controlled 

static & dynamic MRR 

characterisation 

(a) (b) 
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[12]–[14] Active Demux 
250 MHz to 10 

GHz 
No 

analytical simulation model, design 

& characterisation 

[15] Active Demux 20 GHz Yes 
1.2 Tb/s superchannel 

demonstration 

[16] Active Demux 
6.25 GHz 

 
No OSNR robustness + DP 64- QAM 

[17]–[19] Active Demux 
6.25, 10, 12.5 

GHz 
No 

1 x 4 integrated demultiplexer; 

Nyquist WDM 

[20] Active Demux 12.5 GHz No MLL RIN reduction + PAM 4 

[21] Active Demux 
6.25-25-50, 

70-100 GHz 
No Asymmetric channel spacing  

This work Active Demux 
390.625 MHz to 

15 GHz 
No 

Detailed characterisation and 

multifunctionality demonstration 

4.2 Microring Resonator as a Demultiplexer 

The first demultiplexing solution entails the use of a Silicon photonics (SiP) microring 

resonator (MRR) as a reconfigurable demultiplexer. The MRR comprises a ring resonator 

coupled with two waveguides and allows the transmission (passing) or notching 

(dropping) of the transmitted signal based on the cavity resonance. It has been 

demonstrated in a diverse range of applications such as its use as wavelength-selective 

devices or optical filters [22], add-drop multiplexers [9], and high-speed modulators [11]. 

The increased interest in these devices stems from their low insertion loss, ultra-compact 

size, low power consumption, tunability, and CMOS compatible fabrication. 

The microscopic image and the architecture of the MRR used in this work are shown in 

Figure 4.3 (a) and (b) respectively. It consists of eight deeply etched MRRs with a radius 

of 28 µm and a Q-factor varying from 6,800 to 11,100 [10]. This MRR chip is originally 

fabricated as an add-drop multiplexer by EpixFab, IMEC, and Integrated Photonics 

Laboratory, RWTH Aachen University [11]. However, in this proof-of-principle 

demonstration, it is used as an OFC demultiplexer. The optical spectra of the through port 

(upper arm) and drop port passband (R4) of the MRR is as shown in Figure 4.3 (c) and 

(d) respectively. The MRR has an FSR of 420 GHz and the 3 dB passband of the MRRs 

is around 20 GHz . The central wavelength of the passband of each of the eight rings can 
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be independently tuned using eight heating elements. The MRR features a low insertion 

loss around 0.7 dB and requires a small current of 7.6 mA to tune across the FSR.  

 

Figure 4.3 (a) Image (microscopic) of the 8 channel MRR demultiplexer chip [11], (b) 

schematic illustration of 8 MRRs configuration with different Q-factors, the optical 

spectrum of (c) through port output (d) drop port output of a single MRR. 

In this chapter, the applicability of an 8 channel MRR as an OFC demultiplexer is 

examined. For this proof of principle experimental demonstration, a real-time FPGA 

programmed reconfigurable OFC-based transmitter employing MRR based demultiplexer 

is employed. The MRR is programmed to demultiplex different OFC lines and 

characterised for a scenario, where the OFC and MRR are simultaneously tuned 

mimicking a dynamically reconfigurable system. Finally, the MRR design challenges as 

well as the trade-offs between the complexity and the ability to meet the requirements of 

a reconfigurable demultiplexer are discussed.  

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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4.2.1 FPGA controlled reconfigurable OFC transmitter employing an MRR based 

demultiplexer 

As discussed in the previous chapters, to effectively scale the capacity of the optical 

network and cope with the dynamic traffic requirements, the optical network should 

evolve towards a responsive and reconfigurable optical network so as to dynamically 

direct capacity when and where it is needed. At the core of such a network lies a software-

defined transmitter, a device allowing the operator to adjust transmission parameters 

according to the current requirements of the network. Hence, the FPGA-controlled real-

time reconfigurable GSL OFC transmitter employing an MRR based demultiplexer is 

used to serve such a purpose. 

 

Figure 4.4 FPGA-controlled reconfigurable GSL transmitter employing an 8 channel MRR 

demultiplexer. Here, VCO: voltage-controlled oscillators, 2f: frequency doubler, PD: 

photodetector, OSA: optical spectrum analyser (300 MHz resolution). Insets: (i) DAC ch8 

output, (ii) VCO characterisation: DAC ch1 after 2f output and grey block. 

The experimental setup, shown in Figure 4.4 consists of two stages: (i) a reconfigurable 

OFC source and (ii) a demultiplexer stage. The GSL OFC includes a voltage-controlled 

oscillator (VCO), as a frequency synthesiser, an RF amplifier, frequency doubler (input 
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frequency range 9-18 GHz), and a DFB slave laser (threshold current 𝐼𝑡ℎ = 13 𝑚𝐴). The 

software-controlled reconfigurable transmitter is then realised by employing an FPGA 

followed by a 16-channel digital-to-analog (DAC) converter, which can generate 16 

different waveforms at a peak to peak voltage of 2 Vp-p. These individual DAC channels 

could be used to control various OFC transmitter parameters, such as temperature and 

bias of the slave laser, the frequency of the RF synthesizer (thus FSR), thermal tuning of 

the MRR, etc. 

Firstly, to demonstrate the reconfiguration of the GSL OFCs FSR, one of the DAC 

channels is employed to control the frequency of the VCO, which is toggled between two 

values. This is achieved by programming that DAC channel to generate a rectangular 

waveform and apply that signal voltage to the input of the VCO. The output of the VCO 

is then passed through a frequency doubler to obtain the final gain switching frequency 

(thus FSR of the OFC) of 24.9 GHz (blue) and 24.8 GHz (red), as shown in Figure 4.5 (a) 

and (b). It is important to mention that, in this demonstration, the OFC FSR is tuned by a 

small value (100 MHz), because the whole OFC  drifts (as seen in Figure 4.5 (a) and (b)) 

due to a change in the amplitude of the VCO. However, this was sufficient to move the 

OFC out of the passband of the MRR. It is important to note that several distinct FSRs 

can be easily achieved by applying multi-level voltage signals (from the DAC) to the 

VCO.  

To characterise the instantaneous change in the frequency generated by the VCO, the 

output of the frequency divider is sent through a 19.8 GHz electrical bandpass filter 

(EBPF), as depicted by the grey rectangle in Figure 4.4. The VCO tuning voltage is set to 

4 to 4.5 V, which would result in a frequency change of ~ 5 GHz that is enough to go in 

and out of the passband of the EBPF. The resultant waveform is recorded as shown in 

inset (ii) of Figure 4.4. The 10% - 90% rise and fall tuning speed of the VCO is calculated 

as 148 ns and 130 ns respectively. 
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Figure 4.5 Optical spectra of the OFC with FSR  (a) 24.9 GHz (blue), (b) 24.8 GHz (red), 

and their corresponding MRR drop/filtered ports output with a comb line suppression ratio 

of 15 dB in (c), (d), and through ports output in (e) and (f), respectively. OSA resolution: 

300 MHz. 

Next, the ability of the MRR to dynamically tune and demultiplex the desired OFC line 

is verified. To achieve that, another DAC channel is employed to tune the passband of the 

MRR. The chosen DAC channel is programmed to generate a square wave with a 3.2 µs 

period (as shown in the inset (i) of Figure 4.4) that is then applied to the heater of one of 

the rings to thermally tune its resonant frequency. The voltage levels of the signal are 

adjusted to ensure that the MRR passband follows the desired OFC line. The resultant 

(e) (f) 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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optical spectra of the MRR drop port output are shown in Figure 4.5 (c) and (d) and 

through port output in Figure 4.5 (e) and (f). These spectra show that the comb lines are 

demultiplexed with a CLSR of ~ 15 dB. The limited CLSR is attributed to the large 

passband of the MRR filter, as the device was not originally designed to serve as a OFC 

demultiplexer.   

4.2.2 MRR reconfigurability 

 

Figure 4.6 Reconfiguration characterisation: (a) where tuning voltage is applied to the 

MRR to demultiplex the comb lines (fixed FSR) and (b) where tuning voltages are applied 

to OFC and MRR. 

Having proved the potential of the MRR to reconfigure its resonant frequency to 

demultiplex the OFC lines, the characterisation of the MRR tuning is then performed. 

Two tests were conducted, (i) tune the MRR with a fixed FSR to demultiplex the OFC 

lines and (ii) tune both the MRR and FSR of the OFC. For these tests, the output of the 

MRR is detected with the aid of a photodetector and recorded using a sampling 

oscilloscope. Figure 4.6 (a) represents the tuning of the MRR only, where the applied 

tuning voltage is shown in black and the detected optical signal in red. From the plot, it is 

(a) 

(b) 
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seen that the detected optical signal gradually increases and follows the applied voltage 

demonstrating the demultiplexing process. Also, it can be observed that tuning towards 

the longer wavelengths is faster than in the opposite direction. This is as expected since 

the former is achieved by heating (active) the MRR, while the latter requires cooling 

(passive), as the MRR is equipped with heaters and not temperature controllers. 

Figure 4.6 (b) illustrates the scenario, where the FSR and MRR are tuned simultaneously. 

From the plot, it is evident that the change in the OFC FSR is faster than the tuning speed 

of the MRR. As a result, the comb line moves out of the MRR passband and the detected 

optical signal power drops rapidly. As the MRR continues to follow the change in the 

OFC FSR, the power increases before dropping again due to the next period in the tuning 

voltage (next change in FSR). This test demonstrates the potential suitability of the 

proposed transmitter system which can dynamically reconfigure the passband of the MRR 

to tune varying FSRs of an OFC. 

4.2.3 MRR demultiplexer challenges 

Although, MRR based demultiplexers are attractive due to their low insertion loss, ability 

to dynamically reconfigure and co-integrate with OFC, their deployment in a 

reconfigurable transmitter system could be challenging. Some of the major impediments 

are as follows. 

(i) Lorentzian shaped filter response: An ideal OFC demultiplexer would exhibit a flat-

top, narrow pass-band, with a steep roll-off and a high extinction ratio, to maximising 

the isolation between the comb lines. However, a single MRR has a Lorentzian-shape 

response, with a narrow peak and slow roll-off as seen in Figure 4.3 (d). The narrow 

peak means that there is a very limited range of wavelengths, for which the MRR 

exhibits the minimum insertion loss. As a result, a precise alignment between the 

filter and the OFC needs to be maintained, as any drift would result in a considerable 

drop in the power of the filtered signal. The slow roll-off reduces the 

selectivity/rejection of the filter, allowing adjacent wavelengths to leak into the pass-

band. The steepness of the filter profile can be improved by increasing the Q factor 

of the resonator, as shown in Figure 4.7 (a). However, this would result in further 
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narrowing in the bandwidth of the filter. A more attractive solution to achieve a flat-

top, steep roll-off filter profile is to use a cascade of several ring resonators [13], [29]. 

The cascade of 2, 3, 5 MRRs are simulated in VPI transmission maker to demonstrate 

flat-top filter response as shown in Figure 4.7 (b). Nevertheless, to maintain the 

required shape of the entire resonator, a precise control of the resonant frequency of 

each ring has to be performed.  

(ii) Limited tunability of the MRR bandwidth: The pass or drop port bandwidth of a single 

MRR is fixed dictated by the Q-factor of the resonator cavity, as shown in Figure 4.7 

(a), where the 3-dB bandwidth of the MRR is reduced from 38.5 GHz to 10 GHz by 

increasing the Q factor from 5,000 to 20,000. As mentioned before, such a high Q 

resonator would require very precise alignment between the MRR and the OFC line 

to avoid power loss.  

 

Figure 4.7 Simulation results showing the MRR frequency response as a function of (a) Q 

factor of a single ring and (b) number of cascaded rings.     

(iii)  Slow tuning speed: The tuning speed of the MRR can be slow limiting the overall 

transmitter reconfiguration time. However, tuning speeds could be improved by PN 

junction-based heaters, which are used in MRR based optical modulators at 

bitrates < 40 Gb/s [24]. 

Overall, the MRR is a potential OFC demultiplexer, benefiting from a low insertion loss, 

ability to tune, and its potential to be integrated with an OFC. The main challenge related 

to this technology relates to the shape of the filter, which can be addressed by employing 

a cascade of rings at a price of increased complexity. 

(a) (b) 
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4.3 Laser-Based Multifunctional Active Demultiplexers 

The second solution entails the use of a laser-based active demultiplexer. It operates on 

the principle of optical injection locking of a semiconductor laser (acting as a 

demultiplexer), with the OFC line that is to be filtered [12]–[15]. An active demultiplexer 

enables the flexible selection of OFC lines whilst functioning as an ultra-low noise 

amplifier (no ASE noise added), a power equaliser, and a modulator, all in a single device. 

The schematic of such an active demultiplexer is shown in Figure 4.8. The demultiplexing 

process is achieved by injecting an OFC into an array of commercially available 

semiconductor lasers. The wavelength of each laser (Demux) is tuned via temperature and 

bias current, to match that of the desired comb tone. Consequently, the Demux is 

injection-locked by the tone (i.e., inherits its frequency and phase characteristics). The 

insets in Figure 4.8 show line graphs of the optical spectra of the OFC and the Demux 

before and after injection locking, demonstrating the demultiplexing process. Since the 

output power of the demultiplexer is much higher than that of the input tone, in addition 

to filtering, the selected line is also amplified. Some of the notable demonstrations include 

a photonically integrated 1 × 4 demultiplexer [18], asymmetric channel spaced WDM 

system [21], OSNR robustness [16], RIN reduction [26], and many more.  

 

Figure 4.8 Experimental setup diagram of the semiconductor laser-based active 

demultiplexer (Demux). Inset: line graph illustrating the principle of operation. Here Δf: 

detuning frequency, VOA: variable optical attenuator. 
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In this work, the experimental demonstration of active demultiplexing of OFC lines is 

presented. This is followed by the investigation of the impact of OFC injection locking 

parameters, such as comb line power (CLP) and the detuning frequency (Δf), on the 

performance of the demultiplexer. Subsequently, the demultiplexer is characterised in 

terms of phase noise, RIN, and short-term beat tone stability (power, frequency, RF tone-

width) of the demultiplexed OFC lines, as these parameters dictate the overall system 

performance that can be achieved. Furthermore, the multi-functional operation of the 

active demultiplexer is examined, including the FSR tunability, ultra-low noise 

amplification, power equalisation, and the possibility to achieve electro-optical 

conversion (modulation).  

4.3.1 Active demultiplexing of the OFC 

The experimental setup comprises the OFC followed by an active demultiplexer (depicted 

in the rectangle) as shown in Figure 4.8. The realisation of an active demultiplexer using 

discrete components would require a variable optical attenuator (VOA), a 3-port circulator 

and a semiconductor laser. It is important to mention that the proposed demultiplexer 

technique can be used with any type of OFC [16], [18], [20], [25]. In this work, an EI-

GSL OFC is chosen due to its simplicity and FSR tunability [26]–[28]. A 6.25 GHz EI-

GSL OFC, consisting of 8 comb lines (within 3 dB from the spectral peak) and portraying 

an OCNR > 50 dB (20 MHz OSA resolution), shown in Figure 4.9 (a), is used. A 

commercially available DFB laser is chosen as a demultiplexer 1 (Demux 1). It exhibits 

a threshold current (𝐼𝑡ℎ) of 12.5 𝑚𝐴 and is biased at 50 mA to emit an average output 

power of 7.5 dBm. The optical spectrum of a free-running (DC bias with no optical 

injection) demultiplexer is shown in Figure 4.9 (c). The generated OFC is injected into 

the demultiplexer via a VOA and a circulator. The VOA is used to adjust the injected 

CLP. Here, the CLP is to set −32 dBm (see Figure 4.9 (b)), which is sufficient to achieve 

the injection locking of the demultiplexer. The output spectrum of the Demux, shown in 

Figure 4.9 (d), consists of the filtered line as well as the undesired comb tones. The power 

difference between the demultiplexed and the highest undesired tone termed as the comb 

line suppression ratio (CLSR), is 35 dB.   
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Figure 4.9 Optical spectra of (a) EI-GSL OFC with an FSR of 6.25 GHz, (b) OFC after 

VOA,  (c) free-running demultiplexer laser (DFB), (d) injection-locked demultiplexer, the 

zoomed version of the dotted region is shown as the inset. OSA resolution: 20 MHz. Fixed 

optical attenuator on OSA: 10 dB. 

4.3.1.1 CLSR dependency on CLP 

The CLSR is one of the most important performance metrics of the demultiplexer. Thus 

a thorough investigation is carried to investigate the dependence of the CLSR on the 

injected CLP. To this effect, the CLP is varied from −32 to −10 dBm, with the aid of a 

VOA, and the equivalent CLSR noted. The optical spectra of demultiplexer output with 

CLSR’s of 30, 22.5, and 16.5 dB achieved for the corresponding CLPs of  −27.5, −20.2, 

and −13.7 dBm is depicted in Figure 4.10 (a)-(c), respectively. Figure 4.11 (a) illustrates 

a plot of the CLSR as a function of the CLP. From the figure, it can be seen that the CLSR 

is inversely proportional to the CLP. This indicates that the CLSR is dictated by the 

difference between the power of the demultiplexer (free-running case) and the power of 

the injected comb lines.  
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Figure 4.10 Optical spectra of active demultiplexer for various CLPs (a) CLP = −27.5 

dBm, (b) CLP = −22.5 dBm, and (c) CLP = −13.7 dBm. OSA resolution 20 MHz. 

 

Figure 4.11 CLSR as a function of (a) CLP and (b) injection frequency detuning. 

4.3.1.2 CLSR dependency on detuning 

The previous tests were carried out, for a perfect alignment (within the 20 MHz resolution 

of the OSA) between the wavelength of the demultiplexer and the chosen comb line. 

However, it is well known that the wavelength of a semiconductor laser may drift over 

time. Therefore, it is important to characterise the tolerance of the demultiplexer to the 

detuning frequency (Δf) i.e., the difference between the injected wavelength and the 

emission wavelength of the demultiplexer. The stable locking range can then be obtained 

by varying the detuning and ensuring that the output spectrum of the slave laser remains 

in single-moded. The CLSR is then measured as a function of Δf for various CLPs and 

the results are plotted in Figure 4.11 (b). The detuning is varied from −2 to +2 GHz, in 

steps of 250 MHz, where the negative values indicate that the wavelength of the 
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demultiplexer is longer than that of the comb line. From the plot, it is evident that the 

CLSR degrades as the detuning increases, with the highest CLSR value achieved for the 

perfect alignment (zero detuning). This can be attributed to the efficiency of the injection 

locking. The figure also shows that the stable locking range of the demultiplexer is, as 

expected, injection power-dependent and increases from ±750 MHz for CLP= −32 dBm, 

to ± 2 GHz for CLP= −22.5 dBm. 

4.3.1.3 Phase noise analysis 

As mentioned earlier, the active demultiplexer inherits the phase and frequency 

characteristics of the input OFC, which is another attractive feature of the technique. As 

a result, the device maintains the phase correlation between the separated comb lines, 

which is vital for applications such as millimetre wave and THz generation, atomic 

clocks [29],  dual-comb spectroscopy [38], [39], etc.  

 

Figure 4.12 FM phase noise spectra for various (a) CLSR and (b) injection detuning 

frequency. 

To validate the transfer of the phase characteristics from the comb to the demultiplexer, 

frequency modulated (FM) noise spectrum measurements are performed using a 

modified-delayed self-heterodyne technique, as explained in chapter 3 [32]. These tests 

are carried out for different values of CLP (thus CLSR) and detuning, and the results are 

plotted in Figure 4.12 (a) and (b), respectively. The FM noise spectrum Sf(f) is the power 

spectral density of the instantaneous frequency fluctuation (Hz2/Hz). The grey section in 

Figure 4.12 (a) and (b) is the approximate demarcation of the flat white noise part. The 
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Lorentzian shaped laser linewidth (𝛿𝑓) can be calculated, by retrieving the flat part of the 

FM noise spectrum using the equation 𝛿𝑓 =  𝜋 ×
𝑆𝑜

2
  [32]. The coloured dotted line in the 

plots mark the S0 values that are considered for the linewidth calculations in the respective 

cases. The drop in the values beyond 500 MHz corresponds to the bandwidth of a digital 

filter used in the offline processing of the data. From the plots in Figure 4.12 (a), the 

measured linewidth of the free-running demultiplexer, the input OFC and the injection-

locked demultiplexer (with zero detuning) are calculated to be ~2.6 MHz, 19 kHz, and 

20 kHz, respectively. The three orders of magnitude reduction in the linewidth is a clear 

indication of the efficient phase transfer between the comb and the demultiplexer, due to 

stable OIL. Furthermore, the constant linewidth ~20 kHz is observed for various CLSRs 

(by varying CLPs) indicating the phase noise transfer is not simply dictated by the CLP, 

as long as a stable OIL is attained. 

Next, the phase noise measurements are repeated for a constant CLP of −27.5 dBm and 

different values of detuning frequency. The results, presented in Figure 4.12 (b), show 

that the white noise part tends to increase with an increase in the detuning frequency, thus, 

indicating a decreasing efficiency of the phase noise transfer. In order to maintain a low 

linewidth of the demultiplexed comb tone, the detuning value should be kept below 

±500 MHz, for the CLP used here (−27.5 dBm). 

4.3.1.4 Relative intensity noise 

The relative intensity noise (RIN) is a random amplitude fluctuation that could potentially 

limit the ability of the transmitter in the application of amplitude modulation formats such 

as on-off-keying (OOK) and multi-level formats such as PAM-4/8. It also plays a vital 

role in analogue modulation such as DMT systems. Thus, the RIN of the demultiplexed 

output is characterised as a function of CLSR. Firstly, a measurement of the RIN of an 

OFC line, demultiplexed using an active demultiplexer with a CLSR of 35 dB (as in 

Figure 4.9 (d)), is carried out [33]. The averaged RIN up to 6 GHz is measured to be –

157.7 dB/Hz. Similar RIN values are measured for CLSRs between 35- 25 dB. However, 

in the case of a CLSR = 20 dB, an increase in the RIN value (–152 dB/Hz) is observed. 

This can be attributed to the higher power levels in the suppressed tones. For comparison, 
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the OFC lines are filtered out using a conventional filtering technique (optical bandpass 

filter with an EDFA followed by an ASE removal filter). In this case, an average RIN 

value of –138 dB/Hz is measured. This demonstrates the measured RIN of the active 

demultiplexed comb tones contains contribution from both master and slave lasers 

depending upon the injection locking conditions. 

 

Figure 4.13 RIN spectra of the demultiplexed OFC lines using active demultiplexer (with 

various CLSRs) and OBPF + EDFA + ASE filter. Here, OBPF: optical bandpass filter, 

EDFA: Erbium-doped fibre amplifier, ASE filter: amplified spontaneous noise filter. 

4.3.1.5 Stability 

Finally, a stability analysis of the demultiplexer operation is carried out, using an OFC 

with FSR of 1.25 GHz, as shown in Figure 4.14 (a). It is important to note that the stability 

of the demultiplexer at such a low FSR is critical, as there is a possibility of two different 

comb tones falling within the injection locking range of the demultiplexer. For this test, 

two adjacent tones separated by 1.25 GHz are demultiplexed and combined using a 50:50 

coupler. The optical spectrum of combined demultiplexed lines, is depicted in Figure 4.14 

(b). The CLP used here is −32 dBm, resulting in a locking range of 1.5 GHz (from Figure 

4.11 (b)). 

The demultiplexer tones are then detected on a high-speed photodiode and the resultant 

RF beat tone is presented in Figure 4.14 (c). The power, linewidth, and frequency of the 

generated RF tone is monitored over 30 minutes and recorded at 5 seconds intervals. 
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During the test, the frequency span of the ESA is set to 1 kHz and the resolution 

bandwidth to 30 Hz. The plot of the frequency of the beat tone as a function of time is 

depicted in Figure 4.14 (d).  

 

Figure 4.14 Optical spectra of (a) EI-GSL with FSR = 1.25 GHz, (b) two combined 

demultiplexed lines separated by 1.25 GHz, (c) electrical spectrum of the RF beat tone at 

1.25 GHz. Plot of the (d) relative frequency drift, (e) beat tone power and linewidth 

fluctuation over 30 mins duration, and (f) beat tone linewidths for demultiplexed lines with 

various frequency separation. 

The stability of the generated tone is better than 120 Hz, which is comparable with the 

stability of the RF source used for the OFC generation. Figure 4.14 (e) shows the 

corresponding plot of the beat tone power (red) and linewidth (blue). From the plot, it can 

be seen that the power fluctuation is less than 2 dB. This is caused by a variation in the 

polarisation and could be further reduced by using components (coupler) with polarisation 

maintaining fiber. The beat linewidth remains constant ~34 Hz (limited by the resolution 

of ESA), which reflects the high degree of phase correlation between the demultiplexed 

tones. This in turn, proves that stable locking is maintained throughout the duration of the 

test. Moreover, the phase correlation measurement is extended to the demultiplexed tones 

with a frequency separation between 2.5 GHz and 37.5 GHz. For all values, the 3 dB beat 

tone linewidth is measured as 34 Hz, as shown in Figure 4.14 (f). Overall, the results 
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presented in Figure 4.14 (d)-(f) demonstrate the exceptional stability of operation of the 

demultiplexer, even at very low FSR. Furthermore, slow feedback control techniques such 

as direct detection control feedback [34], OIL phase-locked loop [35], etc., could also be 

employed for long-term stable operation especially for low FSRs. 

4.3.2 Multifunctionality of a laser-based active demultiplexer 

In this section, the multifunctionality of the active demultiplexer is investigated, in 

particular the following aspects are evaluated: 

(i) Tunable demultiplexing: An attractive feature of the proposed laser-based 

demultiplexing technique is its tunability, allowing for the selection of an arbitrary 

line from an OFC with an arbitrary FSR. This unique aspect makes the proposed 

demultiplexer an ideal candidate for application in reconfigurable optical networks 

(where the dynamic reconfiguration of transmitters re required). To demonstrate this 

feature, the device is used to select three different lines from OFCs with FSRs of 

2.5 GHz (with CLP = −32 dBm); 6.25, 12.5, and 15 GHz (with CLP = −27.5 dBm). 

The spectra of the OFCs are shown in Figure 4.15 (a)-(d), with the selected lines 

marked by arrows. The corresponding output spectra of the demultiplexer, in Figure 

4.15 (e)-(g), show that a CLSR >30 dB can be achieved for any line within 10 dB 

from the peak (line with sufficient power to achieve injection locking). This result 

clearly demonstrates that the proposed demultiplexer can be tuned in wavelength by 

2 nm and would be able to demultiplex all lines, within that range, that possess 

adequate power for OIL. Furthermore, the resolution limit of the demultiplexer is 

examined by demultiplexing closely spaced OFC lines (FSR in the MHz range). 

Figure 4.16 shows the optical spectra of demultiplexed lines from OFCs with 781.25 

and 390.625 MHz FSRs, achieving CLSR >20 dB. Thereby, the active demultiplexer 

can be used to filter lines from OFCs with FSRs ranging from MHz to GHz.  

(ii) Power equalisation: Active demultiplexers not only can demultiplex a comb line but 

also acts as a power equaliser, since for any comb line demultiplexed, the output 

power is constant and dictated by the power of the laser (used as the demultiplexer). 
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As demonstrated in Figure 4.15 (e)-(h), any comb line with sufficient power to 

achieve stable OIL, can be demultiplexed. Therefore, even comb lines with power 

10 dB less than the spectral peak, can be demultiplexed with the required CLSR. This 

functionality can also be used to enhance the number of comb lines available for data 

modulation (ordinarily defined as tones with powers within 3 dB from the spectral 

peak). By employing the active demultiplexer, the number of usable lines, for the 

OFCs shown in Figure 4.15 (a)-(d), was increased by an expansion factor of 1.7 (from 

26 to 36, 8 to 13, 4 to 7, and 3 to 5 for an FSR of 2.5, 6.25, 12.5, and 15 GHz 

respectively). It is important to note that in each case, the efficient phase transfer (low 

linewidth of <35 kHz) is achieved and line output power is maintained at 7.5 dBm. 

 

Figure 4.15 Optical spectra of EI-GSL OFC with FSR of (a) 2.5 GHz, (b) 6.25 GHz, (c) 

12.5 GHz, (d) 15 GHz, and corresponding demultiplexer output  (e)-(h), demonstrating the 

tunability, power equalisation, ultra-low noise amplification of the active demultiplexer. 

OSA resolution of 20 MHz. 
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Figure 4.16 Optical spectra of active demultiplexer in MHz range (a) FSR = 781.25 MHz 

and (b) 390.625 MHz. OSA resolution 20 MHz. 

(iii) Ultra-low noise amplification: Conventionally, optical amplifiers are used to 

overcome the insertion loss of the demultiplexer and boost the power of comb lines. 

However, this inevitably leads to a degraded OSNR due to the addition of ASE noise. 

Contrarily, in the case of the active demultiplexer, the selection of a comb line is 

achieved by increasing the power of a single line, while leaving the power of the 

remaining lines unchanged. In the experiments described in this section, a CLP of 

−32 dBm was used, while the power achieved at the output of the demultiplexer was 

7.5 dBm (fixed). Thus, such a device provides up to 40 dB gain and can be viewed 

as an ultra-low noise amplifier operating in a constant power mode. 

(iv) Data modulation: Finally, the demultiplexer is a standard semiconductor laser, which 

allows for the electro-optic conversion to be carried out by direct modulating the 

demultiplexer laser. The demonstration of the active demultiplexer as a data 

modulator for OOK, and 4-,16- QAM DMT formats is presented in the next chapter. 

The above-mentioned multifunctionality of the active demultiplexer reduces the 

component count, as well as the size and complexity of the transmitter. The proposed 

device can be photonically integrated with the OFC source, thus further reducing the 

footprint, cost, and complexity of the transmitter. It is important to note that in an 

integrated scheme, there would not be a need for optical circulators. Hence, the active 

demultiplexer has been chosen as the demultiplexing solution for the system 

implementations investigated in the following chapters. 
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4.4 Conclusions 

A flexible OFC demultiplexer is a key enabler of a reconfigurable OFC-based transmitter. 

In fact, the lack of such a solution could be considered as a limiting factor in the 

development and commercial employability of OFC in next-generation reconfigurable, 

spectrally efficient optical networks. To address these challenges, two potential 

demultiplexer solutions were investigated in this chapter. The first technique entails the 

use of MRRs, devices that exhibit a low-insertion loss, are tunable, and can be 

photonically integrated with the OFC source. A proof-of-principle demonstration of an 

FPGA-controlled OFC-based transmitter employing an MRR as a demultiplexer was 

presented. The dynamic reconfiguration of the GSL OFC and MRR was showcased, and 

the achievable tuning speed was investigated. Nevertheless, the level of flexibility that the 

MRR offers is limited by their passband profile, fixed bandwidth, and slow tunning speed. 

The second demultiplexing approach entailed the use of a semiconductor laser as an active 

demultiplexer. Here, the operation is based on the principle of OIL. It is extremely 

attractive as it not only offers tunable filtering of the comb lines, but also achieves power 

equalisation, ultra-low noise amplification, and data modulation, all using a single device. 

A comprehensive characterisation of active demultiplexer was performed, followed by an 

experimental demonstration of its multi-functionality. Finally, the demultiplexer can also 

be integrated with the GSL OFC onto a single chip, resulting in a highly reconfigurable 

transmitter with a reduced footprint and cost. With such excellent features, the laser-based 

multi-functional active demultiplexer will be attractive for employment in flexible 

superchannel-based optical networks. 
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5. Compact OFC Transmitters for 

Data Centre Interconnects and 

Short-Reach Applications 

A compact OFC transmitter can facilitate the dense packing of channels and achieve a 

high spectral efficiency (by reducing the guard bands between channels), whilst also 

accomplishing low cost and reduced energy consumption (compared to other OFC based 

system). However, the realisation of such a densely spaced communications system with 

the utilisation of an OFC, requires a high-resolution demultiplexer to select individual 

lines before data modulation. In the previous chapter, a simple laser-based multi-

functional active demultiplexer was investigated and its multi-functionality (tunable filter, 

amplifier, and power equaliser) was experimentally characterised. In this chapter, the 

active demultiplexer functionality is extended to that of a data modulator, and a compact 

OFC based multicarrier transmitter best suited for short-reach and data centre applications 

is demonstrated.  

5.1 Introduction 

Modern datacentres enable disruptive technologies such as cloud computing, 

hyperconvergence, and many other applications and services, which handle extremely 

large data [1]. The  3 4⁄
𝑡ℎ

 of the global data traffic is carried in and out of data centres and 
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is driving the data centre communications towards the so-called “Zettabyte Era” [2], [3]. 

To accommodate such extreme traffic volumes, data centre networks (DCNs) require 

scalable datacentre interconnects (DCI) offering high-speed, and high-throughput 

connectivity, while maintaining a low energy consumption [4]–[7]. The latter is essential 

to ensure a return of investment (economic benefit), as these mega data centres will 

contain hundreds of thousands of servers. Recently, there have been considerable efforts 

in both academia and industry to enhance the performance of DCIs by employing new 

photonic architecture to enable (i) high-bandwidth-density links, and (ii) effective 

utilisation of resources [6]–[11]. 

To achieve high-capacity optical interconnects, a coherent-detection-based transmission 

can be employed [7], [12]. However, it brings significant system complexity and cost, 

which could prove to be prohibitive. A viable alternative is to use intensity modulation 

and direct detection (IM/DD) based techniques, such as four-level pulse amplitude 

modulation (PAM4) and discrete multi-tone (DMT) modulation. Currently, 100 Gb/s and 

400 Gb/s transceivers, based on quad small form-factor pluggable (QSFP28), and QSFP-

double density (QSPF-DD) are deployed in short-reach applications such as intra-DC 

links [13], [14]. QSFP28 consists of 4 channels, each modulated with a 25 Gb/s NRZ 

signal (IEEE 802.3ba 100GBASE), whereas the QSFP-DD consists of 8 or 4 channels of 

53 Gb/s (IEEE 400GBASEFR8), and 106 Gb/s PAM 4 (IEEE 400GBASE-DR4) signals, 

respectively [13], [15]. Some of the recent notable demonstrations include 2 × 56 Gb/s 

PAM4 [16], [17] and 4 × 50 Gb/s DMT signal transmission for short-reach networks [18]. 

While continual efforts are made to achieve higher capacity DCIs, it is important to 

consider the effective utilisation of the resources to overcome DC resource fragmentation 

scenarios, where resources are mismatched with the traffic requirements. In large-scale 

DCs, even a small improvement in performance or resource utilisation will have a 

significant impact on the overall network [4], [19]. Therefore, flexible optical 

transceivers, which facilitate the reassignment of the DCI bandwidth to better match the 

traffic patterns and enable effective utilisation of the resources through network 

disaggregation, are crucial [8], [20]. 
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A state-of-the-art DCI transmitter solution employs an array of laser sources (VCSEL’s 

or DFB’s), utilises large channel spacing or guard band (spectrally inefficient) and does 

not exhibit wavelength tunability [8], [9]. A promising candidate to serve as a flexible 

optical transceiver, in DCIs, is an  OFC (multi-carrier) source. The use of a reconfigurable 

OFC enables a simple and cost-efficient generation of carriers that exhibit precise 

wavelength spacing. The precise spacing allows the reduction of the size of the frequency 

guard bands thereby offering better SE [21]–[23]. However, the OFC-based DCI would 

require a tunable demultiplexer that selects the individual comb line before encoding the 

data. The architecture of an OFC-based DCIs employing a conventional demultiplexer 

(such as WSSs, AWGs[24], [25]) is shown in Figure 4.1 (a). However, these 

demultiplexing solutions are limited in spectral resolution and introduce a large insertion 

loss and requires EDFAs.  

 

Figure 5.1 OFC-based transmitter architecture employing (a) conventional WSS/AWG 

demultiplexer and (b) proposed active demultiplexer. AWG: arrayed waveguide grating, 

WSS: wavelength selective switch, EDFA: Erbium-doped fibre amplifier, Demux: active 

demultiplexer. 

An attractive alternative is to employ a multi-functional active demultiplexer based on 

optical injection locking (OIL) [26]–[29]. As explained in the previous chapter, such a 

device selects a comb tone by injecting the OFC into a demultiplexer laser and aligning 

the wavelength of this laser with the desired comb line. Since the demultiplexer is a 

semiconductor laser, it can be directly modulated with the data that needs to be 

transmitted, thus realising the functionality of a data modulator. The architecture of the 

(a) (b) 
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proposed OFC-based transmitter employing an active demultiplexer for short reach (due 

to direct modulation) applications is as shown in Figure 5.1 (b). It can be seen that in the 

proposed transmitter that a single demultiplexer laser replaces a filter (AWG/WSS), an 

optical amplifier, and an external modulator. One of the immediate positive impacts that 

the OIL-based demultiplexer brings is the reduction in the number of components required 

(when compared to other OFC based transmitter), ensuring the similar SE. In addition, 

the fact that such a demultiplexer can be integrated with the rest of the transmitter 

introduces simplicity, reduces the footprint and improves the energy efficiency [30],[31].  

In this chapter, a novel OFC-based transmitter architecture employing a multifunctional 

active demultiplexer is proposed. Firstly, as a proof-of-concept validation, a two-channel 

active demultiplexer directly modulated with a 10.7 Gb/s on-off keyed (OOK) signal is 

presented. The modulated signal is then transmitted, error-free, over 3 km of SSMF. Then, 

a VPI simulation is performed to investigate the impact of injection of the comb line on 

the chirp induced by the direct modulation of the demultiplexer. Furthermore, the 

proposed transmitter is verified with multi-level modulation formats such as 4- and 16- 

QAM DMT. By utilising a unique gain equaliser property of the active demultiplexer, 

OFC lines within 20 dB from the spectral peak are demultiplexed and directly modulated 

to achieve an aggregate data rate of 100 Gb/s (8 × 12.5 Gb/s) for 4 QAM DMT and 

200 Gb/s (8 × 25 Gb/s) for 16 QAM DMT modulated system. Then, a 4 channel DWDM 

system (channel spacing of 12.5 GHz), employing a direct modulation and carrying 4 

QAM DMT data, is realised and the impact of cross-channel interference on the system 

performance is investigated. Finally, a brief comparison of the proposed transmitter with 

some of the current DCI technologies is presented, proving the suitability of the proposed 

OFC and active demultiplexer based transmitter for short-reach applications. 
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5.2 Performance Evaluation of a Directly Modulated 10.7 Gb/s OOK 

System Employing Active Demultiplexers 

5.2.1 Two-channel 10.7 Gb/s OOK system 

The experimental setup of the proposed OFC-based OOK transmitter system is shown in 

Figure 5.2. It comprises an OFC source, followed by a two-channel demultiplexer. The 

OFC is based on an EI-GSL with an FSR of 12.5 GHz. The generated comb is split using 

a 50:50 coupler and injected into two commercially available distributed feedback (DFB) 

lasers, each acting as an active demultiplexer (Demux). Both Demux lasers exhibit a 

threshold current (𝐼𝑡ℎ) of 12.5 mA and a 3-dB modulation bandwidth of 14 GHz. When 

biased at 4×𝐼𝑡ℎ, the average optical power emitted is 8.5 dBm (Demux 1) and 9 dBm 

(Demux 2). The wavelength of each demultiplexer is then temperature tuned to match that 

of the chosen comb line. The injected comb line power (CLP) is optimised by inline 

VOAs. The CLP is a crucial parameter as it affects both the locking range (higher power 

leads to a larger locking range) and the CLSR (an increase in CLP reduces the CLSR) 

[28]. Thus, the injected power level is a compromise between achieving stable injection 

locking of the demultiplexer and the required CLSR. Here, the CLP is set to −31 dBm to 

achieve a CLSR of 37 dB as shown in Figure 5.3 (b).  

 

Figure 5.2 Experimental setup of the two-channel OOK system employing the OFC and 

active demultiplexer based transmitter. Here, VOA: variable optical attenuator, CIR: 

circulator, Demux: demultiplexer laser, PPG: pulse pattern generator, OBPF: optical 

bandpass filter, PD: photodetector.  
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Next, the data is modulated onto Demux 1 by driving it directly (direct modulation) with 

a 10.7 Gb/s PRBS signal with a length of 215-1 and a 1 V amplitude. Due to equipment 

constraints, only one of the demultiplexers is modulated. Subsequently, the two channels 

are multiplexed together using another 50:50 coupler. The combined channels are then 

transmitted over 3 km of standard single-mode fibre (SSMF). At the receiver, the 

modulated signal is filtered using an optical bandpass filter (OBPF) and detected using a 

20 GHz photodetector (PD). The electrical signal is then amplified, by a low-noise 

amplifier, and the bit error ratio (BER) is measured using an error detector. The eye 

diagrams are recorded using a 50 GHz sampling oscilloscope. 

5.2.2 Results and discussion 

 

Figure 5.3 Optical spectra of (a) EI-GSL OFC with FSR of 12.5 GHz,  combined two-

channel active demultiplexer output with CLSR of (b) 37 dB, (c) 25 dB, combined 

demultiplexers output with modulated Demux 1, when the CLSR is (d) 37 dB, and (e) 25 

dB. OSA resolution: 20 MHz, spectra are recorded with 5 dB attenuation before the OSA. 

The optical spectrum of the EI-GSL OFC is shown in Figure 5.3 (a). It consists of 11 lines 

(within 3 dB from the spectral peak), with an FSR of 12.5 GHz and an OCNR >50 dB 

(within 20 MHz OSA resolution). The combined optical spectrum of the two 

(a) (c) (b) 

(d) (e) 
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demultiplexed comb lines, separated by 37.5 GHz, is shown in Figure 5.3 (b). This 

channel spacing is specifically chosen to avoid any interference between the adjacent 

WDM channels that are directly modulated (double sideband) with the 10.7 Gb/s OOK 

signal. To investigate the impact of the CLSR on the system performance, the CLP is set 

to −31 dBm and −27.5 dBm, to achieve a Demux output with a CLSR of 37 and 25 dB, 

respectively, as shown in Figure 5.3 (b) and (c). It is important to note that as the output 

power of the demultiplexer is much higher than that of the injected comb tone, the 

demultiplexer can be considered to amplify (~40 dB gain) the selected comb line. The 

optical spectra of the combined output of the demultiplexers, where Demux 1 is 

modulated with the data, are depicted in Figure 5.3 (d) and (e). 

 

Figure 5.4 Plot of BER vs received optical power for (a) three test scenarios, (b) 

comparison between CLSR of 37 and 25 dB. Insets are the recorded eye diagrams at the 

indicated points. Here, BtB: back-to-back, SSMF: standard single mode fibre. 

The system performance is then evaluated, by measuring the BER vs. received optical 

power (ROP) for the back-to-back (BtB) case and after 3 km fibre transmission. Four 

different scenarios are investigated: a directly modulated Demux (1) with no injection 

(free-running DFB laser), (2) externally injected with a tunable laser (TL) with a power 

of −31 dBm, externally injected with an OFC with a (3) CLP of −31 dBm (CLSR= 37 

dB), and a (4) CLP of −27.5 dBm (CLSR = 25 dB). The first scenario serves as a 

(a) (b) 
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benchmark, the second provides an insight into the impact of external injection on the 

performance of a directly modulated laser, while the third and fourth configurations allow 

us to quantify the effect of the spurious (unsuppressed) comb tones on the performance 

of the OFC-based transmitter for two different values of CLSR. The BER plots for all 

four cases are plotted in Figure 5.4 (a) and (b). Figure 5.4 (b) illustrates the performance 

comparison between two CLSR of 37 and 25 dB cases. The insets show the received eye 

diagrams of the OFC-based transmitter at a BER of 1e-5 and 1e-9. The summary of the 

system performance is presented in Table 5-1. 

Table 5-1 Summary of the system performance for various configurations 

Case Demultiplexer Receiver sensitivity           

(BER 1e-9) 

Power penalty for 3 km SSMF 

trx. (compared to its BtB) 

1 Free-running DFB −8.8 dBm 1.2 dB 

2 
Injection locked with TL at 

−31 dBm 
−7.6 dBm 0.8 dB 

3 
OFC injection locked 

Demux CLP= −31 dBm 
−7.4 dBm 0.7 dB 

4 
OFC injection locked 

Demux CLP= −27.5 dBm 
−6.7 dBm 0.55 dB 

 

From the BER plots, it can be seen that the stand-alone demultiplexer (configuration (1)) 

performs best in the BtB case, having a receiver sensitivity of −8.8 dBm. Nevertheless, it 

suffers from the highest penalty of 1.2 dB (at a BER of 1e-9), when transmitted over the 

3 km SSMF link. This stems from the large frequency chirp induced by direct modulation, 

which exacerbates the effect of chromatic dispersion, leading to a large penalty. On 

comparing the BtB cases, for configurations (2), (3), and (4) there is a 0.5, 0.8, and 

1.65 dB power penalty (incurred at a BER of 1e-9), with respect to the the reference 

configuration (1). This is a consequence of a reduction in the extinction ratio caused by 

the external injection. However, the additional penalty due to the fibre transmission is 

smaller for these cases and equals 0.8 dB, 0.7 dB, and 0.55 dB for configuration (2), (3) 

and (4) respectively (compared to their respective BtB cases). This improved resilience to 

the transmission impairments can be credited to the reduction in chirp due to external 
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injection. It is expected that for longer transmission distances, the impact of the limited 

CLSR will become more pronounced. This is due to all the spectral components, passing 

through the demultiplexer, being modulated with the same data. As they traverse 

sufficiently long transmission distances, chromatic dispersion will introduce a phase 

mismatch between the different signals, causing them to interfere destructively at the 

receiver. 

5.2.3 Simulation analysis and discussion 

 

Figure 5.5 Simulation: (a) VPI schematic of the proposed OFC transmitter employing 

active demultiplexer. Optical spectra of (b) EI-GSL with FSR 25 GHz, (c) active 

demultiplexer CLSR of 35 dB, and (d) directly modulated 10.7 Gb/s OOK demultiplexer 

output. Simulation resolution: 20 MHz. 

In order to carry out a more thorough investigation into the impact of the CLP and to 

understand the effect of the weak injection on the chirp (of the demux), a VPI photonics 

(a) 

(b) (c) (d) 
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simulation model is built. The schematic of this simulation model is shown in Figure 5.5 

(a). An EI-GSL OFC with an FSR of 25 GHz is generated as shown in Figure 5.5 (b). The 

demultiplexer laser exhibits an 𝐼𝑡ℎ of 12 mA and portrays a modulation bandwidth of 

14 GHz and emits a power of ~11 dBm when biased at 60 mA. It is important to note that 

the VPI model’s laser alpha parameter is not matched with the laser used in the 

experiment. The CLP is adjusted to achieve a CLSR of 35 dB (Figure 5.5 (c)). 

Subsequently, the demux is directly modulated with a 10.7 Gb/s OOK data signal (Figure 

5.5 (d)) and the induced chirp is characterised using a “time-resolved frequency and power 

analyser” module, which calculates the instantaneous power and frequency of an optical 

signal. 

The chirp due to direct modulation is examined for the following Demux configurations 

(i) free-running, and injection locked by the OFC with a CLSR of (ii) 35 dB and (iii) 

25 dB. The plots of the chirp (orange) and intensity (blue) are shown in Figure 5.6 (a)-(c), 

while the optical spectra of the directly modulated Demux for these cases are depicted in 

Figure 5.6 (d)-(f), respectively. Firstly, a free-running DFB laser is characterised as a 

reference. As a consequence of the direct modulation, a strong adiabatic and transient 

chirp can be seen in Figure 5.6 (a) [32]-[34]. When the Demux is injection locked with 

CLP of −27 dBm (CLSR 35 dB), no significant chirp reduction is observed, as shown in 

Figure 5.6 (b). This can be attributed to low injection power (weak injection locking 

regime) [33]. In configuration (iii), the CLP is increased to −20 dBm (CLSR 25 dB), 

which induces a strong ringing in both the intensity and chirp (Figure 5.6 (c)). This can 

be attributed to the beating of emission mode and the injected mode (with frequency 

detuned). Such a phenomenon is similar to a chaotic behaviour (self-pulsation) of the 

slave when subjected to a moderate injection locking power regime [33],[35].  

Next, the Demux is injection-locked by a tunable laser (TL) and the injection power is 

swept from −20 dBm to +10 dBm to observe the chirp. In this case, a strong laser ringing 

dominated by damped oscillations is observed up to TL = 0 dBm, as shown in Figure 5.7 

(a). For TL > 3 dBm, chaotic behaviour disappears, and a chirp cancellation is observed, 

as depicted in Figure 5.7 (b) [33]. It should be noted that the VPI analyser is restricted in 
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terms of its dynamic range, thus the chirp reduction is not observed but only cancellation. 

Due to which (along with different alpha parameter), the results are not aligned with the 

experimental but shows the general trend of the chirp behaviour. 

 

Figure 5.6 Analysis of chirp for various scenarios (a) free-running DFB, active 

demultiplexer with CLSR of (b) 35 dB, (c) 25 dB, simulated optical spectra of directly 

modulated DFB laser with (d) no injection, injection locked with CLSR of  (e) 35 dB, and 

(f) 25 dB. Simulation resolution: 20 MHz. 

However, such a high CLP could not be achieved employing the proposed active 

demultiplexer, as the increase in CLP decreases the CLSR (deleterious for system 

performance). To overcome this drawback and reap the benefits of OIL such as chirp 

reduction and enhancement of modulation bandwidth, a novel dual-stage active 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) (e) (f) 
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demultiplexer is proposed. The VPI simulation schematic of the proposed approach, 

shown in Figure 5.8 (a), comprises two active demuxes in cascade, where Demux 1 acts 

as a filter and an amplifier (boost the injection power into the next stage) and Demux 2 is 

used as a modulator. The output of Demux 1 with an average power of 11 dBm is injected 

into the directly modulated Demux 2, which yields a significant reduction of the chirp, as 

shown in Figure 5.7 (c). The corresponding optical spectrum of the directly modulated 

dual-stage Demux is depicted in Figure 5.8 (d). 

 

Figure 5.7  Analysis of chirp for various scenarios (a) TL locked Demux P =0 dBm, (b) 

TL locked Demux P = 3 dBm, (c) proposed dual-stage active Demux.   

Additionally, the dual-stage active demultiplexer can be employed to improve/increase 

the CLSR. By adjusting the power of Demux 1 injected into Demux 2 as well as the 

frequency detuning between the two lasers (to avoid nonlinear phenomena such as spatial 

hole burning or carrier heating [36]), the final CLSR can be optimised. Figure 5.8 (c), 

shows the optical spectrum of the Demux 2, when the signal from Demux 1 (CLSR of 32 

dB) is attenuated by 15 dB before being injected into Demux 2. From the figure, it can be 

seen that the cascade of demultiplexers can enhance the CLSR by 15 dB. The results prove 

(c) 

(b) 

(a) 
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that by employing two active demultiplexers, both conflicting (opposing) requirements of 

low (reduced) chirp and high (improved) CLSR could be attained.   

 

Figure 5.8 Simulation: (a) VPI schematic of the proposed OFC transmitter employing dual-

stage active demultiplexer. Simulation results (b) Demux 1 with CLSR of 32 dB, 

(c) Demux 2 with CLSR of 47 dB, and (d) directly modulated 10.7 Gb/s OOK Demux 2 

output. Simulation resolution: 20 MHz. 

(a) 

(b) (c) (d) 
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5.3 Performance Evaluation of a 200 Gb/s Directly Modulated DMT 

System Employing Active Demultiplexers 

5.3.1 Two-channel 4- and 16-QAM DMT system 

 

Figure 5.9 Experimental set-up of the proposed OFC based two-channel DMT transmitter 

employing an active demultiplexer. Here, CIR: circulator, AWG: arbitrary waveform 

generator, OBPF: optical bandpass filter, VOA: variable optical attenuator, PD: 

photodiode, RTS: real-time oscilloscope. 

The proposed transmitter system, shown in Figure 5.9, is similar to the previously 

demonstrated OOK system except that the Demux 1 is directly modulated with a QAM 

DMT signal2. At the transmitter, an EI-GSL generates an OFC with an average power of 

6 dBm and an FSR of 12.5 GHz, as shown in Figure 5.10 (a). It consists of 12 and 24 

comb tones within 3 dB and 20 dB from the spectral peak, respectively. Conventionally, 

while using passive demultiplexers, only 12 tones with powers within 3 dB from the 

spectral peak would be used for data transmission. This ensures a near-uniform 

performance across all the channels. However, with the active multiplexer, data can be 

successfully transmitted using comb lines (~23) that are 20 dB below the spectral peak 

whilst ensuring near-uniform performance. This stems from the fact that as long as the 

comb tone has sufficient power to achieve a stable injection locking of the demultiplexer, 

the power of the filtered tone at the output of the demultiplexer will remain constant (equal 

 

2 4- and 16-QAM DMT signal generation code was developed by Dr. Syed Tajmmul Ahmad (DCU). 
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to the output power of the demultiplexing laser). Thus, the number of channels available 

from a given OFC is enhanced, resulting in a significant reduction of the per-channel cost 

and power consumption of the transmitter.  

The output of the OFC is split using a 50:50 coupler and injected, via circulators, into two 

active demultiplexers. The injected CLP is set, using inline VOA, to −27 dBm (for lines 

within 3 dB from the spectral peak) and −35 dBm (for lines 20 dB below the spectral 

peak), to yield a CLSR of 35 dB, as depicted in Figure 5.10 (c). Since the proposed 

demultiplexing technique is based on the passive splitting of the comb output, the 

attenuation values at the inline VOAs: 28 dB (for tones 3 dB from the spectral peak) and 

20 dB (tones 20 dB below the spectral peak) can be considered as the power budget 

determining the maximum split ratio. Hence, with an attenuation of 28 dB and 20 dB, a 

split ratio of 1:512 and 1:64  could be realised [37], whilst ensuring that stable injection 

locking and an optimum CLSR are attained. Thus, the same comb could be used as an 

input to many demultiplexers within the system, ensuring a reduction in cost and 

complexity.  

The filtered lines are recombined using a 3 dB coupler and transmitted over different link 

lengths of SSMF (an average optical launch power of 8.6 dBm). At the receiver, the 

modulated signal is filtered using an OBPF with a 3-dB bandwidth of 28 GHz. A VOA is 

used to vary the received optical power falling on a 20 GHz PD. Subsequently, the signal 

is electrically amplified and then captured using a real-time oscilloscope operating at 

100 GSa/s. Finally, offline processing (re-sampling, timing synchronization, phase 

estimation, and BER measurements) is performed in MATLAB. To evaluate the system 

performance, BER measurements versus ROP are carried out for three different 

transmission cases: i) back-to-back (BtB), ii) 25 km, and iii) 40 km SSMF transmission 

for Ch. 1 (middle comb line) and Ch. 4 (comb line with power 20 dB below the spectral 

peak of the OFC). 
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Figure 5.10 Optical spectra of (a) EI-GSL OFC with FSR of 12.5 GHz, (b) OFC after 

VOA, (c) combined two demultiplexed channel with CLSR of 35 dB, (d) combined 

demultiplexers output with Demux 1 modulated with M-QAM DMT signal, (e) overlapped 

8 demultiplexed channels within a bandwidth of 2.4 nm, each modulated with M-QAM 

DMT signals, and (f) DMT signal specifications. OSA resolution: 20 MHz, fixed optical 

attenuation at the input of the OSA: 10 dB. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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5.3.1.1 4 QAM DMT System 

 

Figure 5.11 BER vs received optical power of (a) Ch. 1,  (b) Ch. 4 (20 dB below spectral 

peak) for back-to-back (BtB), 25 km, and 40 km of fibre transmission The insets show the 

spectrum of the directly modulated Ch. 1 and Ch. 4 combined with a second demultiplexed 

line separated by 37.5 GHz. Constellation diagrams of Ch. 1 at received optical power of 

−9.5 dBm for (c) back-to-back and after (d) 25 km, and (e) 40 km fibre transmission and 

corresponding EVM plots for (f) back-to-back and after (g) 25 km, and (h) 40 km fibre 

transmission 

The BER vs ROP plots for the three transmission cases (BtB, 25 and 40 km) for Ch. 1 and 

Ch. 4, are shown in Figure 5.11 (a) and (b). The insets depict the combined output spectra 

of Ch. 1 modulated with data (Demux 1) and an unmodulated line (Demux 2). The 

performance evaluation for the 4-QAM DMT system is summarised in Table 5-2. An 

improvement in the BER with an increase of the ROP is observed for the BtB and 25 km 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) (e) 

(f) (g) (h) 
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transmission cases until it reaches −6 dBm. Beyond that value, the PD saturates, and 

nonlinearities start to degrade the performance of the system.  

From Figure 5.11 (a) it can be seen that, at the HD-FEC limit, the fibre transmission 

introduces a power penalty (relative to the BtB case) of 0.8 and 2 dB for 25 and 40 km 

transmission respectively. This can be attributed to the interference caused by the 

unsuppressed comb tones, which are also modulated with the data as they pass through 

Demux 1. As a result, both the demultiplexed tone and the unsuppressed lines are 

modulated with the same DMT signals. When transmitted over fibre, chromatic dispersion 

causes a phase mismatch between these data signals. The further degradation after 40 km 

can be attributed to the insufficient cyclic prefix in DMT signal. At the receiver, the 

unsuppressed tones are detected on the PD, and may interfere with the in-band desired 

data signal. Figure 5.11 (c) - (e) and (f) – (g) show the constellation diagrams and EVM 

plots for the 4 QAM DMT system, at an ROP of −9.5 dBm, for the BtB, 25 km, and 40 

km fibre transmission scenarios respectively. From the constellation diagrams, it is clear 

that a significant amount of noise is present in the symbols when the signal is transmitted 

over the 40 km SSMF link.  

Similarly, the BER performance of the directly modulated Ch. 4 is also evaluated and 

illustrated in Figure 5.11 (b). The plot shows a negligible power penalty, at the HD-FEC 

limit, for the 25 km transmission case. For the 40 km transmission case, a penalty of 

1.6 dB is recorded, which is slightly lower than in the case of Ch. 1. This can be attributed 

to the reduced interference from adjacent channels, as the power of the unsuppressed tones 

that pass through the receiver OBPF is much lower in this case, leading to a lower level 

of interference. 

Table 5-2 4-QAM DMT system performance summary for Ch. 1 and Ch. 4 

Channel Receiver sensitivity (HD-FEC) Power penalty (HD-FEC) 

25 km 40 km 25 km 40 km 

Ch. 1  −12.5 dBm −11.5 dBm 0.8 dB 2 dB 

Ch. 4 −13.5 dB, −12.25 dBm 0 dB 1.6 dB 
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5.3.1.2 16 QAM DMT System  

 

Figure 5.12 (a) plot of BER vs received optical power for BtB and 25 km fibre transmission 

of Ch. 1 and Ch. 4 modulated with 16-QAM DMT signal. 16-QAM DMT constellation 

diagrams at an ROP of −6 dBm and after 25 km SSMF transmission with (b) Ch. 1 and (c) 

Ch. 4 and corresponding EVM’s for (d) Ch. 1, (e) Ch. 4 

In order to further increase the data rates, the Demux’s are then modulated with 16-QAM 

DMT signal and the performance of Ch. 1 and Ch. 4 are examined. Figure 5.12 (a) shows 

the plot of the BER versus ROP of both channels, for the BtB and 25 km SSMF 

transmission scenarios. For both cases, a BER below the HD-FEC limit is achieved after 

25 km. At the FEC limit, a power penalty of 2 dB is observed for Ch. 1 relative to Ch. 4. 

As discussed earlier, this penalty is due to the higher power of the unsuppressed comb 

tones. Figure 5.12 (b) and (c) show the constellation diagrams of 16-QAM DMT signals 

and corresponding EVMs plots in Figure 5.12 (d) and (e)  for Ch. 1 and Ch. 4 respectively, 

at an ROP of −6 dBm. From the constellation diagrams, a large spread in all the symbols 

can be observed with Ch. 1 (middle channels) due to interference, when compared to Ch. 4 

(20 dB below the spectral peak channels). It is important to mention that 25 km 

transmission case does not outperform the BtB case (for Ch. 4). This can be attributed to 

measurement error, as the noise process in the BtB is quite different from the transmission 

case. 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 
(d) 

(e) 
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The results above demonstrate the successful transmission of 12.5 Gb/s/λ 4-QAM and 25 

Gb/s/λ 16-QAM DMT signals over 40 km and 25 km, respectively. Furthermore, by 

employing all 8 comb lines, the system can potentially achieve an aggregate data rate of 

100 Gb/s (8 × 12.5 Gb/s) for 4-QAM DMT and 200 Gb/s (8 × 25 Gb/s) for 16-QAM DMT 

over 40 km and 25 km of fibre transmission respectively.  

5.3.2 Four-channel 4 QAM DMT DWDM system 

 

Figure 5.13 Experimental setup of the proposed DWDM 4-QAM DMT transmission system using 

an OFC and an active demultiplexer. Here: AWG: arbitrary waveform generator, VOA: variable 

optical attenuator; CIR: circulator, OBPF: optical bandpass filter, PD: photodiode, RTS: real-time 

oscilloscope. 

In the previous demonstrations, a frequency separation of 37.5 GHz between the two 

channels has been used to avoid inter-channel interference. This results in a poor SE and 

wastage of potential carriers (OFC lines). To improve the efficiency of the system, a 4 

channel DWDM DMT transmitter is experimentally demonstrated, where the data/signal 

bandwidth is optimised taking into account the FSR of the comb and allowing the use of 
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all the available OFC lines within 20 dB from the spectral peak. The experimental setup 

of the proposed DWDM transmitter is shown in Figure 5.13. An OFC with an FSR of 

12.5 GHz (as shown in Figure 5.14 (a)) is split using a 1:4 splitter and injected into 4 

demultiplexers. The CLP, (after 1:4 splitter) is adjusted to −22.5 dBm to achieve the 

demultiplexing of the OFC lines with a CLSR of 30 dB at each Demux output. The optical 

spectra of the 4 channel demultiplexed and subsequently combined signal are depicted in 

Figure 5.14 (b). Three different sets of 4 channels, across the entire comb, are selected to 

demonstrate the ability of the demultiplexer to utilise OFC tones within 20 dB from the 

spectral peak. 

The 4-QAM DMT signal bandwidth is set to 4.375 GHz (to fit OFC FSR of 12.5 GHz), 

thus giving a raw (actual) data rate of 8.75 Gb/s (8.25 Gb/s) per channel. Four DMT 

signals are generated, combined with the bias current and used to directly modulate all 

four Demux lasers. The outputs of the demultiplexer are then combined, using a 4x1 

optical coupler, to form a DWDM signal with an average power of 7.6 dBm. Figure 5.14 

(c), shows the overlapped optical spectra of the directly modulated channels that were 

tested (12 in total). The combined DWDM signal is then transmitted over a 25 km SSMF 

and the performance of each channel is evaluated by measuring the BER as a function of 

the received optical power. A BER below the HD-FEC limit for all 12 channels is 

achieved after transmission over a 25 km SSMF link. Using the numbering scheme from 

Figure 5.14 (c), it can be seen that Ch. 1-4 refer to OFC lines within 3 dB, while Ch. −4 

to −1 and Ch. 5 to 8 are the lower power OFC lines. To understand the impact of adjacent 

channel interference in the DWDM system, the performance of the following channels 

are compared: (i) Ch. 1, which experiences interference mainly from the modulated Ch. 

2 and unmodulated unsuppressed OFC lines,  (ii) Ch. 2, which is affected by the 

interference from two modulated channels  2 and 4, (iii) Ch. −4, for which the interference 

source is Ch. −3 and low power OFC lines (unmodulated). Finally, the performance of 

Ch. −4 is compared with a free-running laser (with no OFC injection). The plot of the 

BER vs ROP for the above-mentioned cases is shown in Figure 5.15 (a)-(d). The insets 

(i)-(iii) show the spectrum at the output of the OBPF filter, when the received signal is on 
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(red line) and off (black line), the latter showing the interference affecting different 

channels. 

 

Figure 5.14 Optical spectra of (a) EI-GSL OFC with FSR of 12.5 GHz, the 12 channels under test  

(b) unmodulated, (c) modulated with the DMT data signal. OSA resolution: 20 MHz. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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Figure 5.15  Plot of BER vs received optical power for BtB and 25 km fibre transmission of  (a) 

Ch. 1, (b) Ch. 3, (c) Ch. −4, (d) comparison between free running case and Ch −4. Insets (i)-(iii) 

show the optical spectra of OBPF output with the received signal on (red) and off (black trace). 

From Figure 5.15, it can be seen that Ch. −4 performs best amongst all the channels. It 

portrays a receiver sensitivity of −12.7 dBm (at HD-FEC) and a negligible power penalty 

when the signal is transmitted over 25 km of SSMF. On the other hand, Ch. 3 shows a 

receiver sensitivity of −10.8 dBm and incurs a power penalty of 0.7 dB due to the fibre 

transmission (compared to its BtB). This is due to strong cross-channel interference from 

neighbouring channels as depicted in the inset (ii) of Figure 5.15 (b). Similarly, for Ch. 1 

the fibre transmission introduces a minimal penalty of 0.2 dB, because in this case, only 

one of the adjacent channels is modulated, limiting the amount of interference. It is also 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(iii) 

(i) (ii) 
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important to note that Ch. −4 (benefiting from OIL of the OFC) outperforms the free-

running Demux laser by ~ 2 dB as shown in Figure 5.15 (d). This also highlights the 

unique property of the active demultiplexer, which is that the initial low power of the 

comb tone has no bearing on the final performance of the demultiplexed channel. A 

summary of the performance evaluation is summarised in Table 5-3. 

Table 5-3 Performance evaluation for various interference scenarios 

Channel 
Receiver sensitivity (at HD-FEC) Power penalty (HD-FEC) 

BtB 25 km trx. Compared to its BtB Ch. −4 

Ch. −4 −12.7 dBm −12.7 dBm 0 -- 

Ch. 1 −12.4 dBm −12.2 dBm 0.2 dB 0.5 dB 

Ch. 3 −11.5 dBm −10.8 dBm 0.7 dB 2 dB 

Free-running −10.8 dBm −12 dBm 1.2 dB 2 dB 

Finally, the proposed OFC transmitter with the multifunctional active demultiplexer is 

compared with some of the currently used data centre technologies. Table 5-4 shows the 

comparison of key performance indicators (KPIs) associated with some currently used 

technologies in datacentres [4], [5], [14], [15] and and the proposed scheme. It 

demonstrates the benefits of the proposed transmitter and highlights the potential 

improvements that if implemented, would make the proposed transmitter a highly 

attractive solution for deployment in data centres and other short-reach applications. 

Table 5-4  Comparison of KPIs associated with some currently used technologies and the 

proposed scheme. Here, DMLs: directly modulated lasers, EML: externally modulated lasers, 

DFB: distributed feedback laser, SOA: semiconductor optical amplifier, APD: avalanche 

photodiode 

Parameters 100G-LR4 100G-ER4 400G-LR4/8 
OFC + active 

demultiplexer 

Data rate 25 Gb/s 25 Gb/s 100/50 Gb/s 12.5/25 Gb/s 

Lane count 4 4 4/8 8 1 

Signal rate/lane 25.78 GBd 25 GBd 106/53 GBd 12.5 / 25 GBd 2 
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Centre wavelength 1310 nm 1310 nm 1550 nm 1550 nm 3 

Modulation format OOK / NRZ PAM4 PAM4 4/16-QAM DMT 

Laser source 4 DMLs 4 EMLs 4/8 DFBs OFC + DFB/ lane 4 

Channel spacing ~4.5 nm ~4.5 nm 20 nm 12.5 / 37.5 GHz 

TEC 250 mW / lane 300 mW / lane Required 

Not a strict req. 

OFC provides fixed 

channel spacing 5 

Reach 10 km 40 km 40 km 
25 / 40 km 

(DWDM) 

Optical amplifier Yes Yes Yes No 

Receiver PIN (SOA + PIN) APD PIN 

Receiver sensitivity −8.6 dBm −21.6 dBm < −9.1 dBm − 10.8 dBm 6 

Power budget 30 dB 32 dB 21.9 dB 28 dB 6 

Cost Low Medium High Medium 7 

 

1 Can be further increased through optimisation of the FSR and channel bandwidth. 

2 Can be increased by increasing the signal bandwidth. 

3 Can also be realised in 1310 nm to extend the reach. 

4 Enables dense channel spacing. 

5 When integrated, temperature variation affects OFC and demultiplexer in a similar way. 

6 Proof of concept result (after 25 km) can be improved significantly. 

7 Integration and commercial production will reduce the cost. 

5.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter, a novel flexible optical transmitter for data centre and short-reach 

application is proposed and experimentally demonstrated. It entails the use of an OFC 

followed by an active demultiplexer. The latter is a single device able to simultaneously 

perform functionalities of demultiplexing, ultra-low noise optical amplification, power 

equalisation, and data modulation. The potential of the proposed method has been verified 

by successfully demultiplexing a 12.5 GHz spaced OFC line, modulating it with 10.7 Gb/s 
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data, and achieving error-free operation, when transmitted over 3 km of SSMF. Then, the 

impact of the injection of an OFC tone on the frequency chirp (induced by direct 

modulation of the Demux) is investigated through VPI simulations.  

Furthermore, the proposed transmitter system is examined with advanced multi-level 

amplitude modulation formats such as 4-, 16-QAM DMT system. The power equalisation 

property of the active demultiplexer provides an enhanced channel count, as any comb 

tone with sufficient power to achieve a stable locking of the demultiplexer, can be used 

for the data modulation (within 20 dB from spectral peak). Thus, using the proposed 

transmitter, an aggregate data rate of 100 Gb/s (12.5 Gb/s/λ) using 4-QAM and 200 Gb/s 

(25 Gb/s/λ) using 16-QAM system is realised. The implemented system experimentally 

demonstrates error-free (below HD-FEC limit) transmission over 40 km and 25 km (for 

4- and 16-QAM signals respectively). A four-channel DWDM DMT system is then 

released by utilising all the OFC lines (FSR of 12.5 GHz) available for data modulation 

to increase the overall data rate and spectral efficiency of the transmitter. The performance 

of various channels and the impact of cross-channel interference were evaluated.  

As the proposed architecture is entirely based on direct modulation (for both comb 

generation and data modulation) it is simple and cost-efficient. Additionally, the 

multifunctionality of the active demultiplexers significantly reduces the number of 

components (by replacing the need for external modulators and amplifiers) and increases 

the number of carriers available for data modulation. This in turn increases the energy 

efficiency and reliability, while reducing the cost and footprint of the transmitter. Finally, 

the entire transmitter can be integrated onto a single chip, offering a further reduction in 

the transmitter footprint, cost, and energy consumption. Hence, the proposed technique is 

well suited for next-generation short-reach and specifically intra data centre networks. 
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6. Tunable Millimetre Wave 

Generation and A-RoF 

Distribution Employing OFC and 

Active demultiplexers 

The emphasis of the previous chapter was on the suitability of the OFCs as multicarrier 

transmitters in high-capacity communication systems. In this chapter, applications of such 

transmitters in wireless/mobile telecommunication systems are explored. As wireless 

communication systems evolve towards the 5th generation and beyond (5G+), they are 

expected to offer higher capacity high data rate (up to 10 Gb/s),  and low latency (< 1 ms) 

Fulfilment of such  stringent requirements requires careful design of the mobile front- and 

backhaul network [1]-[3]. From a fronthaul perspective, photonically generated 

millimetre waves (mmW) with analog radio-over fibre (A-RoF) distribution can provide 

an efficient solution for future 5G+. In such systems, coherent heterodyning of two 

mutually coherent tones generated by an OFC source serves as a simple and cost-effective 

solution.  

Nevertheless, the OFC-based A-RoF system suffers from challenges associated with the 

demultiplexing process, which could deteriorate the phase of the resultant mmW signal 
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and in turn affect the overall system performance. Hence, this chapter presents two OFC 

based A-RoF systems employing an active demultiplexer employed in different 

configurations. The first scheme examines the generation of an mmW whilst focussing on 

the multifunctionality of the active demultiplexers as a way of simplifying the transmitter. 

The second scheme concentrates on the tolerance of the active demultiplexer to the optical 

linewidth of the source. In summary, this chapter presents a comprehensive experimental 

characterisation of generated mmW signals, followed by its implementation in an A-RoF 

distribution system. 

6.1 Introduction 

Wireless networks are progressing towards 5G and beyond, which will provide the 

necessary infrastructure for next-generation bandwidth-hungry services such as 

autonomous vehicles, augmented- reality, tele-surgery, smart cities, industry 4.0, etc. [3]. 

Due to spectral congestion in the microwave band (300 MHz to 3 GHz), the transmission 

of ultra-broad bandwidth data will utilise new millimetre-wave (mmW) frequencies, 26 

GHz and above, where large bands of un-allocated spectrum are available. In particular, 

the bands around 28, 38, 60 and 73 GHz have been recommended by ITU-R for future 5G 

implementations [4]. 

To reap the benefits of this new paradigm, network operators need to build an 

infrastructure capable of supporting the stringent transmission requirements (large 

bandwidth, low latency, high reliability), in both the wired and wireless domains. Thus,  

5G+ could employ a centralised or cloud radio access network (C-RAN) [5], consisting 

of a pool of baseband processing units (BBUs), connected to the antenna sites or remote 

radio units (RRUs) by an optical fibre (as depicted in Figure 6.1) or an mmW link. The 

data exchange between the BBU and the RRU can be realised in either the digital or analog 

domain [6]. The latter, termed as analog radio over fibre (A-RoF), delivers improved 

spectral efficiency and simplifies the RRU architecture, by shifting the high-speed digital 

signal processing from the RRU to the BBU [7], [8]. 
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An A-RoF system relies on the generation of mmW signals by heterodyning: two coherent 

optical tones (one of which is modulated with data), separated by the desired mmW 

frequency, are generated in the BBU and transmitted over fibre to the RRU [9], [10]. The 

tones mix on a photodiode (PD), at the RRU, effectively upconverting the data signal to 

the mmW band. The quality of the generated signal is dependent on the linewidth and 

phase correlation of the optical modes. If the two tones are correlated, optical phase noise 

cancellation takes place at the PD, resulting in a high-quality RF output [11]. Over the 

years, several approaches to the generation of coherent optical tones have been 

investigated, including the use of OFCs [12]–[19], frequency doubling using external 

modulators [20], dual-mode lasers [21], dual-wavelength fibre lasers [22], etc. Among 

these, the use of an OFC enables a simple and flexible way of generating correlated tones 

with excellent frequency stability.  

 

Figure 6.1 Generic architecture of the OFC-based A-RoF distribution system. Here, 

BBU: baseband processing unit, RRU: remote radio unit, OFC: optical frequency 

comb, EDFA: Erbium-doped fibre amplifier, MOD: modulator. 

A conventional OFC-based A-RoF system is shown in Figure 6.1. It comprises an OFC 

source, a demultiplexer that filters two comb tones separated by the desired frequency, 

and an external modulator. The most common implementation reported in research work 

entails the use of arrayed waveguide gratings (AWGs) and wavelength selective switches 

(WSSs) as the demultiplexers [15], [17]. As discussed in chapters 4 and 5, they suffer 
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from high insertion losses (~ 6-10 dB), large footprint and limited finesse and requires 

optical amplifiers to boost the power. While the above-mentioned techniques are 

effective, using them in a photonically integrated circuit is challenging.  Moreover, all 

these approaches are based on a split-select-recombine principle, where comb lines are 

split, and the desired tones are selected employing a demultiplexer prior to being re-

combined using a coupler (as in Figure 6.1).  This would result in a difference in length 

between the paths traversed by the two tones. This path length mismatch results in a phase 

walk-off between the two tones, which in turn degrades the quality of the generated mmW 

signal. The issue is exacerbated when an external modulator is used for data modulation, 

as it introduces a significant imbalance between the two path lengths. In [16], an 

experimental demonstration of the phase walk-off, as a function of the time delay between 

two optical tones, and its impact on the performance of a 12.5 Gbaud QPSK signal was 

presented. The results highlight the importance of matching the path lengths, which can 

be achieved by adding a length of the fibre or a tunable optical delay line (ODL) [16], 

[19]. Furthermore, the negative impact of the phase walk-off increases with the increased 

optical linewidth of the tones (source) [15]. This introduces a stringent requirement on the 

purity (low linewidth) of the optical tones used for the mmW generation, thus increasing 

the overall cost of the transmitter.  

To overcome these shortcomings, a laser-based active demultiplexer poses as an attractive 

solution to select two OFC lines for the heterodyne process [22]–[27]. Therefore, in this 

chapter, two novel architectures, employing the active demultiplexer, to generate high-

quality mmW signals are proposed and their application in an A-RoF system is evaluated. 

In the first configuration, OFC lines are filtered using two active demultiplexers in parallel 

(split-select-recombine approach). The work carried out shows that such an architecture 

benefits from the multiple functionalities of the active demultiplexer, which include 

filtering, amplification and data modulation. In comparison with conventional OFC-based 

A-RoF system [15], [16], the BBU of the system proposed, does not require an external 

modulator (reduced insertion loss), Erbium-doped fibre amplifiers (EDFAs) or ASE 

removal filters. Thus, the active demultiplexer solution can overcome most of the 

shortcomings associated with the AWG or WSS-based solutions.  
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However, a major issue that remains unaddressed relates to the mismatch of the path 

lengths traversed. Hence, a second approach is proposed, which includes the use of a novel 

dual-stage active demultiplexer – active demultiplexers in a series configuration. The 

main benefit of this new architecture stems from the fact that both tones travel the same 

path, which alleviates the path length compensation challenges. The latter renders the 

system highly tolerant to the optical linewidth of the source (OFC). Furthermore, as the 

method is based on an active demultiplexer, it benefits from its multifunctionality, 

eliminating the need for an external modulator and optical amplifier. Finally, a splitter or 

re-combiner is not required thereby reducing the insertion losses incurred at the 

transmitter. All the above mentioned advantages and the fact that the entire transmitter 

can be photonically integrated leads to a simple architecture with a reduced footprint, cost 

and energy consumption.  

In this chapter, a 61 GHz unamplified A-RoF distribution system employing an OFC and 

an active demultiplexer in parallel, is experimentally demonstrated. Two tones separated 

by 56 GHz are selected by utilising a pair of active demultiplexers and then an A-RoF 

distribution is realised, by directly modulating one of the demultiplexers with a 64- QAM 

universal filtered orthogonal frequency division multiplexed (UF-OFDM) signal that is 

transmitted over 25 km SSMF link. A BER of 2.4 e-3 (below HD-FEC limit) is achieved 

with only a 0.5 dB power penalty (compared to its BtB) after transmission over  25 km of 

SSMF thereby verifying the suitability of employment of active demultiplexers in A-RoF 

systems. Subsequently, the second approach employing a dual-stage active demultiplexer 

is investigated. The principle of operation of the dual-stage active demultiplexer based 

transmitter, as well as a detailed characterisation of the generated mmW signal, is 

presented. The first step in this process consisted of demonstrating the generation of 

mmW signals, at 25.5, 34, and 59.5 GHz, with high purity and exceptional stability. The 

latter is confirmed, by measuring the beat tone linewidth and power fluctuations over 80 

minutes. The signal sideband phase noise analysis (SSB) is performed to verify the purity 

of the generated mmW signals. Subsequently, an A-ROF distribution is realised by 

transmitting a 64-QAM UF-OFDM data signal at 29.5 and 38 GHz, over 10 and 25 km of 

SSMF. In all the cases, the BER was recorded to be below the HD-FEC limit. 
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Furthermore, the impact of path length mismatch and optical source linewidth on the 

quality of the resultant mmW signal is examined with aid of SSB phase noise 

measurements. To this effect, two OFC sources are used (i) a gain-switched laser (GSL) 

and (ii) an externally injected GSL (EI-GSL) with optical tone linewidths of 3.1 MHz, 

and 30 kHz, respectively. In addition, to compare the performance of the parallel scheme 

with the cascaded scheme, the performance of an A-RoF system employing the dual-stage 

active demultiplexer is examined as a function of the OFC linewidths. Using the dual-

stage demultiplexer, identical system performance for both OFC sources is achieved, 

which demonstrates its high tolerance to the source linewidth.  Finally, a case study of an 

A-RoF distribution system is presented, to illustrate the benefits of the proposed schemes, 

in terms of power budget and the number of RRU’s that can be served using a single 

OFC.  

6.2 A mmW A-RoF System Employing an Active Demultiplexer 

6.2.1 Principle of operation: active demultiplexer based mmW signal generation 

The operational principle of the mmW signal generation employing an OFC and active 

demultiplexers in parallel is as shown in Figure 6.6Figure 6.2. The set-up consists of an 

OFC generation stage followed by two semiconductor-based active demultiplexers 

(Demux) to select the desired OFC tones. The principle operation of the active 

demultiplexer is the same as described in chapters 4 and 5. First, the output of the OFC is 

split and injected into two demultiplexers. Demux 1, whose wavelength (𝜆𝐷1) is tuned, 

using the bias current and the temperature, to match the wavelength of the desired comb 

tone (𝜆𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑒 1). Once these two are within the injection locking range Δf, i.e.: 𝜆D1 =

𝜆𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑒 1 ± 𝛥𝑓, Demux 1 is injection-locked by the desired comb tone. 

Consequently, Demux 1 inherits the frequency and phase characteristics of the OFC, 

while providing amplification to the chosen tone.  Likewise, the OFC is injected into 

Demux 2 and injection-locked by a comb tone that is separated, by the desired mmW 

signal frequency (𝑓mmW), from Demux 1. The output of the two demultiplexers are then 

combined to constitute two amplified correlated comb tones and are detected on the PD 

to generate a mmW signal at 𝑓mmW.  
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Figure 6.2. Schematic diagram of mmW signal generation and distribution employing OFC 

and active demultiplexers. Here SSMF: standard single-mode fibre, CLSR: comb line 

suppression ratio. Insets (i)-(v) are line graphs illustrating the operational principle. The 

solid and dotted lines show the OFC tone and free running demultiplexers respectively. 

6.2.2 Experimental demonstration of the A-RoF system based on active 

demultiplexers in parallel 

The experimental setup of the mmW signal generation and A-RoF distribution system 

employing an OFC and active demultiplexers is as shown in Figure 6.3. The setup 

emulates the BBU and RRU connected by a length of fibre and the electrical signal is 

transmitted to the user wirelessly or over a length of RF cable. In the BBU, an EI-GSL 

generates an OFC with an FSR of 14 GHz portraying an optical carrier to noise ratio 

(OCNR) > 55 dB (20 MHz bandwidth resolution), as shown in Figure 6.4 (a). The OFC 

is split using a 50:50 coupler and then injected, through optical circulators, to two 

commercially available DFB lasers that serve as the active demultiplexers. The lasers are 

biased at about ~ 5.5 × threshold current (𝐼𝑡ℎ) and emit approximately 9 dBm of average 

optical power. The wavelengths of the demultiplexers are tuned to match two comb tones 

separated by 56 GHz (4 times the FSR). The power of the injected comb tones is adjusted, 

using a variable optical attenuator (VOA), to achieve an unsuppressed comb line 

suppression ratio (CLSR) of 30 dB, as seen in Figure 6.4 (b).  
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Figure 6.3  Experimental setup of the A-RoF system employing OFC and active 

demultiplexers in parallel. Here, BBU: baseband processing unit; RRU: remote radio unit; 

VOA: variable optical attenuator; AWG: arbitrary waveform generator; CIR: circulator, 

PD: photodetector; EHPF: electrical high pass filter; EBPF: electrical bandpass filter; LO: 

local oscillator; RTS: real-time oscilloscope. 

Subsequently to realise an A-ROF system, one of the two demultiplexed tones is directly 

modulated with a 64- QAM UF-OFDM data signal [28], [29]. To achieve this, a 40 mA 

peak to peak downlink data signal is combined with a 51 mA DC bias current and applied 

to Demux 1. The data signal used is a single sideband (SSB) UF-OFDM signal3 generated 

by a Tektronix arbitrary waveform generator operating at 20 GSa/s. The signal is centred 

at an intermediate frequency (IF) of 5 GHz and consists of 76 64-QAM subcarriers, each 

at 1.95 MBaud, resulting in a total (raw) data rate of 0.89 Gb/s and occupying a bandwidth 

of 148.5 MHz. The directly modulated output of Demux 1 is then converted to an SSB 

signal by filtering out one sideband using an optical bandpass filter (OBPF) with a 

 

3 The UF-OFDM code was developed by Dr. Colm Browning (DCU) and Dr. Armang Farhang 

(Maynooth University) 
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bandwidth of 6 GHz (as shown in Figure 6.4 (c)). The filtering also aids in adjusting the 

power in the carrier, to match the (total) power of the sideband, to ensure optimal 

efficiency of the heterodyning process at the photodetector. The signals from both 

demultiplexers are combined together and transmitted over SSMF to the RRU. The 

launched average optical power into the fibre is measured to be 6 dBm. 

 

Figure 6.4 Optical spectral of (a) EI-GSL OFC with an FSR of 14 GHz, (b) combined 

output of demultiplexer with two OFC lines separated by 56 GHz, (c) Demux 1 output 

depicting a directly modulated UF-OFDM signal after OBPF filter (carrier and SSB signal). 

At the RRU, the optical signals consisting of the unmodulated carrier from Demux 2 and 

the modulated signal (carrier and the SSB data) from Demux 1, are detected using a 

70 GHz PD. A VOA is used to vary the optical power falling onto the PD. The three 

spectral components beat together to produce two RF signals of interest: the downlink 

data upconverted to 61 GHz and an unmodulated carrier of 56 GHz. As this work mainly 

concentrates on the optical part of the A-RoF system, the wireless connection is replaced 

by an RF cable (1 m). These signals are then amplified and separated using an RF splitter 

and two electrical BPFs with centre frequencies (bandwidth) of 62 GHz (6 GHz) and 56 

GHz (500 MHz) respectively [30]. The 56 GHz signal is used as a local oscillator (LO) 

to downconvert the downlink UF-OFDM data signal back to an IF. The IF data is filtered 

and then captured using a real-time oscilloscope (RTS) operating at 50 GSa/s. Offline 

processing, including re-sampling, channel estimation and equalization, BER and EVM 

calculations, are performed using MATLAB. .  
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6.2.3 Performance evaluation of the A-RoF system employing active  

demultiplexers in parallel 

 

Figure 6.5 BER vs received optical power for back-to-back (BtB), after 12.5 km fiber 

transmission and after 25 km of fiber transmission. Inset shows the 64-QAM constellations 

at a received optical power of 2 dBm for the BtB and the 12.5 km SSMF. 

To verify the performance of the active demultiplexer-based mmW A-RoF distribution 

system, the BER as a function of the received optical power (ROP) is measured. Three 

transmission scenarios were carried out: (i) back-to-back (BtB), and where the BBU and 

RRU are connected with a 1m optical patch cord, (ii) 12.5 km of SSMF spool, and (iii) 

25 km of SSMF spool. From Figure 6.5, it can be seen that a BER below the HD-FEC 

limit can be achieved for all three cases at a received optical power > 0 dBm. For the BtB 

transmission, the BER improves with an increase in the optical power until it reaches 4 

dBm. Beyond that power, the PD saturates, and the nonlinearities start to degrade the 

quality of the received signal. In the case of fibre transmission, at the FEC limit, a power 

penalty of approximately 0.5 dB is recorded with respect to the BtB case. By comparing 

the constellation diagrams for the BtB and the 12.5 km fibre transmission (at an ROP of 

2 dBm), it can be seen that there is significantly more noise present in the outer points of 

the constellation. As these correspond to parts of the signal with the highest power, it 
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suggests that the degradation in the signal quality is caused by fibre nonlinearities [32]. 

For the 25 km transmission case, only a very small additional penalty (0.1 dB) can be 

observed (w.r.t the 12 km). This is due to the received power being limited to 0 dBm as a 

result of the transmission loss. At this power level, the performance of the system is 

mainly determined by the receiver noise. Nevertheless, the system performance is below 

the HD-FEC limit and more importantly, such performance is achieved without requiring 

EDFAs or SOAs. Moreover, the system’s power budget can be further improved by 

optimising the receiver by various means such as using a narrow bandwidth detector 

(which has better responsivity at a given frequency), linear amplifiers, directional 

antennae, etc.  

Despite all these benefits, the demonstrated architecture may suffer from random phase 

walk-off due to a path length mismatch, which could have a severe impact on the system 

performance especially if operating with large OFC (source) linewidths. Hence, the 

second architecture is proposed in the next section, which uniquely features a single 

optical path for both tones used for the mmW generation, thus eliminating the challenges 

related to the mismatch of path lengths whilst maintaining all the other benefits. 
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6.3 Dual-Stage Active Demultiplexer 

6.3.1 Principle operation: dual-stage active demultiplexer 

 

Figure 6.6 Schematic diagram of the dual-stage active demultiplexer based mmW 

generation and distribution. Here SSMF: standard single-mode fibre. Insets (i)-(v) are line 

graphs illustrating the operational principle. The solid and dotted lines show the OFC tone 

and free running demultiplexers respectively. 

The idea of employing a dual-stage active demultiplexer for mmW signal generation 

stems from the simulations results presented in Chapter 5. In the simulation, it was 

employed to achieve either CLSR improvement or chirp reduction (when the active 

demultiplexer was directly modulated (Section 5.2.3)). The operational principle of the 

mmW generation scheme employing a dual-stage active demultiplexer is depicted in 

Figure 6.6. The set-up consists of an OFC followed by a dual-stage active demultiplexer, 

enabling the selection or filtering of two of the comb tones, separated by the desired mmW 

frequency. The output of the OFC is injected into the first demultiplexer (Demux 1), and 

injection-locked by the chosen OFC line. Consequently, the frequency and phase 

characteristics of the OFC are transferred to Demux 1, while de-facto amplifying the 

chosen OFC line. The remaining OFC tones pass through the Demux 1 without any 

amplification. While the power levels of the unsuppressed tones at the output of the 

Demux 1 are low, they are sufficient to achieve stable injection locking of the second 

stage demultiplexer. Thus, the output of Demux 1 is injected into Demux 2, whose 
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wavelength (𝜆𝐷2) is tuned to match an unsuppressed comb tone, separated from the tone 

filtered by Demux 1, by the desired 𝑓mmW. Once injection-locked, Demux 2 also acquires 

the OFC’s characteristics, while amplifying the selected tone. Therefore, the output of 

Demux 2 consists of two coherent tones that can be used to generate a high-quality mmW 

signal at the desired 𝑓mmW. 

6.3.2 Generation of the mmW signal 

The experimental setup, used to verify the performance of the dual-stage active 

demultiplexer based mmW generation scheme, is shown in Figure 6.7 (a). The EI-GSL 

produces 11 highly coherent tones (within 3 dB from the spectral peak) with an FSR of 

8.5 GHz and an OCNR > 55 dB (20 MHz bandwidth resolution). The entire OFC spans 

about 1 nm, as shown in Figure 6.7 (c). Next, two commercially available discrete-mode 

(DM) lasers from Eblana Photonics [33] are used as the active demultiplexers. These 

lasers, with a cavity length of 250 µm, are encased in a TEC-controlled 7-pin high-speed 

butterfly package with an RF connector that enables high-speed direct modulation. They 

both exhibit a 𝐼𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 ~10 mA and a modulation bandwidth of ~ 12 GHz. Demux 1 and 2, 

when biased at ~ 5.5 x 𝐼𝑡ℎ, emit an average output power of 7.5 dBm and 8 dBm, 

respectively. It is also important to note that a single laser with multiple integrated sections 

could be used as a dual-stage active demultiplexer. 

The OFC is injected into Demux 1 via an optical circulator. The injected CLP is adjusted 

to −25 dBm with the aid of an inline VOA (as shown in Figure 6.7 (d)). Figure 6.7 (e) 

depicts the output of Demux 1 with a CLSR of 30 dB and output power of 7.5 dBm. The 

power of the unsuppressed tones is around −30 dBm, which is sufficient to injection lock 

Demux 2 [25]. The wavelength of Demux 2 is tuned to select the unsuppressed tone 

34 GHz (4 × FSR) away from Demux 1. As a result, the output of Demux 2 consists of 

two tones with a CLSR of 35 dB, as shown in Figure 6.7 (f). This two-tone signal is then 

heterodyned on a high-speed 50 GHz photodetector. The resultant beat tone at 34 GHz is 

recorded on a 40 GHz electrical spectrum analyser (ESA) and shown as in Figure 6.7 (b). 

The phase correlation between the two tones at the output of Demux 2 results in the 

cancelation of the optical phase noise and the generation of a high purity RF beat tone 
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with a 3 dB linewidth of 13 Hz (ESA resolution: VBW= 10 Hz; RBW: 10 Hz). The Hz 

level beat tone indicates the excellent phase correlation between the comb lines and 

reflects the purity of the RF source used for OFC generation. 

 

Figure 6.7 (a) Experimental setup of dual-stage active demultiplexer based mmW 

generation. (b) an electrical spectrum of the resultant RF beat tone at 34 GHz. Optical 

spectra of (c) EI-GSL OFC with an FSR of 8.5 GHz, (d) OFC after the VOA (CLP = −25 

dBm), (e) Demux 1 output, and (f) Demux 2 output. Optical spectra are captured with a 

fixed (7 dB) optical attenuator before the OSA (20 MHz resolution). ESA resolution set to 

RBW: 10 Hz, VBW: 10 Hz. 

One of the attractive features of the dual-stage active demultiplexer is the frequency 

tunability of the generated mmW signal (by multiples of the OFC’s FSR). This can be 

(a) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

(b) 
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achieved by simply tuning the wavelength of Demux 2 to match a different unsuppressed 

tone. This is demonstrated in Figure 6.8, where tones separated by 25.5 GHz (3 × FSR), 

34 GHz (4 × FSR), and 59.5  GHz (7 × FSR) are demultiplexed.  Figure 6.8 also shows 

that two new frequency components are generated in the cavity of Demux 2. These are 

products of four-wave mixing (FWM) between the two demultiplexed modes.   

 

Figure 6.8 Optical spectra of the dual-stage active demultiplexer (Demux 2 output) 

configured to filter tones separated by (a) 25.5 GHz, (b) 34 GHz, and (c) 59.5 GHz. Optical 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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spectra are captured with fixed optical attenuation of 7 dB before the OSA (20 MHz 

resolution). 

 

Figure 6.9 Relative power difference (𝚫𝑷𝑭𝑾𝑴) between the FWM tones and the 

demultiplexer output (blue and black) and CLSR (red) as a function of frequency 

separation. 

Unsurprisingly, the strength of the FWM tones reduces as the separation between the 

tones increases [34],[35]. To quantify this trend, the relative power difference (Δ𝑃𝐹𝑊𝑀), 

between the demultiplexed tones and the FWM products, as a function of the frequency 

separation, is measured and plotted in Figure 6.9. As the demultiplexed tones are moved 

further apart (from 25.5 to 59.5 GHz),  Δ𝑃𝐹𝑊𝑀 increases from 25 to 42.5 dB (longer 

wavelength FWM tone) and from 27.5 to 45 dB (shorter wavelength FWM tone). This 

can be attributed to the reduced FWM efficiency, as the carrier density modulation 

decreases with an increase in the frequency separation [34]. It can also be seen that the 

CLSR at the output of Demux 2 increases (from 32 to 38 dB, Figure 6.9 (red line)) with 

the increased separation between the tones. This can also be credited to the lower FWM 

efficiency, which leads to more power left in the desired tones and thereby a higher CLSR. 

Thus, the performance of the dual-stage active demultiplexer improves with an increase 

in the frequency of the mmW signal, rendering it a suitable candidate for sub / THz 

generation (in conjunction with a sufficiently broad OFC). 
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6.3.3 Characterisation of  the mmW signal  

(a) Transfer of the optical phase noise in a dual-stage active demultiplexer: 

The generation of a high-quality mmW signal requires a high degree of phase correlation 

between the two optical tones. In the active demultiplexer based scheme, coherent OFC 

lines transfer its phase characteristics to the demultiplexed tones. To verify this, the phase 

noise of the dual-stage active demultiplexer is characterised by measuring the FM noise 

spectrum, using a modified delayed self-heterodyned technique [36]. The measured FM 

noise spectrum 𝑆𝐹(𝑓), describes the power spectral density (PSD) of the instantaneous 

frequency fluctuations. The Lorentzian shaped optical linewidth (𝛿𝑓) can be retrieved 

from the flat portion of the spectrum, corresponding to the white noise component (𝑆0), 

using the formula 𝛿𝑓 = 𝜋 × 𝑆0/2 [36]. Figure 6.10 shows the measured FM noise spectra 

for several cases.  

 

Figure 6.10 FM-noise spectra of the dual-stage active demultiplexer for various scenarios. 

Firstly, the phase noise for the EI-GSL comb line and free-running (FR) Demux 1 & 2 are 

characterised. The optical linewidths are measured as 30 kHz (EI-GSL line), 460 kHz (FR 

Demux 1) and 470 kHz (FR Demux 2). Subsequently, two OFC tones, separated by 

34 GHz are demultiplexed, using the dual-stage active demultiplexer. The optical 

linewidth of the injection-locked Demux 1 and 2 is measured to be ~35 kHz, reflecting 
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the linewidth of the EI-GSL lines. Similarly, to investigate the impact of OFC linewidths 

on the quality of the mmW signal, which will be discussed later in section  6.4, a gain-

switched OFC (no external injection) is also considered (as depicted in Figure 6.16). Here 

as well, the optical linewidths of the OFC, as well as two tones (demultiplexed using the 

dual-stage active demultiplexer and separated by 34 GHz), are characterised as shown in 

Figure 6.10. The obtained values for all three measurements are 3 MHz. These results 

clearly show that OIL allows an efficient transfer of the phase noise characteristics of the 

comb to the demultiplexer, leading to either improvement (in case of the EI-GSL) or 

degradation (in case of the GSL) of the optical linewidth of the free-running 

demultiplexer. 

(b) Phase noise of resultant mmW signal: 

 

Figure 6.11 Single sideband phase noise of the generated mmW signal 

Next, the phase noise of the resultant mmW signal is examined, by measuring the SSB 

phase noise of the generated 25.5 and 34 GHz mmW signal and comparing it with that of 

the external signal generator (Rohde & Schwarz SMB100A) used for the EI-GSL OFC 

generation. The obtained results are as shown in Figure 6.11. At an offset frequency of 

10 kHz, the measured SSB phase noise of the generated 25.5 and 34 GHz carrier, and the 

8.5 GHz RF signal used for the OFC generation, is −99.5 dBc/Hz (red trace), −97 
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dBc/Hz (blue trace), and  −110.5 dBc/Hz (black trace), respectively. The low phase noise 

measured validates that a high degree of phase correlation between the comb tones is 

maintained during the demultiplexing process. The phase noise degradation of the mmW 

signals is as expected, given that linear frequency multiplication would result in a 

quadratic change in  phase noise power, as described by 20 𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝑁, (where N is the order 

of comb tone; here, N = 3 & 4, for 25.5 and 34 GHz) [10],[37]. Moreover, the achieved 

mmW signal phase noise is better than the external signal generator (later used as LO for 

downconversion at the user site) at 25.5 GHz (−81.5 dBc/Hz, green trace, at 10 kHz 

offset) and 34 GHz (−78 dBc/Hz, orange trace, at 10 kHz offset). 

(c) Stability analysis: 

 

Figure 6.12 RF beat tone power and linewidth measurements for tones demultiplexed 

using an AWG, an active demultiplexer in parallel, and a dual-stage active demultiplexer. 

The stability analysis of the dual-stage demultiplexer is then carried out. To this effect, 

two tones from the output of Demux 2 (separated by 25.5 GHz) are heterodyned on the 

high-speed PD. The resultant mmW signal power and 3 dB linewidth are recorded every 

10 seconds over a duration of 80 minutes. To reduce the sweep time for the stability 
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measurements, the ESA resolution and video bandwidth (RBW, VBW) were set to 30 Hz 

and the frequency span to 1 kHz. For comparison, the same stability test is performed on 

a signal generated by tones demultiplexed using two other techniques i.e. the parallel 

active demultiplexer and a commercially available AWG from Kylia [38]. As the AWG 

had an FSR of 12.5 GHz, for this test, the FSR of the OFC is changed to 12.5 GHz. As 

shown in Figure 6.12, the dual-stage demultiplexer exhibits a maximum beat tone power 

fluctuation of 0.26 dB (Figure 6.12, black trace). The 3 dB beat tone linewidth is measured 

to be ~ 33 Hz (limited by the ESA resolution set to 30 Hz) indicating the high degree of 

phase correlation between the two tones. In the case of the active demultiplexer in a 

parallel configuration, the power fluctuation and the linewidth are measured to be 0.8 dB 

and 33 Hz, respectively. Finally, when using the AWG, the power fluctuation and 

linewidth of the beat tone are measured to be 1.6 dB and 33 Hz, respectively. This large 

power variation stems from the frequency drift of the OFC, which is translated to power 

variations, as the tones experience different attenuation when passing through the narrow 

passband of the AWG. The summary of the measurement results is shown in Table 5-2, 

which clearly shows that amongst the tested techniques, the dual-stage active 

demultiplexer offers the best stability. This is because both optical tones traverse the same 

path (no splitting or recombining), thus are not susceptible to differing polarisation or 

phase variations. 

Table 6-1 Stability analysis: RF beat tone fluctuation over 80 minutes 

 Dual-stage active 

demultiplexer  

Active demultiplexer in 

parallel 

AWG 

Power fluctuation (dB) ~0.26 ~0.8 ~1.6 

Beat tone linewidth (Hz) ~33 ~33 ~33 
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6.3.4 Experimental demonstration of the A-RoF system based on dual-stage active 

demultiplexer 

 

Figure 6.13 Experimental setup of the OFC-based A-RoF system employing dual-stage 

active demultiplexer. The insets (i)-(v) illustrate the principle of operation. Here, BBU: 

baseband processing unit; RRU: remote radio unit; VOA: variable optical attenuator; 

AWG: arbitrary waveform generator; CIR: circulator, PD: photodetector; EHPF: electrical 

high pass filter; EBPF: electrical bandpass filter; LO: local oscillator; RTS: real-time 

oscilloscope. 

In the previous section, the viability of the dual-stage active demultiplexer to generate a 

high-quality mmW signal was proved. In this section, the application of the dual-stage 

active demultiplexer in a simple A-RoF transmission system is demonstrated. The 

experimental setup, shown in Figure 6.13,  is similar to Figure 6.3. The BBU consists of 

an OFC followed by a dual-stage active demultiplexer, while the RRU comprises a PD, 

followed by an electrical high-pass filter and an RF amplifier. In this experiment, the 

traditional down conversion stage is used at the user site, where the mmW signal is 

downconverted to an IF, by mixing it with a signal from an external local oscillator. 
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Finally, after passing through an EBPF, the signal is sampled using an RTS and processed 

offline 

At the BBU, the selection of the two OFC tones, separated by the desired mmW 

frequency, is carried out as described in section 6.3.2. Next, Demux 2 is directly 

modulated with the data to be transmitted. A single band 64-QAM UF-OFDM signal is 

generated using a Micram arbitrary waveform generator operating at 25 GSa/s and with 

properties listed in Table 6-2.  A 1.2 Vp-p signal is applied to Demux 2 in conjunction 

with a DC bias current of 58 mA (~5.5 x 𝐼𝑡ℎ). The optical spectra of the directly 

modulated demultiplexer, with tones separated by 25.5, 34, and 59.5 GHz, are shown in 

Figure 6.14 (a) - (c). The inset in Figure 6.14 (c) displays the enlarged portion of the 

spectrum, showing Demux 2 and the two modulation sidebands at an IF of 4 GHz. The 

output of Demux 2 (with an average power of 9.5 dBm) is connected to the RRU through 

an optical fibre and detected on a PD.  

The beating of the tones shown in Figure 6.14 (a) - (c), results in the generation of three 

main frequency components: an unmodulated carrier (at 25.5, 34, and 59.5 GHz) plus two 

data signals upconverted to mm frequencies (carrier frequency  IF). The line graph of 

the mmW generation, for the optical tones separated by 34 GHz, is shown in Figure 6.13. 

In this case, the output of the PD consists of an unmodulated carrier at 34 GHz and two 

upconverted data signals at 30 and 38 GHz, with the higher frequency data being the 

signal of interest.  

Table 6-2 UF-OFDM data signal properties (for dual-stage active demultiplexer) 

Property Value 

Modulation format 64 QAM 

Number of subcarriers 36 

Subcarrier upconverted frequency 4 GHz 

Subcarrier baud rate 1.4 Mbaud 

Total data bandwidth 112 MHz 

Total data rate 0.67 Gb/s 
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Figure 6.14 Optical spectra of Demux 2, directly modulated with a UF-OFDM signal, for 

a tone separation of (a) 25.5 GHz, (b) 34 GHz, (c) 59.5 GHz. The inset in (c) shows the 

enlarged portion of the dotted area. The RF spectra of the generated mmW signal (carrier 

and the upper sideband only) at (d) 29.5 GHz, and (e) 38 GHz. Optical spectra: resolution 

of 20 MHz, 7 dB attenuation at the input of the OSA; ESA resolution: 10 kHz 

(RBW, VBW). 

(d) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(e) 
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Figure 6.14 (d) and (e) show the RF spectra of the generated unmodulated carrier and the 

upper sideband at 29.5 and 38 GHz, respectively. In the complete system, the upper 

sideband (data upconverted to a mmW) would be transmitted wirelessly to the end-user. 

As mentioned earlier, in this set-up the wireless link is replaced by an RF cable, after 

which the data signal is downconverted to an IF of 4 GHz, using a mixer and a signal from 

an LO. The 4 GHz signal is then filtered using an EBPF and captured using a 20 GHz 

LeCroy Teledyne RTS operating at 40 GSa/s. Finally, the captured data is processed 

offline using MATLAB and the EVM and BER calculations are carried out. It is worth 

mentioning that the 63.5 GHz signal is not analysed in this work, due to the limited 

bandwidth of the photodetector (50 GHz).  

6.3.5 Performance evaluation of the A-RoF system employing the dual-stage active 

demultiplexer 

In this section, the performance of the tunable A-RoF system employing the dual-stage 

active demultiplexer is evaluated, by measuring the BER as a function of the received 

optical power, for 3 cases: (i) BtB (ii) 10 km and (iii) 25 km SSMF link between the BBU 

and RRU. To demonstrate the flexibility of the A-RoF system, the aforementioned tests 

are carried out at 29.5 GHz and 38 GHz. The results are plotted in Figure 6.15 (a). Here, 

the solid and dotted lines represent the BER curve for 29.5 GHz and 38 GHz signals 

respectively. The recorded constellation diagrams, for BtB, 10 km, and 25 km fibre 

transmission, are shown in Figure 6.15 (b) for the 29.5 GHz signal and Figure 6.15 (c) for 

the 38 GHz signal. Figure 6.15 (d) shows the RF spectra of the received data 

downconverted to IF for BtB (black) and 25 km fibre transmission (for 38 GHz, red trace; 

for 29.5 GHz, blue trace).  

The performance of this UF-OFDM A-RoF system is summarised in Table 6-3. Figure 

6.15 (a) clearly shows that for both carrier frequencies, the system performs similarly, 

achieving BER values below the HD-FEC limit (3.8 𝑒−3 corresponding to an EVM < 8%) 

for all the cases. Examining the power required to attain the FEC limit, a small penalty of  
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Figure 6.15 (a) BER vs. received optical power (EVM’s are mentioned for respective cases 

within a rectangle); constellation diagrams for (b) 29.5 GHz, and (c) 38 GHz signal for the 

various transmission cases, (d) electrical spectra of the received data downconverted to 

4 GHz for BtB (black) and after 25 km of SSMF transmission (red: 38 GHz; blue: 29.5 

GHz signal). 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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~ 0.5 dB and ~ 1 dB can be seen while transmitting for 10 km and 25 km SSMF 

respectively when compared to their BtB performance. The error floor in the plots is due 

to the saturation of the PD at power levels >3 dBm. From Figure 6.15 (d) it can be seen 

that the power of the downconverted data for 29.5 GHz is lower than in the case of the 

38 GHz carrier. This can be attributed to the power of the FWM components increasing 

with the reduction of the mmW frequency, which in turn reduces the power of the 

demultiplexed tones. It is important to mention that this excellent system performance is 

achieved without employing dedicated optical amplifiers. Thus, the dual-stage active 

demultiplexer method provides a simple and cost-efficient way of generating and 

distributing high-quality mmW signals. 

Table 6-3 Dual-stage active demultiplexer based A-RoF system performance with UF-

OFDM signal 

 Data at 29.5 GHz Data at 38 GHz 

BtB 10 km  25 km BtB 10 km  25 km 

BER 3.1 e-5 8.3 e-5 3.2 e-4 2.1 e-5 6.3 e-5 1.6 e-4 

EVM 4.9% 5.7% 6.3% 4.7% 5.6% 5.8% 

 

6.4 Impact of OFC Linewidth on the Generated mmW Signal and the 

A-RoF System Performance 

In this section, the investigation of the dual-stage active demultiplexer performance in the 

A-RoF system is expanded to include the impact of the OFC (source) linewidth. To this 

effect, a single-mode DFB laser (threshold current 𝐼𝑡ℎ of ~12 mA) is gain-switched by 

driving the laser with an amplified (~21 dBm) 8.5 GHz sinusoidal signal in conjunction 

with a DC bias of 51 mA. The optical spectrum of the generated GSL OFC with an FSR 

of 8.5 GHz, is shown in Figure 6.16 (a). It consists of 6 tones within 3 dB from the spectral 

peak and exhibits an OCNR of 50 dB (within 20 MHz OSA bandwidth resolution). The 

generated OFC lines exhibit optical linewidths of ~3.1 MHz, as verified in Figure 6.10 

(green plot). The OFC is then attenuated to achieve a CLP of −25 dBm (as in Figure 6.16 
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(b)) and the demultiplexing of the two tones, separated by 34 GHz, is carried out using 

the dual-stage active demultiplexer, as illustrated in Figure 6.16 (c) and (d). 

 

Figure 6.16 Optical spectra of (a) GSL OFC with FSR of 8.5 GHz, (b) GSL OFC after 

VOA, (c) Demux 1 output, and (d) Demux 2 output consisting of two tones separated by 

34 GHz. OSA resolution: 20 MHz. 

6.4.1 Impact of OFC linewidth and pathlength mismatch on the phase noise of the 

mmW signal  

To investigate the impact of linewidth (δf) and path length mismatch on the phase noise 

of the generated 34 GHz mmW signal, two OFCs with different linewidths are considered; 

(i) GSL OFC (δf = 3.1 MHz) and EI-GSL OFC (δf = 30 kHz). In addition, two 

demultiplexing solutions are used to select the tones for the generation of the mmW signal 

i.e, parallel active demultiplexer and dual-stage active demultiplexer. The phase noise 

analysis of the generated mmW signals is performed by measuring their SSB phase noise, 

as shown in Figure 6.17. Firstly, the GSL OFC (δf ~3.1 MHz) lines are filtered employing 

(c) (d) 

(b) (a) 
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parallel active demultiplexers to generate the mmW carrier. The SSB phase noise 

measured, at an offset frequency of 10 kHz, is −83.5 dBc/Hz as shown as the red trace in 

Figure 6.17. Subsequently, a 0.5 m (time delay, 𝜏𝑑 = 2.5 ns) and 1 m (5 ns) fibre is 

introduced in one arm and the measurements are repeated. The results are depicted by the 

green (−83.5 dBc/Hz) and black traces (−73.5 dBc/Hz) in Figure 6.17. In the case of the 

1m fibre length,  the phase noise deteriorates by 10 dB/Hz (compared to when there is no 

added fibre). This degradation can be attributed to the random phase walk-off induced by 

the path length mismatch between the two arms. Next, the same procedure is repeated 

with the EI-GSL OFC (δf ~30 kHz). As seen in Figure 6.17 (blue trace), in this case, 

increasing the path length mismatch (1 m) results in an SSB phase noise of −95.5 dBc/Hz 

(at 10 kHz offset). This clearly shows that the effect of the delay is less significant with 

narrow linewidths. On comparing the GSL with the EI-GSL (no added fibre), a phase 

noise degradation can be seen, which can be attributed to the fact that the larger linewidth 

tones (from the GSL) have shorter coherence length, thus a worse tolerance to a mismatch 

in path length (and vice versa). The above findings attest to the stringent linewidth 

requirements of the mmW signal generation schemes that use tones that traverse different 

paths. It is worth noting that, in the first mmW generation approach (section 6.2), the OFC 

linewidth is in kHz. Hence, less prone to phase walk-off due to pathlength mismatch. 

 

Figure 6.17 SSB phase noise analysis of mmW signals generated with various 

demultiplexing techniques. Note: 1% smoothing is applied to the ESA traces to observe the 

general trend of the phase noise. 
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Finally, the GSL OFC (δf ~3.1 MHz) with the dual-stage active demultiplexer is 

considered. The SSB phase noise of the resultant 34 GHz mmW signal, at offset frequency 

of 10 kHz is measured as −95.5 dBc/Hz, as illustrated by the navy-blue trace in Figure 

6.17. The measured mmW phase noise is comparable to the RF source (−110 dBc/Hz, at 

RF of 8.5 GHz)) used for  OFC generation. The low phase noise signifies that the excellent 

phase correlation, between the tones, is maintained during demultiplexing and the mmW 

generation process. This is because both filtered tones traverse the same path and do not 

experience any phase walk-off. Thus, the dual-stage active demultiplexer scheme 

provides a high tolerance to the OFC linewidth and alleviates any path matching 

challenges, while generating a high purity mmW signal.  

6.4.2 Impact of the OFC linewidth on the 64-QAM DMT A-RoF system 

performance  

Here, the impact of the OFC linewidth on the performance of the A-RoF system is 

evaluated by comparing the system performance achieved by two OFC sources with 

different linewidths. In section 0, the A-ROF demonstration is verified with the UF-

OFDM signal. Here, a dual-stage active demultiplexer scheme is tested with a 64-QAM 

discrete multitone (DMT) signal. A single band 64 QAM DMT signal4 is generated using 

a Micram arbitrary waveform generator operating at 25 GSa/s. It consists of 36 subcarriers 

(96 symbols/subcarriers) upconverted to 3.5 GHz, with a total bandwidth of 480 MHz. 

The subcarrier baud rate is set to 12.5 MBaud, resulting in a raw data rate of 1.32 Gb/s. 

This data signal, at 1.8 Vp-p, is used to directly modulate Demux 2 that is DC-biased at 

51 mA. The optical spectrum of the directly modulated dual-stage active demultiplexer is 

as shown in Figure 6.18. An enlarged view of the dotted area shows the optical carrier 

and the double sideband DMT data at an intermediate frequency (IF) of 3.5 GHz. The 

 

4 The DMT signal code was developed by Dr. Syed Tajammul Ahmad (DCU) 
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output of the Demux 2 is sent to the RRU through an optical fibre. The receiver section 

remains the same as in section 0. 

 

Figure 6.18 Optical spectrum of the 64-QAM DMT directly modulated dual-stage 

demultiplexer. Inset is the enlarged view of the dotted area. 

To evaluate the impact of the OFC linewidth on the performance of the A-RoF system, 

the BER is measured as a function of the ROP for the 64 QAM DMT signals at 37.5 GHz, 

in a BtB scenario and after fibre transmission over 25 km. The above-mentioned tests 

were performed for OFC linewidths of 30 kHz, and 3.1 MHz. From Figure 6.19, it is 

evident that the BER is less than the 7% HD-FEC limit for all the cases. A summary of 

A-ROF system performance is shown in Table 6-4. After 25 km transmission (at an ROP 

of 1 dBm), a small BER degradation is observed in the case of larger linewidth. This can 

be attributed to the chromatic dispersion in the fibre (time delay = ~135 ps, for 37.5 GHz 

separation). In the 25 km SSMF transmission case, a penalty of ~0.5 dB and ~0.6 dB 

(reference taken at the FEC limit and compared to the corresponding BtB values) can be 

observed for linewidths of 30 kHz and 3.1 MHz, respectively. Hence, it can be said that 

both OFC sources deliver similar system performance. The fact that the larger linewidth 

does not result in a significant penalty highlights the linewidth tolerance of this A-RoF 

system. This will enable network operators to employ a cheaper OFC with MHz 

linewidths (instead of expensive kHz linewidth sources) without compromising the purity 
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of generated mmW signal. However, it is important to note that fibre dispersion would 

hinder longer transmission distances even though the 5G front haul requirements should 

not exceed 25 km due to its latency requirement [2],[3]. 

 

Figure 6.19 BER vs ROP for BtB and 25 km transmission. Insets: the constellations at the 

ROP of 1 dBm. Here, the solid and dotted curves are for OFC with 3.1 MHz and 30 kHz 

linewidth, respectively. 

Table 6-4 Dual-stage active demultiplexer based A-RoF system performance with DMT 

signal as a function of OFC linewidths 

OFC linewidth Data at 37.5 GHz Power penalty after 25 km 

trx.(at HD-FEC) BtB 25 km 

δf = 30 kHz 2.1 e-5 6.8 e-5 0.5 dB 

δf = 3.1 MHz 4.3 e-5 1.8 e-4 0.6 dB 
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6.5 System Deployment Scenarios 

 

Figure 6.20 An OFC-based A-RoF system, comprising a BBU connected to several RRUs 

by a length of SSMF. Demultiplexing solution: (a) dual-stage active and (b) active 

demultiplexers in parallel 

This section looks at the implementation constraints of an OFC-based A-RoF system 

employing one of the three demultiplexing solutions. Specifically, a system operating at 

38 GHz is considered, employing an OFC that portrays the same parameters as that used 

in the experiments described above (FSR = 8.5 GHz, 11 and 14 tones within 3 dB and 10 

dB from the spectral peak, and 6 dBm total output power). For each of the scenarios, the 

limits of the system, in terms of the power budget and the number of RRU’s that can be 

served using a single OFC, are investigated. Here, it is assumed that each RRU uses a 

single mmW frequency that can be modulated with multiple IF data signals to serve 

multiple end-users. The demultiplexing scenarios under consideration are (i) an 

AWG/WSS solution as shown in Figure 4.1, and the (ii) parallel and (iii) dual-stage active 

demultiplexer architectures, as shown in Figure 6.20. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Case (i): AWG/WSS filter: 

In this case, to maintain a uniform performance across all the channels, only 11 OFC tones 

(EI-GSL, within 3 dB from the peak) are used for the mmW generation. As a result, a 

single OFC can provide 4 pairs of tones separated by 34 GHz (4 × 𝐹𝑆𝑅). Assuming that 

each pair feeds a single RRU, 4 RRU’s can be serviced using one OFC. Due to the 

insertion loss of the demultiplexer and the split/recombine losses that are part of the 

system architecture, optical amplification stages will be required. Also, optical delay lines 

would be required to compensate for any path length mismatches, as the two tones travel 

different paths.  

Case (ii): Parallel active demultiplexer :  

Here a system based on the parallel active demultiplexers (the first proposed architecture), 

as shown in Figure 6.20 (b) (red rectangle), is considered. Due to the inherent 

amplification and power equalisation property of the active demultiplexer [27], 14 tones 

(within 10 dB from the spectral peak) can be successfully demultiplexed. However, for 

this study, only the 11 strongest lines will be considered in order to simplify the power 

budget and the comparison between the different schemes. When using a parallel 

configuration, the comb needs to be split, before being injected into the active 

demultiplexer, and the filtered tones recombined, after the data modulation. This 

introduces a minimum of 6 dB loss for each generated mmW signal. For the OFC used in 

this study (with an average power of 6 dBm), an attenuation of 21 dB is needed to achieve 

an output CLSR of 30 dB (CLP of  −25 dBm). This level of attenuation means that the 

OFC output can be split 128 times (minimum insertion loss of 21 dB). Out of this power 

budget, a minimum of 6 dB must be used for the mmW generation process (splitting and 

recombining of the tones). Thus, in this scenario, a BBU using a parallel active 

demultiplexer could support 32 RRU’s. However, with 11 comb lines available from our 

OFC, 4 distinct wavelength pairs (separated by 34 GHz) can be created. These pairs can 

be transmitted using WDM, over a single fibre. If multiple fibre feeds are in place, the 

total number of RRU’s (𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑈) that the system can serve: 

 𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑈 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥{4 ∙ 𝑁𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟, 32} (6.1) 
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where 𝑁𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟 is the number of fibre feeds between the BBU and RRU.  

Case (iii): Dual-stage active demultiplexer: 

The A-RoF system employing a dual-stage demultiplexer, as illustrated in Figure 6.20 (a) 

(blue rectangle), is the subject of study here. As this demultiplexing method does not 

require splitting or recombining the tones, the system has a 6 dB higher power budget 

than the one employing a parallel active demultiplexer. As a result, theoretically, it can 

serve 128 RRU’s using a single OFC. As in the previous case, the OFC provides 4 distinct 

tone pairs (separated by 34 GHz), limiting the number of RRU’s that can be served, using 

a single fibre, to 4. However, if multiple fibre feeds are in place, the number of RRU’s 

that can be served: 

 𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑈 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥{4 ∙ 𝑁𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟, 128} (6.2) 

As mentioned earlier, when using an active demultiplexer, the number of comb tones that 

can be demultiplexed is 14, giving 6 distinct tone pairs. However, as the power of these 

extra tones can be up to 10 dB lower than the strongest lines, the number of possible splits 

would be lower than that calculated above. Table 6-5 summarises the differences between 

the three system methods. From the table, it is clear that the dual-stage demultiplexer 

provides a significant reduction in cost and complexity, while at the same time increasing 

the power budget of the system. The latter can be used to serve multiple RRU’s using a 

single OFC or to increase the reach of the system, without the need for an external 

amplifier. Furthermore, the architecture can be easily scaled by employing a wider comb. 

Table 6-5 A-RoF system demonstration case study comparison 

Case Split & 

recombine 

Path 

matching 

Optical 

amplifiers 

Split 

budget 

𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑈(𝑀𝑎𝑥) 

(i) Yes Yes Yes -- 4 

(ii) Yes Yes No 15 dB 32 

(iii) No No No 21 dB 128 
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6.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, two photonic schemes to generate mmW signals, based on the active 

demultiplexing of an OFC, are proposed. The first scheme demonstrates the use of a 

multifunctional active demultiplexer in parallel to generate a high-quality mmW signal. 

Employing such a scheme, a 61 GHz A-RoF distribution is realised that enables the 

transmission (with a BER below FEC limit) of 64- QAM UF-OFDM signal over 25 km 

SSMF. The second configuration, where two active demultiplexers are placed in series to 

reap a unique benefit where two demultiplexed tones traverse a common optical path. 

Thus, this scheme alleviates the path length matching challenges and reduces the 

requirements on the purity of the OFC used. A comprehensive characterisation and beat 

tone stability analysis is performed. Both approaches perform exceptionally well 

compared to the AWG-based solution. However, a complete characterisation 

(comparison) shows that the dual-stage active demultiplexer generates mmW signal with 

very high spectral purity as well as superior power stability. Next, the influence of the 

linewidth and the path length variations (relative time delay) between the optical tones 

are analysed with aid of SSB phase noise measurements.  

Subsequently, a dual-stage active demultiplexer based A-RoF distribution system is 

realised, and its performance evaluated using two data formats: 64 QAM UF-OFDM and 

64-QAM DMT, as well as two different OFCs, with optical linewidths of 30 kHz and 

3 MHz. A BER below HD-FEC limit, after 25 km SSMF transmission, is achieved for all 

the cases. Moreover, the two order of magnitude increase in optical linewidth of the source 

introduces a minimal penalty of 0.1 dB at the HD-FEC limit, verifying the linewidth 

tolerance of the proposed system. As a result, a cheap OFC with MHz linewidth can be 

used instead of an expensive high purity OFC source with kHz linewidths. Finally, a case 

study of the A-RoF distribution system, employing three different demultiplexing 

solutions, is presented. The analysis clearly shows that the dual-stage demultiplexer 

provides a larger power budget (> 6 dB) in comparison to the other techniques. This 

additional budget can be used to extend the system reach and/or to increase the number 

of RRU’s served using a single comb.  
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An active demultiplexer based solution benefits from a lower component count. As 

outlined in the first scheme, the use of optical amplifiers, ASE filters and external 

modulators can be eliminated. In addition, the second approach does not require splitters 

and re-combiners, and path length matching fibres or a tunable delay lines. Overall, the 

benefits of the proposed methods, coupled with the possibility of photonic integration of 

the entire transmitter, can deliver a significant reduction in the cost, complexity, footprint, 

and energy consumption of the systems, paving a way for rapid deployment of the future 

5G+ deployments. 
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7. Conclusions and Future work 

Within the framework of this thesis, several notable investigations and advancements of 

the state of the art, towards the realisation of a reconfigurable OFC-based multicarrier 

transmitter, have been presented. In particular, the EI-GSL technique has been the focus 

of this work, due to its simplicity, cost-effectiveness, excellent spectral characteristics and 

flexibility. 

An extensive experimental investigation has been presented, addressing various physical 

layer OFC implementational challenges, with emphasis placed on the application of EI-

GSL in access (including A-RoF distribution systems) and data centre networks. This 

chapter summarises the research outcomes from these studies and introduces potential 

future research pathways/roadmaps. 

7.1  Contribution to the State-of-the-art and Research Outcomes 

• Development of reconfigurable OFC source 

Chapter 3 focuses on the development of a simple and flexible EI-GSL OFC. The 

generated OFC is shown possess excellent noise properties and dynamic 

reconfiguration (FSR and emission wavelength) capability. Initial work entailed 

surmounting a major shortcoming of EI-GSLs, which is the limited OFC bandwidth. 

This was addressed by experimentally demonstrating two novel reconfigurable OFC 
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expansion architectures which generates a broadband OFC with an expansion factor of 

3 (with respect to the standard EI-GSL).  

i. The first expansion technique proposed was a novel MIL-GSL approach. A 

6.25 GHz FSR broadband OFC consisting of 45 lines (spanning over 281.25 

GHz), with an expansion factor  > 3, is demonstrated. Using the above-mentioned 

technique, comb densification was demonstrated by tuning the FSR (by 

subharmonics of the gain switching frequency) from 6.25 GHz to 390.625 MHz. 

The latter results facilitate EI-GSL OFC generation with a very low FSR and 

higher average power (in comparison to previously reported techniques). Finally, 

the OFC line characterisation validates the generation of an OFC with optimum 

characteristics; OFC exhibits excellent noise properties, with RIN better than 

−152 dB/Hz, optical linewidth of ~35 kHz, and a high degree of phase 

correlation between OFC lines (beat tone linewidth of 33 Hz). A couple of 

disadvantages with the MIL-GSL approach are the limited scalability and the 

restricted wavelength tunability. 

ii. The second expansion architecture investigated entails the use of multiple 

independent EI-GS Fabry-Perot lasers. Phase correlation between the 

independently generated OFCs is then introduced via FWM in an SOA. As a 

proof of principle, two independent OFCs with an FSR of 6.25 GHz are 

employed in this scheme resulting in the generation of 42 mutually coherent lines 

spanning over 262.5 GHz (within 10 dB). The expansion can be scaled up by 

using multiple EI-GSL stages in parallel. The concept of inducing phase 

correlation via FWM in an SOA is verified by heterodyning two tones originating 

from different input combs and validated by achieving a reduction, by five-orders 

of magnitude, in the beat tone linewidth (from 1.1 MHz to 24 Hz). An added 

benefit achieved by the employment of the SOA in the architecture is 

amplification, which boosts the comb average power from 4.5  to 14.5 dBm. 

Finally, by using FP GSLs, the architecture is shown to be capable of tuning the 

central wavelength of the comb by 30 nm.  
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• Investigation of demultiplexer solutions 

As discussed in chapter 4, the implementation of an OFC in a reconfigurable optical 

network could be impeded by the complexity associated with the demultiplexing of 

individual comb lines prior to data modulation. To overcome this issue, two potential 

demultiplexer solutions: (i) a microring resonator, and (ii) a laser baser active 

demultiplexer were investigated.  

i. To best our knowledge, we demonstrate for the first time an FPGA-controlled GSL 

OFC transmitter enabled by an 8 channel MRR demultiplexer. The ability of the 

GSL OFC and MRR to handle dynamic requirements is verified by reconfiguring, 

the FSR of the OFC and the MRR, in real-time. The results validate the potential 

of a software-defined (FPGA-controlled) GSL OFC transmitter. However, the 

MRR device used in this test was originally not designed as an OFC demultiplexer 

(passband of >20 GHz). Therefore, the desired MRR demultiplexer specifications, 

such as the Q-factor and number of rings per output port, are investigated through 

VPI simulations. The simulations and experiements led us to draw a conclusion 

that to achieve precise, fast, and independent tuning of individual MRRs, heating 

elements should be replaced by a PN junction embedded within the ring. 

ii. A second demultiplexer solution based on a semiconductor laser-based active 

demultiplexer is investigated. A detailed examination/characterisation of its 

multifunctionalities such as wavelength-tunable demultiplexing, ultra-low noise 

amplification, power equalisation, and direct data modulation, is carried out. Both 

demultiplexers solutions that were investigated can be integrated with the EI-GSL 

OFC into a single chip to gain techno-economic benefits. It is important to mention 

that the studies presented in chapter 4 are not limited to EI-GSL but are compatible 

with any OFC.  
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• Implementation of a novel OFC based transmitter for short-reach application 

Chapter 5 presents a demonstration of a novel simple OFC-based transmitter system 

employing an active demultiplexer (filter-amplifier-modulator) for data centres and 

short-reach applications. Some highlights of the results achieved; 

i. Demonstration of an OFC based short reach transmission system. This involved 

a directly modulated two-channel 10.7 Gb/s on-off keyed system with a SSMF 

link of 3 km yielding error-free transmission.  

ii. The impact of OFC injection on chirp (induced by direct modulation) is 

examined using simulations carried out in VPI. This led to the proposal of a novel 

dual-stage active demultiplexer that is demonstrated to enhance the CLSR and 

reduce the chirp.  

iii. Performance verification of the proposed transmitter in a system employing 

advanced modulation formats such as 4-QAM DMT and 16-QAM DMT to 

realise aggregate data rates of 100 Gb/s (8 × 12.5 Gb/s) and 200 Gb/s (8 × 25 

Gb/s), respectively. A BER below the HD-FEC limit is achieved for all channels 

(including channels with powers less than 20 dB from the spectral peak) for 

transmission over 40 (4-QAM DMT) and 25 km (16-QAM DMT) of SSMF.  

iv. Demonstration of a 4 channel (4-QAM DMT) DWDM transmitter, which utilises 

all available OFC lines to improve spectral efficiency. The impact of cross 

channel interference due to closely spaced adjacent channels is also investigated.  

• Linewidth tolerant mmW generation and A-RoF distribution system  

In chapter 6, two novel mmW signal generation and A-RoF distribution schemes are 

proposed. The two configurations entail the employment of active demultiplexers in a 

parallel and cascaded configuration The proposed schemes provide significant benefits 

in comparison to the state-of-the-art solutions. The main results achieved are outlined; 

i. Multifunctionality of the active demultiplexer (filter-amplifier-modulator): 

which overcomes many drawbacks such as (i) large insertion loss of the filter 

and external modulator (ii) need for external optical amplifiers such as EDFA or 
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SOA (to compensate losses), and (iii) OSNR degradation (stems from the use of 

amplifiers).  

ii. Generation of a tunable mmW signal and the realisation of an A-RoF distribution 

system: 

• Demonstration of mmW signal generation at multiple frequencies; 29.5, 38, 

63.5 GHz and a detailed characterisation of the generated mmW signals. 

• Demonstration of an A-RoF distribution system enabled by the direct 

modulation of the active demultiplexer with 64-QAM UF-OFDM, and -

DMT signals. 25 km SSMF transmission shows system performance ac 

below HD-FEC limit after. 

iii. Tolerance to a large optical linewidth (cascaded scheme). 

• Verification of linewidth tolerance by characterising SSB phase noise for 

two OFC sources with linewidths of 3.1 MHz and 30 kHz. 

• Evaluation of system performance as a function of linewidths: two orders of 

magnitude increase in OFC linewidth introduces a negligible performance 

penalty of 0.1 dB (at HD-FEC limit), highlighting the linewidth tolerance of 

the proposed scheme.  

iv. Reduced loss: split ratio reduced by a factor of two in comparison to the standard 

architecture (cascaded scheme). 

v. Reduced component count and potential photonic integration: further reducing 

cost, footprint and energy. 

Overall, the successful development of a reconfigurable OFC-based transmitter system 

enabled by a multi-functional active demultiplexer is presented in this thesis. It overcomes 

most of the implementational challenges and facilitates the tunability of transmission 

parameters according to incoming traffic requirements and conditions. The scientific 

advancements and investigation presented in this thesis, may play a vital role in the 
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realisation of a cost-effective transmitter to be employed in future high-capacity data 

transmission systems. 

7.2 Future Work and Potential Research Directions 

 

Figure 7.1 Future work in the area of an OFC-based reconfigurable transmitter. 

While the research work presented in this thesis has provided technical solutions (and the 

science behind it) to several challenges, there is still a large body of work that can be 

carried out to further the science and to pave the way towards the realisation of a 

commercial OFC-based reconfigurable transmitter. Figure 7.1 outlines some of the future 

work, including the photonic integration of the proposed schemes that have been 

investigated in this thesis. In addition, advancements can be made by implementing 

software-controlled reconfigurable sliceable bandwidth variable transmitters (SBVT) and 

fully characterising their performance.  

• OFC expansion: The work on the OFC expansion described in chapter 3 can be 

extended by investigating ways of realising the proposed scheme in a photonic 

integrated circuit (PIC). Some progress has been made on this, where the first batch 

of PICs based on the MIL-GSLs have been fabricated by Pilot Photonics Ltd. The 

schematic of the PIC is shown in Figure 7.2. It comprises a 4-section master laser 

followed by two 2-section slave DFB lasers. A phase tuner is placed on one arm to 
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compensate for any delay/path difference between the two arms. Spot-size converters 

(SSC) are used for all-optical inputs and outputs. An optional SSC is provided to 

allow external optical injection if needed. A detailed characterisation of such a MIL-

GSLs would be an obvious next step in the realisation of simple, compact, cost-

effective, energy-efficient OFC. Future design iterations may also include a phase 

modulator and an SOA at the output of MIL-GSL to enhanced the tunability of the 

FSR and amplify the OFC power.  

 

Figure 7.2 PIC architecture of MIL-GSL-based OFC generation. 

 

Figure 7.3 Schematic of a potential OFC expansion architecture employing AlGaAs-on-

insulator waveguide. 

• Expansion via integrated nonlinear medium: Another possible OFC expansion 

scheme is to integrate the OFC with a nonlinear medium. However, the main 

drawback of such scheme was the fabrication challenges to integrate with OFC and 

would result in high propagation losses. However, the recent development of 

heterogeneous integration of AlGaAs-on-insulator (AlGaAs-OI) could overcome 
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these difficulties and allow the fabrication of sub-micron scale nonlinear waveguides. 

Hence, an OFC could be effectively expanded by employing a dispersion-engineered 

AlGaAs-OI nonlinear medium, as depicted in Figure 7.3. The OFC shown is 

generated using a 4-section integrated EI-GSL and subsequently expanded using an 

AlGaAs-OI nonlinear waveguide. Hence, the investigation of such waveguides to 

induce a nonlinear expansion of an OFC would be an interesting topic for future 

research. 

 

Figure 7.4 Schematic of a PIC-based architecture of an EI-GSL-based OFC transmitter 

(OFC + 1 x 4 active demultiplexer). 

• Realisation of a fully integrated EI-GSL-based OFC transmitter: The work on the 

reconfigurable multi-carrier transmitter, described in chapters 3 and 4, can be 

furthered by integrating the OFC and demultiplexer on a single chip, as shown in 

Figure 7.4. The broadband OFC can be generated by employing a MIL-GSL (as in 

Figure 7.2) and could include an electro-optic phase modulator to further expand or 

provide FSR tunability, depending upon the application. The demultiplexing and 

amplification of the OFC lines could be performed using a 1 x 4 active demultiplexer. 

The chip may include an integrated data modulator after the demultiplexer to enable 
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modulations of individual carriers with advanced modulation formats for long-haul 

communications. Furthermore, the dual-stage active demultiplexing proposed in 

chapter 5, can also be included for CLSR improvement and/or chirp reduction in case 

of direct modulation (short reach applications). The chip-level realisation of the fully 

integrated reconfigurable OFC transmitter would be a vital advancement in the field, 

facilitating commercial deployment of OFC-based transmitters. 

• Realisation of software-defined SBVTs: The research work carried out in this thesis 

work, is aimed at the realisation of software-defined SBVT to facilitate network 

adaptability to dynamic traffic conditions. Future work may include a software-

defined control layer that translates the incoming data plane commands into the 

SBVT configuration settings. The schematic of such an OFC-based scheme is 

depicted in Figure 7.4. The main building block of such an architecture is a 

reconfigurable OFC source, that could be based on the architecture presented in 

chapter 3. A phase modulator could follow the proposed OFC to control the number 

of lines generated and allow a swift tuning of the FSR. This block can be followed 

by a 1 × 4 𝑜𝑟 1 × 8 active demultiplexer, as described in chapter 4, which performs 

wavelength-tunable demultiplexing, ultra-low amplification and power equalisation. 

Furthermore, depending upon the traffic requirements, the demultiplexed tone can be 

directly or externally modulated with the data using a given format and data rate. 

• Potential future work could also include exploring other applications that can benefit 

from the use of an OFC such as dual-comb spectroscopy, steganography, distance 

measurements, soliton generation, etc. 
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